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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION:

CONTEMPORARY SCHOOL LAW
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I. Increasing Schoo 'ft-Litigation and This Handbook.

This _handbOOk summarizes Current-legal doctrine, state sta-
tutes, ,and federal and state regulations regarding the treatment
of public scnool pupilS. It reports on court decisions which are
binding in WisconSin such as thOSe by the Wisconsin Supreme.
Court or the federal Seventh 'Circuit Court of Alipeals_ in
Chicago, and. those -from . Other_ -Courts around the country which
illustrate how _pupil issues have been dealt .with in other
Jurisdictions. Most of these as do nOt offer absolute pre-
scriptions on how to deal with a particular situation. In fact,.
there are few areas of school law which are sufficiently settled
so that absolute guidelines can be written, In many, hOwever,
there are clear trends which cause us to suggest particular
policies be written for schools or teachers to follow. While_ the
facts of cases always vary; there are some subjects for which
general aoproaChes can be suggested; .

In some areas, we suggest behavior which teachers and
administrators will wish to avoid, : at least if they wish not to be
caught up in lengthy litigation. Student strip searches; for
example,. or outright bans on the distribution of pamphlets; are
frequently the source of litigation. Policies for school personnel
to follow, which cover these areas can help structure s sensible
response should_ these issues emerge. School responses to the
occasional constitutional -issue which occurs during the school
year is too often made without the availability of or reference to
such policies. By the time an attorney is consulted or a call_ is
made to the__ Department of Public Instruction or a: University
school- law faculty member, actions nave .already been :taken
which are both unwise and irreversible. Too often_, school
personnel find themselves in a "how did we get ourselves into
this" position .

Litigation involving schools has grown significantly, for-
number of reasons; Schools are sometimes the battleground_ for
issues the larger society is confronting. Religious, social or
political groups often seek to control school curriculum,: or the
content of libraries; or to present controversial speakers or.
programs. Students have the right both to receive ideas and to
be 'free from the receipt of those which are unwanted. Thus
schools are required to engage in delicate balancing and special
interest groups sometimes use litigation to push, schools in one
direction or the other;

State and federal governments have also increased their
demands on schools, requiring special programs for the handi-
capped and students from ethnic and social minorities. Regttla-
lions for these_ efforts are encyclopedic, as the chapters in this
publication which discuss theth indicate. LawsUits over the

dprovision of these special services are commonplace, ue in part
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to the cost and :nature of: the set-Vices and in part to. theitact
that key terms in the regulations were not precisely defined.

Finslly; people are simply suing one another more often in
the .1980s. The willingness of people to file suit, combined with
the wide of controversial subject areas in schools .in
which such suits are possible, makes knowledge of school law
particularly ittiportant for school administrators and teachers;

In tdditibn to doing something . which leads to lawsuit;
school personnel occasionally fail to act because; in some
situations, they have an 'unwarranted fear of the legal con-
SequenteS. TeacherS, then, may fail to discipline students when
it is heeded, or work under the mistaken. feeling. that they are
Open to personal -liability for their every act: In fact i teachers
Whb use their best professional judgement in a difficult situation
are Seldom, held fiable by courts for their actions; This hand-
bobk should help- ease teachers' fears because; in fact; :court
decisions_ have not restricted the professional judgments of school
personnel to the extent that some believe;

II. Organization of This Book.

In this handbook we are seeking' tit present the current
state of school law on the treatment of pupils. Where the .law is
unsettled we say so and where schools would benefit from
-written policies we recommend them. In the next three 'chapters
we discuss issues which spring from constitutional rights, the
amendments to the United States Constitution guaranteeing free
speech, the right tokreligibus freedom and the right to be free
from unreasonable searches. Students have rights and we are
not reluctant to urge that these be honored.

Chapters 5-7 discuss the ways in which schoblS can reg-
ulate the of students, without interfering with constitu-
tional rights, in order that schools can be .effective learning
environments f9r the majority of students". Disdpline, generally,
and attendance, specifically, are discussed. The special pr9b-
lems associated with extracurricular activities are introduced.

The laSt three chapters discuss special groups, including
the handicapped and racial minorities. Here the focus is o'
regulations as well as legal decisions, since so many issues
involving these groups arise from the interpretation of state and
federal regulations.

We have tried to suggest, .in the chapters which follow,
ways in which legal issues common in schools might be viewed.
School law is ever changing and it is not possible to use this
publication as a cookbook, opening to a certain page to see
exactly how to proceed: Hopefully, this summary of school law
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will instead give a sense of when the potential for disputes is
present and how some .court or other outsider might view the
issue once it arises. It might also help suggest when legal
counsel should be consulted to handle a particular problem;

III. Comments on Sources.

In thiS book we're tried to use footnotes to help readers
locate other sources_ which might be useful. Many footnotes cite
cases and we have followed the Uniform System of Citation pub-
lished by the Harvard _Law Review for abbreviating case loca-
tions. Because the uniform system is difficult to read when law
reviews or journals are cited, we've employed a social science
format for listing those.

Readers wishing to keep up to date on school_ law issues
should consider joining the National Organization on Legal Prob-
lems in Education (NOLPE) . NOLPE membership provides
summaries of recent cases. The NOLPE Yearbook of School Law
discusses all federal court and state appellate court cases
decided in the previous year. The Yearbook covers all cases of
interest to schools, including employee relationS, pupilS,
property, and torts. Education Daily summarizes current court
actions and, for the school law junkie, has the advantage of
arriving five days a- week. Legal issues are also briefly di8-
cussed in the "Legal Corner" column appearing in the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction's Newsletter and in the "1:)
Jure" column by Tom Flygare -which appears each month in the



CHAPTER 2

FREE SPEECH AND EXPRESSION
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1. What limits may be placed on student speech or
expression and what must schools do to avoid
enacting excessive rules?

2. To what extent are student demonstrations
protected by the first amendment?

3. Can schools regulate the personal appearance
of students?

4. Can school officiali ban the distribution of
critical or obscene' publications on school
grounds?

5. Can school boards pass standards for the
selection of textbooks or school library books?

6. Can books which community citizens judge
obscene be removed from school libraries?
What is the" difference between school and
community libraries?

I. Constitutional Rights of Students.

The FirSt Amendment of the United States Constitution and
Article I, Section 3, of the Wisconsiin Constitution both guarantee
citizens the freedom of expression. Until the 1960s, this right
was not extended to students within the school setting. School
officials once were granted broad discretion to limit the speech
or appearance of students, and courts were hesitant to overrule
the judgment of school personnel in setting such limits. Any
rule that had a reasonable relation to an appropriate educational
goal, such as promoting school discipline, was judged constitu-
tional. Times have changed.

In 1969, the United States Supreme Court ruled that chil-
dren in school are protected by the First Amendment of the
United States Constitution. The Court said iv) Tinker v. DeS
Moines- Independent Community School District," a Vietnam pro-
test case involving students who had worn black armbands to
school, "Students and teachers do not shed their constitutional
rights to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse
gate." School officials, the Supreme Court ruled, cannot exer-
cise absolute authority over their students, because students in
school have fundamental rights. As this chapter will detail,
schools can make rules which limit pupils' freedom of expression,
but must have substantial justification for their actions. The
United States Constitution protects symbolic expression as well
as pure speech. Vnder certain circumstances a udent's right
to wear armbands," hold peaceful demonstrations, refrain from



Standing during the Pledge of AI 5glance, and even to bring a
Same-Sex date to a school dance have been protected by the
first amendment free speech clause.

This chapter describes the circumstances under which
speech or expression can b limited and the obligations which
school districts have to ensure that such limitations are not ex-
cessive. The chapter discusses free speech or expression in a
variety of contexts, including appearance, demonstrationS, school
publications, publications produced out of schOol, and the
removal of books from school libraries.

First Amendment Balancing. The Tinker ruling and subse-
quent expression cases do not mean student8 have the absolute
right to say whatever they like in whatever manner they wish.
Courts balance the student's rights against the need for a
smoothly running educational system. A compelling state inter-
est, such as ensuring the safety of other students or preventing
disruptions, may warrant abridging students' freedom of ex-
pression. Courts balance the right of expression against the
need for order. In one case the Supreme Court described this
process:

A government regulation is sufficiently justified if it
is within the constitutional power of the _govern-
ment; if it furthers an important or substantial
governmental interest; if the government interest is
unrelated to the suppression of free expression;
and if the incidental restriction on alleged first
amendment freedoms is no greater han is essential
to the furtherance of that interest.

In Wisconsin, statutes authorize school boards to make rules
to govern the public schools of their district. Wisconsin Statute
g 120.13(1) allows school officials to make rules "pertaining to
conduct and dress of pupils in order to maintain good decorum
And a favorable academic atmosphere." The statute further
allows officials to suspend or expel students if they endanger
the health, property, or safety of others at scho-ol under the
control of school officials or threaten to use explosives to de-
stroy school property. Thus the statute recognizes the
maintenance of "good decorum," a "favorable academic atmo-
sphere," and the "health and safety of school property and stu-
dents" as adequate justifications for limiting students' free
expression.

According to Tinker, there must be evidence that student-n--expression would materially and substantially interfere with
school work" before school officials can prohibit it. Further-
more, an unsupported fear that disruption will occur is not
enough. Predictions of disruption must be based in fact. The
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Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals offered the following criteria for:
determining whether school rules violated students' free speech
rights:

What more was required at least was a deter-
mination, based on fact, not intuition, that the
expected disruption would probably result from the
exercise of the constitutional right and that fore-
going such exercise would tend to make the expect-
ed disreption substantially less probable or less
severe.

The school's desire to avoid "discomfort" and "unpasantness" is
not sufficient reason to curtail student expression.

If similar expressions have caused disturbances in the past
or if there is a volatile atmosphere at the school, officials may
be able to restrict the challenged conduct. However, schools
must explore alternative means, to prevent disruption and use the
"least restrictive" means to obtain their objective, i.e., rules
that least infringe upon constitutional rights. For example, a
school regulation prohibiting the wearing of all buttons and other
insignia was declawr constitutional in 1960 by the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals. The school's population had changed from
all white to 70% black, and racial tensions were high. A button
proclaiming "Happy Easter, Dr. King" caused a fight at the
school the previous year. Students argued they should be able
to wear antiwar buttons since these would not aggravate the
racial diVisiveness in the schoot. The appeals court recognized,
however, the administrative difficulty in policing button selection
and determining which buttons are permissible and which are
not The court concluded that if all buttons were permitted,
many students would seek to wear buttons conveying an inflam-
matory or provocative message or one which would be considered
as an insult or affront to other students. These buttons would
add to an already incendiary situation and would undoubtedly
provoke further fighting among the students and lead to
"material and substantial disruption of the educational process."
Since the court found no practical alternative which would
prevent disruption without limiting free expression, they
sanctioned the scluml's actions.

In a more recent case, a student wearing a "Fuck the
Draft" button was suspended when he refused to remove the
button. A California appeals court found the school's action
reasonable, noting that the student had other ways within the
school to protest the draft, picluding a newspaper which the
student personally distributed.

ProtPctinn of Speech and ExRreqsion, Officials must explore
alternative means to maintain discipline which do not silence free
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speech. For example, violent audience reaction should not pro-
hibit students from expressing unpopular views in a peaceful
manner. The school is responsible for protecting free speech
whenever possible and officials must attempt to control distur-
bances from the opposition. Schools must use the least restric-
tive means to obtain 'their goals. This principle can be illus-
trated by looking at some specific examples.

A school in Texas prohibited studeriV from wearing black
armbands to protest the war in Vietnam. None of the school
officials expected the wearers of the black armbands to initiate
disruption, but feared proponents of the war might cause trou-
ble. The court ruled the armbands were a peaceful, rational
way to express an idea. The armbands did not represent
"fighting words" whose purpose was to incite confrontation. The
court stressed the school's responsibility to try different ave-
nues to prevent disruption. Officials should have tried to bring
the differing student factions together to agree on peaceful
relations. If this had failed, then prohibiting the black
armbands might have been appropriate. The court concluded
that school authorities have the responsibility to "nurture- and
protect" student exp sion "unless circumstances allow them no
practical alternative.

A Rhode Island court ruled it was unconstitutional to pre-
vent a gay student from bringing a male escort to the seniir
prom, even though school officials feared a violent reaction. -z

The court said the fear of violence was probably justified,
because the student had been taunted, spit upon, and slapped
by fellow students after announcing his intention to take a male
date to the prom. However, the student's actions were
recognized as a political statement protected by the first
amendment. The court ruled schools have an obligation to take
reasonable measures to protect peaceful student expression.
Barring the gay student from the prom was not the least
restrictive means to prevent disturbance. Additional security
personnel at the dance would have reduced the likelihood of vio-
lence. The court stressed, "Even a legitimate interest in school
discipline does not outweigh a student's right to peacefully ex-
press his views in an appropriate time, place, and manner. To
rule otherwise would completely subvert free speech An the
schools by granting other students a 'heckler's veto.'" The
couple attended and the dance occurred without incident.

Demonstrations. Schools may prohibit demonstrations on
school grounds if they "materially disrupt school activities." It
is probably not constitutional to deny all demonstrations on
school premises, but officials can reasonably regulate the time,
jalace, and manner of the demonstrations. Wisconsin Statute

120.13 authorizes school officials to make rules in order to
"maintain good decorum;" "provide a favorable academic
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atmosphere," and "protect the alth, safety, and property of
students." Wisconsin Statutes 120.13(1)(b) and 120.13(1)(c)
say schools cannot suspend or expel students for actions while
not on school property or under the supervision of a school
authority, unless the conduct endangers students at school or
school property.

Most court cases concerning demonstrations have originated
from incidents occurring on college campuses. The cases relat-
ing to high school demonstrations, however; make it clear that
students have the right to protest, under reasonable time and
place restrictions. This can be illustrated by looking at specific
cases.

A Pennsylvania federal court; for example, upheld the sus-
pensions crf. high school students who held a sit-in in the school
corridors. However, the court said demonstrations on school
property were not disruptive per se. The court warned that
only the conduct of the demonstrators and not the reaction of
the audience should be judged. The court found this particular
sit-in disruptive to the educational program because participants
failed to attend scheduled classes, prevented others from
attending classes in session, and created noisy disturbances in
the school halls.

The United States Supreme Court upheld a Rockford,
Illinois ordinance which prohibited "willfully making noise or di-
version that disturbs or tens to disturb the peace or good
order of the school session." The court recognized that some
picketing or handbilling on public grounds near a school can ef-
fectively publicize grievances without disrupting schoolwork.
However schools cannot tolerate "boisterous demonstrators who
drown out classroom conversation, make studying impossiblyi
block entrances or incite children to leave the schoolhouse."
The Supreme Court in this case was ruling on the validity of a
city ordinance rather than the constitutionality of a school board
policy.

The Fifth Circuit Court fig Appeals reached a similar deci-
sion in a high school setting. The court held it was constitu-
tional to prohibit a demonstration on public property adjacent to
school grounds when the demonstration interfered with the
desegregation of the school system. However, the ban applied
only to areas close to the high school and was effective only
during school hours. The court also ruled school officials could
not permanently ban all demonstrations near the high school. If
circumstances changed, nondisruptive demonstrations would have
to be allowed.

Controversial Speakers. Schools should have policies
regarding appearances by outside speakers. Most controversies



involving speakers occur whey such policies are not followed, or
when an invitation Is withdrawn. Regulations which prohibit all
outside_ speakers from appearing in school or which Make distinc-
tion:4 based on the speaker's qualifications are constitutional.
Schools may not, however, deny some speakers the opportunity
to appear solely because their views are controversial or
unpopular. However, if the speaker is likely to cause a
_substantial- disruption in the Eqhool, he or she can probably be
banned. An Oregon court ruled, for example, that schools could
not ban all "political" speakers. It was feared the regulation
Would be used afiectively to silence political views' the adminis-
tration opposed. Some courts have Hied schools must offer
equal time to differing points of view. They contend school-
officials have a responsibility to present a balanced view of
public issues.

Wisconsin Statute § 121.02(h) requires that schools provide
"adequate instructional materials which reflect the cultural diver-
sity and _pluralistic nature of American society." This statute
could form the basis for a legal challenge, were a Wisconsin
school to prohibit an appearance by a speaker. Because these
cases usually originate when someone in the school has invited a
person to speak and the invitation is later challenged, school
districts would be well advised to have a person designated to
handle the selection of speakers.

II. Persona Appearance.

In the 1970s many student:4 challenged the constitutionality
of school hairstyle and dress codes. Although courts strongly
disagreed on whether students had a constitutional right to wear
the hairstyle and clothea of their choice at school, the United
States Supreme Court refused to hear these cases and resolve
the 'issue. School officials now seem to be more tolerant of dif=
ferent tastes in clothing and grooming, finding -it is often more
disruptive to take issue with a student's personal appearance
than it is to alloW some unorthodox dress or hairstyle.

In Wisconsin students may wear any hairstyle they wish as
long as it dopiii not substantially disrupt classroom activities.
The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, whose decisions are
binding in Wisconsin, has ruled the right to wear one's hair at
any length and in any maser is a freedom protected by the
United States Constitution. In order to regulate a student's
hair length, school officials must show that the hairstyle would
Substantially disrupt school activities or represent a health and
safety threat. In the Seventh Circuit case, the challenged dress
code had been approved by a majority vote of the student body.
However, the court said this did not justify limiting the
students' right to determine hair length.
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Most rulings concerning hair length may also be applied to
student dress. However, some courts have found regulating
hairstyles burdens students' rights more than regulating
clothing. Hair length has been recognized as more of a personal
statement of identity, a form of symbolic expression, than
clothing has Schools may prohibit clothing which is unsanitary,
obscene; or disruptive. Officials must be able to prove that the
restricted clothing would substantially interfere with school
activities or threaten student health and safety. Several
examples can be cited to show the circumstances under which
dress can be regulated.

Dress codes for which courts could find no justification
have included a no-scks rule for girls promulgated by NewNew
York school district, a New Hampshire go-jeans rule; and
dress codes for extracurricular activities, unless -related to a
student's ability to perform the activity. Clothing which is
soiled QA otherwise constitutes a health hazard can be Pro-
hibited,'" as can unusually immodest Iothing or that with dis-
ruptive, obscene slogans or pictures."' The safety of students
in certain classes, such as industrial arts or chemistry, may
serve as the basis for additional rules. Again, courts look fora
rational relationship between the rule and some -.desired goal,
such as the safety of students.

III. Publications.

Student publications are protected by the Freedom of the
Press Clause in the First Amendment of the ypited tates
Constitution and by the Wisconsin Constitution. " However,
students do not have the absolute liberty to write and publish
whatever they wish. Cases involving school publications
invariably fall into gray areas where there are lege arguments
which can be made both in favor of and against a publication
ban. There are; however, a few general guidelines in the cases
which have been decided, and these will be detailed in this
section.

In general, the limits to a student's freedom of the press
depends on whether publications are sponsored by the school or
are student initiated. The more students can sever their rela-
tionship with the school, the greater freedom they have to pub-
lish without restrictions. Papers which are written, published,
and distributed off school grounds and do not use school funds,
staff, or equipment are treated like the public press. These
publications cannot be restricted by school personnel, but must
meet conventional libel and obscenity standards. If literature is
sponsored by the school, officials can exert more control over
the content.



Schools may refuse to fund publications of which they do
not approve. Any publications distributed in the school or on
its grounds are subject to reasonable regulations covering the
time, place, and manner of. delivery. Schools may also ban pub-
lications distributed on campus which materially disrupt classroom
activity, interfere with the rights of other students, or contain
obscene or libelous material. It is sometimes difficult, however,
to sustain a claim that a publication is obscene.

School-Sponsored _Papers_ 'Generally, school-sponsored
newspapers cannot be censored by school adminifirators solely
because there is disagreement over their content. There can
be a refusal' to print or distribute the paper, however,'-if 30
substantial disruption of the educational process would result.
Courts sometimes are called 'on to weigh these difficult matters of
judgment, though the number of 'school newspaper cases has

'declined in recent years.

The Supreme Court decision in Tinker, 31 discussed more
fully earlier in this chapter, applies to student publications as
well as to political protest. School officials may ban publications
on school grounds if they "materially and substantially" interfere
with the operation of the school or there is a reasonable likeli-
hood the literature will cause a disruption. As with other forms
of student expression, an unsupported fear or expectation of
disruption is not sufficient. School officials must have evidence
to support their predictions. Banning the publication must also
he the least restrictive means to avoid disruption.

In 1979 a New York court ruled a school official's decision
to ban a student newspaper was constitutional, because he had a
"rational basis grounded in fact for his conclusion that publica-
tion would create' a substantial risk of disruption of school
activities."32 The publication contained an offensive and violent
letter attributed to the lacrosse team. Faculty advisors testified
the letter might lead to a confrontation between the team and
newspaper staff. The court, under this set of facts, deferred
to the expertise of school authorities.

In 1980 a Georgia court found school officials could not ban
a student newpaper because they did not have a "reasonable
basis to forecast significant and material disruption of high
school activities.' The ban was invoked because the student
newspaper contained a 1960 prosegregation quote by a present
member of the school board. Officials argued that the quote
would provoke racial tensions at the school. Upon inquiry with
all parties involved, however, the court found racial relations at
the school were admittedly good and expectations of disruptions
were unfounded. The censorship was therefore overturned.
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rapers rroaucea uii campus. Lt the Literature is produced
off. campus, the school cannot prevent its dittribution on school
grounds simply because the paper is unpopular or critical of the
school. The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals ruled, for
example. that a student may not be suspended merely for criti-
cizing school policies in a pub4ipation written off campus but dis-
tributed on school grounds.'" The student had critiqued a
pamphlet explaining school policies and procedures to parents.
He used "strong, disrespectful language" and he said the Dean's
handout was a "product of a sick mind" and urged students to
destroy the pamphlet. Although the court noted the student's
comments were tasteless, that was not sufficient to justify sus-
pending him. Before taking disciplinary action, school author-
ities would have to, forecast a subStantial disruption of school
activities. In this case there was no evidence the student body
followed the advice to destroy the pamphlet.

The expulsion of students from the Brazil, Indiana, High
School, for distributing3e leaflet with inflammatory content was
upheld in a 1981 case. The leaflet urged students to boycott
school as a means of protesting new disciplinary rules in effect
at the high school. In looking at the expulsion, the federal
court considered the fact that students had walked out of the
school on the day before in a related protest. The court
considered this to be evidence that a "materiel disruption" might
occur as the result of the pamphlet- and it sustained the
expulsion.

A Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the right of high
school students tqa discuss controversial topics in an
underground paper, The student publication advocated the
decriminalization of marijuana and' offered information on drug
counseling and birth control. The judge concluded,
"Controversy neves7 sufficient in and of itself to stifle the
views of any citizen."

When publications or other materials substantially interfere
with the rights of some students, courts have upheld restrictions
on distribution. Students are a captive audience, and schools
must not subject them to expression which might cause emotional
or physical harm. Several cases illustrate this point.

A Second Circuit Court of Appeals ruled school authorities
could prohibit distribution of a sex questionnaire to ninth- and
tenth-grade .students, because experts testified the questionnaire
might cause emotional stiffs and psychological harm to a number
of students of that age. The court concluded that protecting
student health and welfare is an appropriate rationale for limiting
students' freedom of expression.
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material endangers the physical health of students. The Fourth
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that school officials could consti=
tutionally ban a school newspaper with a "headshop"- advertise=
ment, because 3# was a threat to the health and safety of the
student body. The court noted that while disruption is a
standard frequently used in school first amendment cases, it is
"merely one justification," and "nowhere has it been held to be
the sole justification." The court reasoned that an advertisement
promoting drug paraphernalia encourages actions that endanger
student health and safety, and since protecting student health
and safety is a legitimate rationale for limiting freedom of ex=
pression, school officials could constitutionally ban the
advertisement.

Distribution_Limits. Schools can formulate ruleb for the
time, place, and manner of newspaper or pamphlet dittribution.
However, these regulations cannot be used as a pretext for lim-
iting student expression. School officials_ must have an appro-
priate rationale for their restrictions. Officials must Also try to
achieve their objectives without limiting distribution. Rules on
distribution cannot be vague, ambiguous, or overbroad. The
rules should be in writing so that all parties understand them.

Schools also may have distrib_ution rules which prevent ma-
terial disruption of classwork. However, the Seventh Circuit
Court of Appeals found a regulation which prohibited all student
distribAion of literature during the school day to` be overly
broad. The spurt recognized that students have free periods
when they are not involved in classroom activity. School
officials failed to show that. distribution to these students would
substantially disrupt classes in session.

Another Seventh Circuit case recognized that safety is an
appropriate rationale_ for diStribution rules. Schools can prohibit
distribution during fire drills or in congested areas. Schools
can also make rule& to prevent litter as long as the regulations
do not totally prohibit distribution.

a Student Papers Off Campus. Wisconsin Statute
5 120.13(11(13) allows schools to suspend students for conduct
off the school premises only if the puraill endangers the health,
safety, or property of others at school. Schools, then, do not
have authority to regulate student expression off campus when
the materials do not appear in the school. In 1980 the United
States Supreme Court left intact al.1979 Second Circuit Court of
Appeals ruling that off-campus _publications erjo the same
constitutional protections as the public press. The student
publication in question, Harcl_Times, had been conceived,
executed, and distributed outside the school. Even though Hard
Times was admittedly vulgar, the court ruled school offiCial;
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could not punisn students tor its publication. The court
recognized that, in order to maintain appropriate discipline and
functioning of the school, officials may curtail disruptive,
obscene, or libelous expression within the school setting.
However, the schools authority to limit free expression must be
strictly confined to its boundaries. "When school officials are
authorized only to punish speech on school property, the
student !s free to speak his mind when -the school day ends. In
this manner, the community is not deprived of the salutary
effects of expression, and educational authorities are free to
establish an- academic environment in which the 44eathing and
learning process can proceed free of disruption." The court
left open the question whether Hari Times could have been
banned if distributed on school grounds. Although it was not
obscene by adult standards, Hard Times might have been judged
inappropriate for school-age children.

Abscene Materials. Schools can refuse to finance
newspapers at the high school level; since they are under no
obligation to fund any student publication. Nevertheless, there
is case law at the college level that rules it is unconstitutional to
withdraw financial support, thereby censoring free expression
through the "power 4f the purse," when a newspaper prints
controversial stories;

Schbols may, however, restrict publications which are
obscene or libelous if they are distributed on campus. The legal
definition of libel involves a written statement which is false and
harms a person's reputation. If the person harmed is a public
official, he or she must prove the writer knew thedtatement was
false or could easily have discovered that fact. Generally,
publicly elected or appointed positions are considered to be
"public officials." Teachers generally are not. The following
examples of libel involving public officials may help: "writing
falsely that the principal stole $1000 may be libelous; an editorial
alleging that many, teachers in a school district are incompetent
probably is not.'""

A New York court ruled that it was constitutional to
prevent the publimtion of a student newspaper which contained
a libelous letter. The letter said the vice-president of the
student _government had been a total failure in performing his
duties and .had been suspended from school. Since the student
government member was not considered a public official, it was
possible to ban the letter without proving the writer knew it was
false. Further, school officials did not need absolute proof the
letter was false before they restricted its publication. The
principal's knowledge of the studeFit- and his belief- that the
letter would cause the student irreparable harm formed a
"rational and substantial basis" for prohibiting the letter's
publication, the court concluded.
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a work which (a) on the whole appeals to prurient interests in.
sex, (b) describes sexual conduct in a patently offensive way,
and (it 'lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific
value. The Court used "contemporary community standards"
to determine what is offensive lacks worth. In 1930 the
Wisconsin obscenity statute, g 944.21(1)(a), which simply
forbade publishing "lewd, obscene, or indecent written matter,"
was declared unconstitutgrally vague and overbroad by the
Wisconsin Supreme Court. The court suggested redrafting the
statute to comply with the United States Supreme Court
standards set in Miller v. California.

It is not clear whether schools can apply stricter obscenity
standards than other units of government. A Second Circuit
Court of Appeals recognized the state's right to legiqate variable
standards of obscenity with respect to children:. It ruled
schools may suppress expression that is suitable for adults be-
cause of its potential effects on children.

Whether courts use the Miller test or a`-narrower standard
for children, profanity is not necessarily obscene. In Jarobs v.
Board of School Commissioners the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals has ruled that distiVions- must be drawn between
obscene inaterial"'and profanity. A student newspaper involved
in this _litigation contained "earthy words' relating to bodily func-
tions and sexual intercourse." The judge concluddd, "making
the widest conceivable allowances for differences between adults
and high school students with respect to perception, maturity,
or sensitivity, the "questioned Mateliggol could not be said to fulfill
the Miller definition of bbicenity." A Georgia case' ruled the
word "damn" was not obscene even whe using standards
specifically formulated for minors aged 14-18:.-

IV. Libraries anti_ Textbooks.

Almost no cases 'have challenged the right of school
districts to select classroom textbooks. There is strong
disagreement among courts, 'however, concerning' the extent to
which students have a first amendment right to have access to
materials in school libraries. Some decisions have awarded
school officials broad discretion to decide what books will remain
in their school libraries and classrooms. Other courts have
strictly limited the school's authority and have described
procedures they feel are permitted by the Constitution. Because
the law in this area is in flux and feelings are strong, local
controversies can often lead to lawsuits. School 'boards are well
advised to establish clear and specific guidelines for book
removal and purchasing. Generally, the policies should insure
that varying points of view on social issues are offered in
libraries and that books are not summarily removed just because
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their contents are offensive' to one group. - The guidelines
should include procedures to assure fair decisions, including
appeal processes for those who are dissatisfied'. These-
precautions will not only protect student rights, "but _will form a
basis for negotiation before disagreements escalate into legal
battles.

-

School libraries, by their nature, offer a more restricted
choice of books than a' public library. They are auxiliary
facilities run on limited budgets. Lccording to 2raii_v. Warsaw
Community School Corporation," school officials have the
responsibility for providing materials that complement the
curriculum and serve the needs of a diverse student body. "An
administrator would be lax if she failed to monitor closely the
contents of the library and did riot remove a book when an
appraisal of its contes fails to justify 'it continued use-valuable shelf space." Wisconsin Statute S 1-21.02(h)-- directs
school districts 4o "provide adequate instructional, materials,
texts, and library services which reflect the cultural diversity
and pluralistic nature of American society." Schools have broad
discretion to decide which books best serve these purposes.
Since students may check out books from the public library
which are not present in their school libraries, they are not
necessarily deprived access to those thoughts and ideas.

Decisions to remove books once they are pUr6hased and
placed in a school library, when an individual or group com-
plains about the contents, presents an additional' set of prob-
lems. Most courts agree there are some constitutional limits on
the schools' authority to remove books from school libraries.
However, courts differ on the amount of discretion they give
school administrators to decide which books sh_ould be removed.
This issue finally reached the United; States Supreme Court in
the. 1982 case Pico, v. Board of Education, Island Trees Union
Free_School- st riot .

The issue began in 1975 when a New York school board, in
response. .to pressure from a politically conservative parents'
group, removed nine books from the Islan-li Trees school
braries. The books included works by Kurt ,Vonnegut, Oliver
LaFarge, Eldridge Cleaver, and Bernard Malamud. No school
official'had read the works, and the board did not follow its own
library policies in taking the action.' A "Book Review Ccfnmittee".
appointed by the board later recommended that some :of the
books be restored, but the board, rejected the committee's sug-
gestions. Suit was then filed in district court, claiming that the
removal violated 'the first amendment rights of students. The
court granted the school board summary judgment, holding that
"while removal of such books from a school library -may . . .
reflect a misguided educational philosophy, it does not constitute
a sharp and direct infringement of any first amendment right."
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The Second Circuit Court of Appeals reversed this decigion and,
as a precursdr of things to come, each of the 5bhree judges on
the appeals panel wrote a separate opinion. The Second
Circuit majority did conclude that the petitioners should have
had an opportunity to argue the first amendment issues and that
the board should reply by defending their intervention into
school library decision making. It was the decigion ordering the
rehearing whicb was appealed to and upheld by a divided
Supreme Court.

In the Supreme Court's plurality opinion, Justice Brennan
articulated a number of conclusions about the case at hand, none
of which attracted support from a majority of the Court. He
observed that the case involved library books which were not
part of required reading lists and that book removal, not
acquisition, was at issue. He suggested that separate standards
should apply when these factors were present. He observed
that school boards did not have absolute discretion to remove
library books simply because they did not like the ideas con-
tained in them, but that genuine issues of fact remained
unresolved as to whether or not a constitutional violation was
present in the removal, thus necessitating the need for a
rehearing. In reaching this conclusion, Justice Brennan argued
that "the right to.receive ideas" was a necessary predecessor A8
the recipients' own ability to exercise first amendment rights._
Thus the right to receive ideas or information was protected by
the first amendment.

It was this extension of the first amendment to which Jus-
dee Blackmun objected in his concurring opinion. In espousing
a more traditional view of first amendment balancing, he noted
the issue was one in which the Court "must reconcile the
sch6olb"inculcatiVe' functiondrIth the first amendment's bar on
'prescriptions of orthodoxy.'" But "with a record as sparse as
the one before us," Blackmun was unable to decide whether the
School board had exceeded its authority, and he voted for the
remand. Justice White concurred, complthning about the unnec-
essary_ "dissertation" on the first amendment contained in the
plurality opinion. He concluded, "We should not decide erstitu-
tional questions until it is necessary to do so. ." White
Was the only justice to avoid the first amendment issues.

The four remaining justices joined Chief Justice Burger in
his dissent, though each also wrote separately. The Chief Jus-
tice argued that the plurality opinion transformed "optional"
reading into a "right" and took exception to the distinctions in
the Court's opinion between removing and acquiring books ind
between decisions involving classrooms and those concerned with
libraries. "No amount of 'limiting' language could rein in the
sweeping,) 'right' the plurality would create," the Chief Justice
argued."' Justice Powell, in still sharper language, took issue
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with the right-to-receive-ideas concept, claiming that the failure
to remove nine "vulgar or racist books" symbolized a "debigi
tating encroachment upon the institutions of a free people."
He attached an appendix to his dissent with excerpts from the
nine books that he found offensive. Justice Rehnquist found the
plurality opinion "largely hypothetical" and argued that the dis-
trict court was correct in its summary judgment. In her
two-paragraph dissent Justice O'Connor supported the power of
school boards to make decisions about books, while not person-
ally agreeing with the board's action with respect to some of the
books in the case at hand.

The fractured nature of the Supreme Court's decision, with
Justice White not confronting the constitutional issues at all,
guarantees further litigation on the question of the first amend-
ment and school libraries. Whether they are, as Justice Brennan
characterized, institutions separate from the rest of the school,
where access to ideas has additional constitutional protection, or
whether they are totally under a school board's control, as
argued by the dissenting justices, remains to be decided.
Equally unclear are questions regarding the importance of follow-
ing procedures for book removal, and the question of whether a
simple assertion that a work is vulgar or obscene can withstand
counterclaims that a book, is being removed for political reasons.

In a case with frequent reference to Pico, a Maine distrigi
court ordered a banned book restored to a school library.
The book, 365 Days, is a series of nonfictional accounts of the
Vietnam war by American combat soldiers. It reposed peacefully
in the Beileyville High School library from 1971 to 1981 when a
parent asked. that it be removed because it contained objection-
able language, a four-letter word. While neither the parent, the
superintendent; nor the board had read the book, the board
ordered it removed. The board ban also prohibited any student
from carrying the book on school property, including school
buses. Finding a "rudimentary" right to receive information and
=leas, the court concluded that the school committee had failed
to determine whether harm would befall all students who read the
work. The court also noted that the board had no procedures
at all for cases such as this and concluded that the ban was un-
constitutionally overbroad. An interim injunction ordered the
book returned to the school library.

Some courts66have ruled students have a first amendment
"right to know." Those courts do recognize school authority
initially to select' books for their libraries. However, after the
book is shelved, these courts hold it develops "tenure" and the
book's removal is constitutionally prohibited. According to these
decisions, the Constitution forbids school officials from banning
books because they disagree with the content on personal,
moral, political, or social grounds. Even in the circuit courts of
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appeal recognizing a constitutional "right to know," it is permis-
sible to remove books because they are obscene for minors, or
obsolete, or because the library is overcrowded.

On the other hand, some courts give school officials wide
discretion in controlling the content of their libraries. A Sev-
enth Circuit decision envisioned the role of the public schools as
encouraging and nurturing fundamental social, political, and
moral vgpesto prepare students to take their place in the com-
munity. The court therefore sanctioned educational decisions
based on the personal tastes and mores of school board members
and ruled the Constitution does not prohibit such criteria.

Obscenity and Removal. In 1980 a Second Circuit case
ruled there was no first amendment violation in reeving books
on the basis of vulgarity or indecency of language. The fact
that board members applied their own standards did not make
the decision invalid. Further, the court declared, "Students
have no constitutional right of access on school property to
material that, whatever its literary merits, is Orly characterized
as vulgar and indecent in the school context."

The musical "Pippin," which was to have been performed by
Dover, Delaware, high school students, was cancelled by that
district's. superintendent when he determined that the play con-
tained sexually explicit scenes. The director and an assistant
principal had revised some of the scenes to make them, in their
judgment, appropriate for a high school audience. Parents filed
suit following the superintendent's decision, but a district court
concluded that the, studivits' first amendment right_ .of expression
had not been abridged. Appeal was taken to the Third Circuit
Court of Appeals. The key to the appeals court's analysis was
the fact that the play was an integral part of the school curricu-
lum. The court therefore expressed reluctance to interfere with
the decision of a school administrator. Noting that an unedited
version of the play remained in the school library, the court
concluded that there had been no limit on the access to ideas
within the school.

Ranning of Ideas. While courts may sometimes permit the
removal of obscene materials from libraries, controversial ideas

joy significant first amendment protection. Wisconsin Statute
120.12(J) authorizes the school board to control and manage

the property and affairs of the school district, which includes
school libraries. This power is restricted only by other
Wisconsin Statutes and constitutional limitations. Wisconsin
Statute S' 121.02(1)(h) requires schools to supply adequate
library materials to "reflect the cultural diversity and pluralistic
nature of American society." Courts may interpret this statute
to mean schools may not divest themselves of all books
concerning an unpopular ideology. In Zykan v. Warsaw

2 d
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Community School Corporation, the Seventh Circuit ruled schools
cannot use academic coercion to establish an ideology: "Nothing
in the Constitution permits the courts to interfere with local
educational discretion unless local authorities promote rigid and
exclusive indoctrination rather th exercise their right to make
controversial educational choices."

If schools banned all books that did not agree with a par-
ticular religious creed, they would probably be in violation of
the first amendment establishment clause. Schools cannot impose
a particular ideology or religious orthodoxy on their students.
Z ykan suggests schools cannot eliminate a particular kind of
inquiry or deprive students of all contact with the material.
School authorities also cannot prohibit students from buying or
reading a particular book. Under most circumstances, students
should also be able to bring the book to school and discuss it.

Controversial ideas were at issue in a Minnesota case in-
volving high school film censorship. A film version of "The
Lottery," a short story by Shirley Jackson in which the citizens
of a small town randomly select one person to be stoned to death
each year, was shown to American literature students in Forest
Lake, Minnesota. A parents' group claimed the film had an
impact on students' religious and fEmiily values. The school
board, after hearings, and against the recommendation of an
advisory committee, voted to remove the film from the curricu-
lum. A district court ruled that the board's objections had
"religious overtones" and that the film and an accompanying
educational "trailer" had been banned because of their
"ideological content." This decAlon was then appealed to the
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals.

Citing Pico and its imputed right for students to receive
information, 11F appeals court concluded that the film had been
withdrawn simply because the board objected to the ideas in the
material. Because the board had refused to justify the removal,
the court determined that the decision had a Itchilling effect" on
the free speech of students and teachers. Placing the burden
on the board to explain its decision, the court decided that
there had been no government interest expressed that would jus-
tify the interference with the students' right to receive informa-
tion. Thus, while the court found the film was not "comfort-
ing," there was no justification for its removal solely because a
majority of the board had found some parts of it offensive.

V. Summary.

Schools are sometimes the battleground for constitutional
issues unresolved in the larger society. What constitutes an
"obscene" book or an inflammatory pamphlet is very much in the
eye of the beholder and whether, as the late Supreme Court



Justice William 0. Douglas arglied, the first amendment "covers
the entire spectrum of ideas" is still in dispute, Groups with
strongly held positions on these issues, buttressed by philosoph-
ical or religious underpinnings, often advance their causes by
seeking to change the contents of school libraries or modifying
school policies and the curriculum. While school personnel can-
not always avoid having their schools become the battleground
for these disputes, there are steps which schools can take to
reduce the likelihood of protracted litigation.

It is first necessary to realize that students have important
free speech rights which cannot be abridged by school policies
or procedures. These were discusSed throughout this chapter.
It is also obvious that hurried, ad hoc -decisions made by a
school administrator or school board members may later be re-
gretted. Where free speech and expression interests are in-
volved, careful consideration and counsel with school attorneys
can save considerable embaraSsment or expense. The first- step,
then, is to realize when free speech or expression interests are
present and to proceed cautiously.

Schools also need carefully conSidered, written policies on
the central issues which were discussed in this chapter: book
selection and removal, diStribution of written materials, outside
speakers, content of school publications, and. student dress.
Having such policies and procedures, making sure that they are
designed to meet contemporary legal standards, and using them
cautiously can go a long way in avoiding legal_disputes. Anyone
doubting this point should return to the cases discussed in this
chapter and ask hoW many of them would have occurred had the
school in question had such policies. Some of the cases could
not have been avoided, given the depth of feeling which
surrounds free speech issues. Most of them, however, could
have been avoided, or fought on grounds more favorable to the
defending school system.
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states, "Every person may fully speak, write, and publish his
sentiments on all subiects, being responSible for the abuse of
that right, and no laws shall be passed to restrain or abridge
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CHAPTER .3

RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

... AND SINCE OUR Nilo/ BELONGS TO THE DIVINE
NOWMTHEMATICAL CHURCH, WE BELIEVE OUR
DAUGHTER CAROL SHOULD BE MEMPTED

FROM ALGEBRA CLAS5.
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1. What tests do courts apply in deciding if a
religious program or observance in the public
Schools violates students' first amendment
rights?

2. Is silent prayer or meditation permitted as a
substitute for more formal prayers?

3. Under what circumstances can the Bible or
other religious works be used as part of the
public school Orr-1611i e

4. What state aid can be given to private or
parochial Schools?

5. What are the limits on observing religious
holidaya in the public schobls?

6. Under what circumstances must a student be
excused from compulsory attendance, or from
specific courses, for religious rrasons?

I. Constitutional Perspectives.

Both the "First Amendment to the United States Constitution
and Article 1, Section 181 of the Wisconsin Conatitution guaran-
tee freedom of religion.a While the worth; used may differ,
"both the federal_ and state Constitutional provisions Serve the
same dual purpose of prohibiting the governmental establishment
of religion and protecting the free exercise of religion."

The prohibition against the establishment of religion by
government agencies is based in the constitutional separation of
church and :gate contained in the first amendment. Government
facilities must be used so as to maintain a neutral Stance- toward
religion. Thus schools _may not teach religious idealS. Article
10, Section C, of the Wisconsin Constitution declarer; "no
sectarian instruction shall be allowed" in Wisconsin public
schools. Wisconsin Statute g 39.02, Section 2, further requires,
"the state superintendent shall . . . exclude all sectarian books
and instruction from the public_ schools." Wisconsin, then,
unlike most other states, has had a long tradition of not allowing
prayer in schools, and United States Supreme Court decisions
prohibiting school prayer, decided in the 1950s, had little impact
in the state.

Both Wisconsin state courts and the United States Supreme
Court have determined that in-school programs such as Bible
reading and prayer recitation constitute government establiSh-
ment of religion. The United States Supreme Court in Lemon v.



Kurtzman3 formulated a tripartite test to evaluate whether
challenged programs and laws unconstitutionally establish
religion. In order to withstand challenge a program must:

1. reflect a secular legislative purpose (the
activity must have a significant nonreligious
purpose);

2. have a principal or primary effect Which
neither advances nor inhibits religion; and

3. not foster an excessive state entanglement with
religion.

This chapter later will explain the meaning and application of
this test through analysis of recent court cases.

We now turn to a discussion of first amendment religious
freedom from the perspective of the individual. The right freely
to exercise one's religious beliefg, which is protected by both
the United States Constitution and the Wisconsin Constitution,
applies to students within the Schobl Setting. ,Although the
freedom to hold any religious belief is absolutely protected, the
freedom to practice religion may be limited. A compelling state
interest may warrant restricting a student's religious expression.
In such cases, courts will usually balance the individual's
religious Inter-est against_ the importance of the state's interest.
Courts examine alternativeg Which might achieve the state's
objectives without affecting students' rights.

The United States Supreme Court has developed a three-
step analysit; to test whether state laws or programs unconstitu-
tionally infringe upon students' free exercise of their reli us
beliefs. The test was formulated in Wisconsin v- Yoder, a
landmark case appealed from the Wisconsin Supreme Court:

1. IS the affected activity rooted in a legitimate
and sincerely held religious belief?

2. Have the parties' free exercise of religion been
burdened by the regulation or state action?
What was the impact on their religious
practices?

3. Does the state have a compelling interest in
the regulation which justifies restricting the
free exercise of religion?

The Wisconsin Supreme Court opinion in Yoder defined a
"substantial burden" as "requiring persons to pffol---m affirmative
acts which are repugnant to their religion." A "compelling
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state interest" was defined as "not just a general interest in the
subject matter but the need to apply the regulation without
exception

6-
tn attain the purposes and objectives of the

legislation." This chapter will later demonstrate that other
courts have applied this balancing test when confronted with
free exercise of religion issues.

It is difficult for schools to develop policies concerning
religious issues without either unconstitutionally establishing
religion or affecting students' free exercise of their religious
beliefs. In an attempt to keep religion out of the schools; the
state may inadvertently restrict students' free exercise rights.
Alternatively, policies which attempt to protect students' reli-
gious expression may advance religion and represent excessive
state entanglekent with religion. This conflict was detailed in
Yoder:

Authorities now recognize the free exercise clause
and the establishment clause overlap, can conflict,
and cannot always be squared on any strict theory
of neutrality. The course of constitutional neu-
trality in this area cannot be an absolutely straight
line; rigidity could well defeat the basic purpose of
these provisions; which is to insure that no religion
be sponsored or _favored, none commanded, and
none Inhibited: The general principle deducible
from the first amendment and all that has been said
by the Court is this: that we will not tolerate
either governmentally established religion or
governmental interference with religion. Short of
those expressly proscribed governmental acts there
is room for play in the joints productive of a
benevolent neutrality which will permit religious
exercise to exist without sponsorship and without
interference. Each value judgment under the

_religious clauses__of_the Unite4 States Constitution
must therefore turn on whether particular acts in
question are intended to estabish or interfere with
religious beliefs and practices:

This chapter will explain court rulings on the most common
religious freedom problems encountered in the school setting.
Hopefully this analysis can be used as a predictive tool to
develop school policies that are fair and constitutional.

II. Establishment of Rpliginn

Prayers in the public schools during school hours have
been found unconstitutional as serving to establish religion.
Prayer is judged inherently religious end thus fails the first
step of the tripartite establishment test. In other words, there
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is no significant non religious purpose in school prayer, as
required in Lemon. In 1979, the Supreme Court of the United
States again ruled on this question and 9found a broad policy
requiring morning prayer unconstitutional,:

As attempts to introduce amendments to the United States
Constitution permitting school prayer proceed on the national
level, some school districts, especially in the southern part of
the country, have sought to .avoid clearly established . legal
principles by making prayer_ voluntary, causing prayer to occur
outside regular school hours, reading prayers over school public
address systems, or substituting meditation-for formal prayers.
These alteDatives have not found favor with courts. In Engle
v= Vitstle,'"" the United States Supreme Court concluded that
volUntary participation in public school observances does not
free the activity from the Constitution's establishment clause.
Voluntary classroom observances, under a variety of guises, still
serve to advance religion, thus failing the Lemon test discussed
earlier in this chapter. Moments of silenceeFlirayer or medi-
tation also have been found to have the primary effect
advancing religion and therefore hatre been struck down.
Prayers or Bible readings Over school public address° systems
also have the effect of advancing religion and therefore are
impermissible.

WiSconSin Statute 120.13, Sect on 19, allows religious0 1

organizations to use school property during nonschool hours if
they pay- reasonable -fees and donnot interfere with the "prime
tam of hie school property." Case; law suggests that
permission to use school. propert44for prayer meetings before or
after Scho-ol wpuldl be (ivied. In Brandon_AL._Bearri_of
Education of Guilderland, for exampla, a New York district
court used the tripartite establishment test to deny students
access to school property to hold voluntary prayer meetings
before 'school hours. Since the school would be contributing
rent-free space, the court ruled that allowing religious meetings
on school grOunds would ,. advance religion in violation of the
second step of the tripartite test. It would also appear the
state was official l sanctioning the religious activity, due to the
proximity to the start of the school day. Excessive entanglement
was expected because the school would have to supervise the
meetings to make sure the attendance was voluntary and
uncoerced. The students also claimed their right to free
exercise of religion was restricted by denying prayer meetings
on school grounds. The court rejected their argument because
the state's interest in separation between church and state
justified the restriction. The district cirt's ruling was upheld
by. the Second_Cire-uit Court of Appeals.et.

4-

Prayers offered before student assemblies or other meetings
have been rejected by courts for reasons similar to classroom
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prayer. Reasoning by courts in such cases is illustrated by the
opinion of an Arizona district court which determined friting
prayers at assembly meetings was unconstitutional. In
applying the Lemon establishment tesi: the court found_ such
-prayers have no secular purpose. Second, the primary effect of
the prayer was to advance religion: "To an impressionable
student, the mere appearance of secular involvement in religious
activities indicate the state support8 a particular religious
creed." Finally, the court found there would be excessive
school entanglement even though the meetings were planned and
conducted by students. School officials Would have the duty to
supervise all activities on campus to make sure student
participation in the prayer before their start remained volurgary.
The voluntary nature of an assembly is immaterial; students in
this case were forced to listen to the prayera or miss a major
school function. The school board argued that denial of the
assembly prayers violated the students' rights to the ,'"free
exercise" of their religion. The court ruled the Students'
religious expression, was not truly burdened because they werefree to worship before or after the school day anywhere off
school, grounds.

Religion in the School Curriculum. The constitutionality of
Bible study in the public schools depends on the intent and pur-

'pose of the programs. A district court in Tennessee reviewed
two Bible study programs in the city and county schools
respectively. The court judged the purpose of the city pro-
grams was to teach biblical literature, history, and social
customa. The city program avoided religious instruction and
indoctrination. Stories were placed in a historical frame and told
Without Bible readings. Therefore, the city Bible study did not
violate the establishment clause of the first amendment because it
had a secular purpose and its primary effect was not to advance
religion. On the other hand, the county Bible lessons conveyed
religious messages. Bible readings were chosen to teach
Christian doctrine and ethics. The county program therefore
unconstitutionally eStablished religion in the public schools.

Attempts to require the teaching of biblical :versions of
evolution have occurred in recent wars, as several state legis-
latures enacted legislation requiring the Genesis version of the
earth's evolution to be taught equally with Darwinian theories.
Requirements that biblical verqions of evolution, called "creation
science" by their proponents, be taught have been struck downby federal courts. In the best known of these cases,- an attempt
by proponents of "creation science" to require that the perspec-tive be taught with egal_prominence to evolution theories wasrebuffed in Arkansas. Plaintiffb in the case argued_ that the
Arkansas statute violated both the establishment clause and thefree speech clause of the firSt ahieridment as well as the due
process clause of the fourteenth amendment. The district
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court's carefully worded opinion, however, decided the case on
drat amendment religious grounds and did not reach the other
arguments. Noting that courts had an obligation to attach
deference to legislative statements in establishment clause cases,
in order to insure that the bill had secular purpose, the
district court turned to the origins of the Arkansas statute.
Looking at the correspondence by the bill's author, the court
found,4a religious crusade, coupled with a desire to conceal the
fact." By attempting to introduce the biblical version of cre-
ation into the schools, the act, was seeking to advance religion,
thus failing the first part of the Lemon test. After observing
that "a theory that is by its own terms dogmatic, aleplutist and
never subject to revision is not a scientific theory," the court
found that creation science had neither scientific nor educational
value and therefore had only the effect of advancing religion,
thereby failing the second part of the teat. The classroxtm mon-
itoring required to assure compliance satisfied the ''court that
there also was excessive governmental entanglement. Thus the
court issued an injunction against the act, concluding, "No
group, no matter how large or small, may use the organs of
government, of which the public _schools_ are the most conmicu-
ous and influential, to foist its religious beliefs on others."

The United States Supreme Court has ruled a statute per4
mitting the posting of the Ten Commandments in every public"classrow

is unconstitutional, in violation of the establishment
clause. The court did not find a secular legislative purpose
even though the statute required the following notation to appear
on the posted Ten Commandments: "The secular application of
the Ten Commandments is clearly seen in its adoption as the
fundamental legal code of western civilization and the Common
Law of the United States." The Court said that the Ten
CommandmentS is a sacred text in the Jewish and Christian
religion:4 and an attached note cannot give them a secular
identity. The Ten Commandments differ from Bible study
because they concern the religious duties of believers such as
"worshipping the Lord God alone." They cannot be used solely
for historical and literary Instruction. Private financing did not
make the posting constitutional, because they were placed in a
public facility. In a similar case a North Dakota district court
conceded the Ten Commandments contained some secular material
but ruled, "The state is not allowed to use religious gleans to
serve secular ends where secular means would suffice."

Under some circumstances even courses involving meditation
can be found to violate, the first amendment. A New Jersey
federal court ruled a course in Transcendental Meditation (TM)
was essentially religious and its adoption in the public schools
violated the establishment clause. The decision rested on what
constitutes a religion. Proponents contended the TM course was
a science and served secular purposes such as relieving stress.
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However, TM, as taught in the New Jersey schools, was based
on coming into contact with the "field of pure creative intelli-
gence." The court ruled the "field" was equivalent to God or
Supreme Beings of other religious sects. The TM course
contained several ceremonies which the court said were religious.
Each student was assigned a word to repeat while meditating.
This "mantra" was dompared to the prayers of more traditional
religions. Since TM was held to be a religion, its use in the
public schools failed the Lemon establishment test. The primary
effect of the program waE-Trd-i vancement of a religion. Though
the TM course fulfilled some secular objectives, nonreligious
means could have accomplished those objectives.

Programs_in_Private- and Parochial Schools.

In general, public funds may not be used to support
sectarian education. Programs which include shared resources
between the public and parochial schools are often attacked
because government funds are used to advance religion. Both
the Wisconsin Constitution and the United States Constitution
prohibit sponsorship, financial support, and active involvement
of the government in religious activity. Article 1, Section 18, of
the Wisconsin Constitution specifically prohibits drawing from the
treasury to benefit religious societies and seminaries. Courts,
however, sometimes approve programs if the resources are used
for purely secular objectives. Aid in the form of secular text-
books, transportation, diagnostic services, time-release pro-
grams, and tax exemptions have been judged valid. However, if
continued surveillance is required to make sure funds are not
misused, courts will often rule the program violates the first
amendment establishment clause. Government monitoring of
parochial schools represents undue entanglement with religion.

The United States Supreme Court has twice ruled that
public schools may," loan secular textbooks_ to students attending
parochial schools."' The Court stressed that books must be lent
directly to the students. Ownership must technically remain
with the state so that public funds are not furnished to the par-
ochial schools.

In addition to textbooks, the Supreme Court has upheld
other forms of aid to parochial schools:

A state may provide church-related schools with
secular, neutral, or nonideological services, facil-
ities, or materials. Bus transportation, school
lunches, public health services, and secular text-
books supplied in common to all students do fft
offend the first amendment establishment clause."



The Court in Wolman v. Walter specifically found expenditure of
public funds for standardized tests and diagnostic services
constitutional.

The Court has distinguished between diagnostic services
such as vision and hearing examinations and therapeutic services
such as counseling, guidance, and remedial classes. In Meek v.
Pettinver and Wolman the Court ruled diagnostic services could
be offered to parochial schools on the private school grounds.
However, therapeutic services must be held in some religiously
neutral spot so that practitioners will not be influenced by the
atmosphere of the school and unconstitutionally advance religious
ideology.

The Court in Wolman found aid to parochial schools for field
trip transportationliTn non-textbook instructional materials
unconstitutional. The Court reasoned it would be too easy for
the schools to use the funds and materials to advance their
religious ideology and policing the aid would_ involve state
entanglement in religion. Wisconsin Statutes S' 121.54(7)(g)(1)
requires parochial schools to charge for field trip transporation
if undertaken using public school vehicles.

In 1978-79 the Department of Public Instruction signed a
memoradum of understanding with what is now the federal
Department of Education to redefine the term "textbook." Under
the expanded definition, textbooks include multi-media materials,
equipment, and aparatus. The Wisconsin definition runs counter
to Wolman and other cases in this area.

Although the Supreme Court has not ruled on the question,
public schools probably can not lease classrooms from parochial
schools without violatirs tho. United States Constitution and the
Wisconsin Constitution. A Michigan district court ruled that a
dual enrollment plan, in which a public school leased a portion 51
a parochial Schobl building, violated the establishment clause.
The court used the tripartite Lemon test. The program met the
first part, the secular purpose, because the goal of the program
was to avoid overcrowding_ in the public schools. However, the
court said the primary effect of leasing rooms in the parochial
School building was to advance religion. The parochial school
could not have existed without the state's financial aid in the
form of rent. The court also found undue state entanglement in
religion. The public school "Annex" was attended solely by
students transferring from the parochial school. Because of the
complete identity of the student bodies, the physical proximity of
the classes, and religious atmosphere of the school, there was a
good chance religious teaching would infiltrate into the public
school classrooms. Continued monitoring would be necessary to
make sure the public and private school spheres were kept
separate. The court said state surveillance of a parochial school
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setting might constitute unconstitutional entanglement in and of
itself.__ Although the Constitution prohibits public schools from
providing educational services to parochial schools on public
school premises, the Wisconsin Attorney General has suggested
funds may be spent through a dual enrollment3program if the
private and public school campuses are separate.

Observance of Religious Holidays. Courts have generally
permitted the recognition of religious holidays within the public
schools. In a case which carefully reviewed this issue, the
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the observance of
holidays which have both a religious and secular signipcance
does not violate the first amendment establishment clause." The
court applied the Lemon tripartite test to the school board's
guidelines concerniiTICEiliday activities. First, it _found the
purpose of the guidelines was to ensure thatreligious exercises
remained out of school holiday activities. The school board's
stated concern was to advance knowledge of cultural and -
religious heritage. Therefore the holiday guidelines reflected a
secular legislative purpose. Second, the court did not find that
the effect of the guidelines was to advance or inhibit religion.
The schools' holiday performances could be Seen as part of an
objective study of religion. The first amendment, then, _does
not forbid all mention of religion in the public Sch6o1S. How=
ever, the court did caution against performing religious cere=
monies and labeling them "study" to avoid establishment
problems. Finally, the court found the school board free from
excessive entanglement in religion. The challenged guidelines
were an effort to remove religious involvement from holiday pro-
gramming. The court emphasized that its decision could not be
applied to all public school programs which include religious
themes. Each situation must be evaluated in terms of its pur-
pose, effect, and state involvement in religion. Guidelines
developed by local school boards which delineate secular goals
and procedures for avoiding religious effect and entanglement
will probably survive constitutional attack.

Time - Release- programs: In 1972, the Wisconsin Constitu-
tion, Article 10, Section 3, was amended to allow the legislature
to "authorize the release of students during regular school hours
tkor religious instruction outside the district schools." Section
S' 118.155 of the Wisconsin Statutes permits pupils to be absent
from school for 60 to 180 minutes per week to attend religion
classes if they have written parental permission. The instruc-
tion must be held outside the public school building, transpor-
tation cannot be provided by the public schools, and attendance
records in religion = classes must be reported to the public schools
each month. In 1975, the WiSconSin Supreme Court ruled that
the Wisconsin time-release- program does n violate the First
Amendment of the United. States Constitution.



A program nearly identical to WiSconSin's time-release
statute34vas found constitutional by the United, States Supreme
Court. The Court stressed that religious instruction cannot
be on public school grounds and cannot be supported by public
funds. The court warned against state entanglement in religion:

Government may not finance religious groups nor
undertake religious instruction nor blend secular
and sectarian education nor use secular institutions
to force one or some religion on any person. But
we find no constitutional requirement which makes it
necessary for government to be hostile to religion
and to throw its weight against effort56to widen the
effective scope of religious influences.

The court recognized that the separation of church and state
does not mean public institutions cannot make adjustments in
their schedules to accommodate people's religious needs.

More recently, a district court in Utah found 56time-release
program did not violate the establishment clause, but ruled
Some of its particular features were unconstitutional. A review
of the case demonstrates the complexity of time-release issues.
The Utah program allowed students to be released one claga
period a day to go off campus and participate in religiouS
instruction. The state granted credit to the students for the
religion class and allowed it to fulfill minimum-hour attendance
requirements. The court found this provision advanced religion
and therefore violated the establishment clause. In order to
offer public school credit the classes Would have to teach
religion in a historical or literary sense. Monitoring by school
officials to ensure the classes passed constitutional muster would
lead to excessive entanglement in parochial school business by
state officials. Thc first amendment was further violated by the
public schools' receipt of state funds based on students'
participation in the religion classes. The use of public school
aides to pick up attendance slips from the parochial school
violated the establishment clause, because state funds were being
used to aid the church. Other accommodations between the two
schools, such as allowing parochial school `teachers to eat in the
public school cafeteria, an interschool bell and intercom system,
and volunteer help from the parochial school were found not to
violate the first amendment.

Some students have argued that time-release programs vio-
late their right to practice their religion freely. They contend
the social pressure to participate in these programs burdens
their religious freedom. Since the courts in Holt, Zorach, and
Lanner did not find any state coercion on the nonparticipating
studentS, judges ruled the time-release programs did not violate
the free exercise clause.
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IV. Free Exercise of Retigino.

Previous sections of this chapter have emphasized what
schools can and can not do in the areas of prayer, curriculum
involving religious themes, and released-time programs. This
section focuses on students, discussing the ways in which the
first amendment has been interpreted to protect the individual
religious freedoms of students. First among these rights is the
choice to attend a private or parochial school.

In 1925; the United States Supreme Court established the
right of parents tcwhoose the kind of school they wished their
children to attend. In Pierce v. Society of Sisters, an Oregon
statute which required public school attendance for all children
six to eighteen years was found unconstitutiorial. The Supreme
Court stressed that it is the parents' right to direct the edu-
cation and growth of their children. The opinion warned that
requiring public school attendance could- destroy diversity of
thought and limit individual freedoms.

The Court in Pierce upheld a state's power to regulate all
schools within its -5-07indaries, public or private. Laws may
require that all children of appropriate age attend some school.
States may set reasonable Standards for teacher competency and
minimum curriculum requirements. Building regulations which
ensure the health and safety of StudentS are also constitutional.
No school is exempt from "reasonable" state regulation. What
constitutes "reasonable" regulation is sometimes litigated, as the
discussion which follows demonstrateS.

Compulsory attendance laws can seldom be avoided in the
face of claims that they violate the tenets of a Student's religion.
The UnitedagStates Supreme Court made an exception in Wisconsin
v. Yoder." Wisconsin Amish children Were allowed to eave
school at the end of the eighth grade, although the Wisconsin
compulsory attendance law required school attendance until age
16. As previously discussed, the Amish successfully argued
that school attendance burdened the free exercise of their
religion.

The Yoder decision is very narrowly applied and courts
elsewhere ha been reluctant to expand its holdings. Other
groups wishing to avoid school attendance will have to prove
their objections are based on well established religious belief.
For example, a 1978 Wisconsin decision denied a woman the right
to with.ftivi her eight children from school on religious
grounds.'" She claimed the teachings of the Basic Bible Church
conflicted with educational goals. However, other members of
the church were not opposed to education, and many sent their
children to public schools. The court found her objections were
not "rooted in a legitimate and sincerely-held religious belief."



Since her beliefs were personal and philosophical rather than
religious, they were not protected by the free exercise clause of
the firSt amendment. The court noted that giving fire
amendment protection to ideological differences would allow
individual parents to withdraw children from school whenever
they objected to all or part of the subject matter taught. The
Wisconsin compulsory school system would be effectively
destroyed .

In other states, litigation frequently results because private
schools are required to employ certified teachers. This is not
a requirement in Wisconsin and has eecouragtd the growth of
private schools. Wisconsin Statute S' 115.28(b) states that
private schools are not obligated to employ only licenSed or
certified teachers. Teachers may use their private school
teaching experience to fulfill certification requirements, if the
state superintendent finds the school offered an adequate
educational program.

Certain school activities and courses are offensive to
particular religious beliefs or contrary to the religious, practice
of some sects; The new wave of fundamentalism hat: created a
challenge to almost every aspect of the school's curriculum. Sex
education, coed physical education, dance, and ROTC 41ave all
been attacked on religious grounds. _Wisconsin Statute g 118.01
describes the curriculum requirement for all WisconSin elementary
schools. The statute contains exemptions for certain courses.
There is no guarantee, however, that further exemptions for
religious reasons would not be granted by a federal court;
Courts have applied the Yoder three-step test to determine
whether compulsory clasi3 participation abridged a student's
constitutional right to religious freedom.

Wisconsin Statute § 118.01(3) requires_ Wisconsin- schools to
provide physical instruction and training in physical education
for all their pupils. The section does not contain any exemption
procedures. However, an Illinois district court granted an
exemption from physical education classes bevtuse the gym_ eittit.e
offended the student's_ religious. practices. To comply with
Title IX, IllindiS regulations required 'participation in coedu-
cational physical education classes and did not excut.,' students
for religious reasons. In examining this requirement, the Illinois
court applied the Yoder test. First; the student's objections
Were judged to be rooted in a legitimate religious belief; The
student bringing the suit was a member of the Pentecostal
religion, in which modest dress is an integral part of the church
doctrine. Second, the student's religious freedom was burdened
because he was forced into close contact with members of the
opposite sex wearing "immodest" clothing; This violated a basic
tenet Of the Pentecostal religion, which forbids putting oneself in
a position where there is temptation to lust after another person.
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Finally, the court found that the st
weighed the state's interest in p
The court stressed that the state m
means to achieve its objectives. It c(
regulation which would not have burl ned the
practice but would have served the
Sex-segregated classes, individual inst uction,
class would all have been appropriate.

A federal appeals court granted an exei
training to a student who was a "conscientio
state regulation required one year of physical
training in e-mder to earn a diploma. The st
not offer the physical education option, although the facilitieS
were available. In applying the Yoder test, the school concedea
that the student's objections weWiiased on sincere religious
beliefs. The court then found the regulation burdened the stu-
dent's religious freedom. He was forced to engage in military
training, contrary to his religious beliefs, r to give up his
public education. Finally, the state's interes co d have been
served in a regular physical education class ut disturbing
the §tudent's first amendment rights.

Wi§consin Statute § 118.01 (2) allows xeraptions from
phygiology and hygiene classes if parents file\a, ritten objection
with the teaclr. Sex education classes havibeen attacked on
first amendment grounds even when exemptions are, permitted.
Parents argue their children are coerced into participation
against their religious beliefs through informal pressure.

dent's religious rights out-
viding physical education.
st use the least restrictive
nsidered alternativeS to the

student% religious
state's interests.
or exemption from

tion from itpTC
s objector." A
ducation or ROTC
dent's school did

New Jersey parents challenged a regulation of the State
Board of Education that each local district have a family Ills
education program in public elementary and secondary schools;
The rule requires each New Jersey public school student to
receive instruction in all aspectS of the family life program,
including sex education, unless a parent or guardian finds a
part of the program objectionable. The student is then excused
from that portion. Parents filing the suit claimed the program
violated their first amendment rights because Student§ would be
exposed to attitudes, goals, and values contrary to their own
and to those of their paregis and would "thereby be inhibited in
their practice of religion."

The New Jersey Supreme Court concluded that there could
be no violation of the free exercise clause where participation
was voluntary, even if it was sometimes difficult for a ltudent to
leave the classroom while the_ objectionable material was being
taught. To eliminate all school curriculum that might offend
some group, the court reasoned, would make that group's beliefA
state policy, thereby violating the establishment clause.
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The court also addreSSed the appellant's claim that the pro-
gram established seculariam as a religion, thereby violating the
establishment clause. Finding no merit in this argument, the
court concluded that the program was indeed secular and was
neutral in its effect on religion, neither advancing nor prohib-
iting the discustiion of religion in the classroom. This, the
court reasoned, was what Lemon had envisioned should be the
treatment of subjects that Witait moral or sritual component.
Thus the program was upheld by the unanimous court, which
also rejected assorted procedural claims about the rules' adoption
that were raised by the appellants. In rejecting the
secularism-ati=religion arguments, the New Jersey court followed
in the steps of other State courts which have considered and
rejected similar arguments in recent years.

A similar program an San alateo County was attacked as
establishing state religion . Parents argued the sex
education class advanced religion because it "established new or
different religious and spiritual practices and beliefs." They
contended matters of morality, family life, and reproduction were
essentially religious and should be taught at home or in the
church, but not at school. As in the New. Jersey case just
diScusSed, the court ruled the program was not religious in
nature and involved general educational themes and public
health. The parents' complaint was dismissed.

Courts have granted exemptions to students who did not
wish to participate in fiance classes, watch movies, or play cards
for religious reasons. The determining factor in such cases is
whether objections are based on sincere religious beliefs. The
state's interest in these activities is deemed minimal, so that any
showing of burden on religiouS freedom generally will warrant an
exemption.

TmmunizatiO. Wisconiin Statute §ll 140.05(c), allows
individuals to waive the immunization requirement if the parents
object for reasons of health, religion, or personal conviction.
Parental objections must be submitted to the school in writing,
and schools must inform parents in writing of their right to
object.

V. Summary.

Fir§t amendment freedom of religion issues contain two
sometimes conflicting elements. First is the obligation of
government, in our case school systems, to respect the right of
individuals to be free from the imposition of unwanted religious
doctrines. Second is the obligation of government to permit the
free exercise of sincerely held religious beliefs. The tension
between these two perspectives was present at the time Congress
debated the first amendment. Congressman James Madison, for
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example, on June 8, 1.789, urged that the amendment be worded,
"The civil rights of none shall be abridged on account of
religious belief or worship. . . ." A week later Madison argued
the wording should be, "Congress should not establish a religion
and enforce the legal observation of it by law, nor compel miti
to worship God in any manner contrary to their conscience."
The final first amendment contained protection both for religious
expression and government participation in the
advancement of reli on . Courts have struggled .continuously to
protect both rights.

As agents of government, school systems also feel the
pressure from the competing clauses in the first amendment.
School policies must walk the fine line between allowing students
to exercise their rights while not forcing other students into
unwanted contact with religious doctrines. As with other issues
arising from amendments to the United States Constitution or the
State of Wisconsin ConStitution, policies involving the exercise of
religion should be carefully considered. While the proMbition on
school prayer is clear, borderline questions such as school clubS
with religious activities are less certain. As this chapter has
detailed, not every claim for special treatment based on religious
preference must be honored. Some, however, must be
recognized.

In a sense, the first amendment language was a_ political
compromise and, as with all compromises involving complex prin-
ciples, unresolved issues will continue to be discussed and
disputed. This may be healthy for the republic, if not for the
school systems directly involved in freedom of religion litigation.

NOTES

1The First Amendment of the United States Constitution
reads in part, "Congress shall pass no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof. . . ." Article 1, Section 18, of the Wisconsin
Constitution states, "The right of every man to worship almighty
God according to the dictates of his own conscience shall never
be infringed; nor shall any man be compelled to attend, erect,
or support any place of worship, or to maintain any ministry
against his consent; nor shall any control of, or interfSrence
with, the rights of conscience be permitted, or any preference
be given by law to any religious establishment or modes of
worship; nor shall any money be drawn from the treasury for
the benefit of religious societies, or religious or theological
seminaries."
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CHAPTER 4

SEARCH AND SEIZURE

ALL RIGHT ROCCO WE'VE COMPARED THE SNOWBALL
THAT WAS THROWN THROUGH THE PRINCIPALS WINDOW
TO ONE WE FOUND IN YOUR LOCKER AND IT TURNS M'
THEY WERE MADE WITH THE SAME SNOW.)

1111111/

I'VE BEEN FRAMED!
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1. Do school teachers and administrators act AS
government agents when they search students?

2. Can contraband seized in school searches be
used in court proceedings?

3. When can school personnel search students
without a warrant? When should a warrant be
obtained?

4. Can students be suspended or expelled using
evidence from a search?

5; When can student lockers be searched? When
can student cars be searched?

6. Can sniff dogs be used in blanket searches of
students?

7. Can school personnel conduct strip searches of
students?

I. The Reasonable Cause Standard.

School personnel are sometimes involved in situations, gen-
erally involving suspected drug use, which result in a desire to
search students or their possessions, including lockers and auto-
mobiles. These searches often result in litigation because school
officials sometimes act without fully considering the legal impli-
cations of searches and because the law in this area is not fully
Settled. Firat, a sketch of constitutional issues is necessary.
Searches present a variety of issues related to the Fourth
Amendment of the United States Constitution. Fourth amendment
issues are not raised in all school searches, however, and are
most important when the search results in criminal prosecution or
expulsion. The fourth amendment prohibits unreasonable
searches:

The right of people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no
warrant shall issue, but upon probable cause sup-
ported by oath or affirmation and particularly
describing the place to be searched and the persons
or things seized.

The amendment regulates searches by government agents. 1

It is clear that school administrators and teachers are covered
by the amendment, because their duties flow from schoc11 boards
whose powers, in turn, are derived from state statutes. Thus
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school personnel are government agents. The right to be secure
from a treasonable searches applies to juveniles as well as
adults, and is applicable in state court Rroceedings as well as
those initiated in the federal court system.

Evidence taken in an illegal search cannot be used in a
subsequent criminal proceeding. This is known as the
"exclusionary rule," and it provides a strong incentive to law
enforcement personnel to conduct proper searches. Except in
certain limited cases, a search is "unreasonable" if it is not
authorized by a valid search warrant. One exception to the
warrant requirement involves "reasonable suspicion" that an
individual is carrying a firearm. Under such situations, the
Supremek Court has held that the individual can be stopped and
frisked. Different standards apply to school searches,
however, so long as the searches do not lead to criminal
proceedings.

Courts have generally held that "reasonable suspicion,"
rather than the more rigorous "probable cause" standard con-
tained in the amendment, can be employed by school officials in
searches related to school discipline. A Wisconsin appes4 court
illustrated this point in the case, fin the IntereRt of L.L. L.L.
had previously been in possession of razor blades and a knife in
school; therefore the teacher who thought he saw a weapon in
the student's pocket had sufficient reason to conduct the search
The fact that the search subsequently uncovered marijuana did
not agect the reasonableness of the search, according to the
court.0 In this case, the court allowed the search evidence to
be used in juvenile proceedings undertaken against the student.
As a general rule, once the results of a school search are used
in criminal proceedings against a student, higher standards of
probable cause apply to the search, and evidence may tie ex-
cluded if it was improperly obtained. Higher standards might
also apply rre the evidence to be used in school expulsion
proceedings.

A 1977 New York federal' court decision is frequently cited
by other hurts in cases involving the reasonableness of school
searches. v The following factors were used by the New York
court in determining the reasonableness \of\ a search: the stu-
dent's age; the student's history and record in school; the ser7
iousness and prevalence of the problem to which the search is
directed; the exigency requiring an immediate warrantless
search; the reliability of the information leading to the search;
and the school officials' prior experience with the student.
Calling the police and obtaining a warrant are clearly the best
method of dealing with problems for which a search may be
required and the law has been broken. Considering the criteria
for reasonableness when the situation may require an immediate
search is one way of avoiding unnecessary litigation.
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In general, the standards for a search vary depending on
what is being searched. The fourth amendment applies prin-
cipally to people, though there may be an ilexpectation" that
other property is free from random searches. School lockers,
which are the property of the school temporarily under the con-
trol of a student, can more readily be searched than possessions
carried by students, such as pocketbooks. An individual's body
enjoys the greatest protection of all, and warrantless strip
searches or the use of sniff dogs to detect contraband on stu-
dents raise significant fourth amendment issues and an almost
certainty of legal action.

This chapter more fully discusses the principles introduced
thus far, looking at the exclusionary rule and the standard of
"reasonable" as distinct from "probable" cause in school
searches. This will be done by looking at the most common
forms of searches--student lockers, cars, possessions, and stu-
dents themselves.

II. Lockers, Desks, and Automobiles.

Lockers and Desks. Lockers and desks are controlled by
the school, and courts have almost universally held that students
have little expectation of privacy when school officials have
reason to search them. While utterly random searches of lockers
might be challenged, a wave of drug use at a school or the po-
tential that weapons are stored in lockers probably would justify
the search of lockers. This is particularly likely if schools have
written policies regarding locker use which notify students that
lockers are school property and may be searched. Cases from
outside Wisconsin will illustrate these points.

The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals has found that the use
of sniff gs to detect contraband in lockers was not 'unconsti-
tutional. A random search of lockers detected marijuana in a
locker which subsequently was searched. The discovery was
used in school disciplinary proceedings, and the student was
transferred to another school. No criminal charges were sought,
and the appeals court found the search was reasonable.

In a California case, schoclofficials acted on a tip and dis-
covered marijuana in a locker. Use of such information made
the search reasonable, the state appeids court decided. In a
New York case, a locker search by lolice was upheld, though it
was conducted with a defective warrant, on the grounds that
school ocficials could open lockers without the consent of
students.

Student Automobiles. The Supreme Court has held that the
expectation of privacy in a vehihe iS lest; than that which Would
attach to one's home or person. Warrantless searches of cars,
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on probable cause, have also been justified by the Court hecause
vehicles are easily moved before warrants are obtained. Car
searches are becoming more important in school cases with
advent of sniff dogs. Prior to their use, school officials h.....

little way of searching automobiles. Concern about "reasonab:
suspicion," however, remains a factor in all car search cases.
Finding materials in "open view," however, does not constitute a
search, as a recent Florida case involl

'"

g the removal of drug
paraphernalia from a car demonstrates.

la a Texas case, Jones v. Latexo Independent School Dis-
trict, a district court found the use 1 Sniff dogs to searCH
cars to be in violation of the fourth amendment. The search was
random and resulted in disciplinary action against three students
when contraband drug paraphernalia were discovered. Under
the penalty given the students, one found it impossible to
graduate on Schedule. In looking at the search, the court de-
cided that, since the students had no access to their cars
during the day, the school had a minimal interest in the contents
of the cars. The court ordered the penalties rescinded.

In another Texas case, Horton v. Goose Creek,19 the
United Statea Supreme Court let stand a Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals decision upholding the use of dogs to sniff cars ail
lockers, but not students. Using United States v. Goldstein,
the appeals court ruled that the sniffing of unattended cars and
lockers in public areas did not constitute a search. The sniffing
of Studenta, on the other hand, was seen differently, as will be
discussed below. The Horton v. Goose Creek ruling appears to
have settled the car search question in favor of permitting such
searches, though totally random %arches in Wisconsin were re-
jected in In the Interest of L.L. Issuance of a warrant, of
course, remains the most prudent course in these cases.

III. Searches of Students.

As the case In the Interest of__LL. demonstrated, searches
of students based on reasonable suspicion are permitted if the
tests for reasonableness discussed above are met. Courts have
found, for example, that students can be asked to empty the
pockets when floprincipal has received a tip that the student is
selling drugs. In a State of Washington case with similar
facts, a search which led to a six-month jail sentence was found
reasonable when the call 9:i the principal explained that the stu=
dent was selling "speed." A search was also found reasonable
when a principal patted a student's pocket and found 14gun,
again acting en information received from another student.

In Kentucky, a -girl- suspended for failing to allow
school officials to search her purse for "party poppers," a harm-
less version of the firecracker. Small, legal poppers had caused



disruptions in the school, and the student had been implicated
as their source. The district court ruled. that the penalty was
reasonable and that schools did Rot have to seek a warrant for
every minor disciplinary action. Although not accepting the
doctrine of in loco parentis as justification for every search, the
court found that the suspension did not violate the fourth
amendment.

Ina Maryland case, an appeals court ruled that a search of
a student was unreasonable when the student was merely ses
"hanging around" in an area in which a theft had occurred.
When evidence of wrongdoing was uncovered, criminal
proceedings resulted in this case. Therefore, the exclusionary
rule was used and, under that standard, the student's
conviction Nis overturned. A Louisiana court reached the same
conclusion. The student there was convicted of marijuana pos-
session after his gym teacher opened his wallet and discovered
the marijuana during a physical education class. The state
supreme court found the search unreasonable, given the absence
of any cause to search.

Sniff Dogs. As already noted; the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals held the use of sniff dogs to detect drugs in cars and
lockers. The appeals court said, however, that the search of
a student by dogs was an entirely different question, con-
cluding, "The students' persons cstainly are not the subject of
lowered expectations of privacy." The court held that the
degree of personal intrusiveness involved in the canine sniffing
of a student brought such searches under the protection of the
fourth amendment. Without individual' suspicion, the goal of re-
ducing drug and alcohol abuse in school was not found to be
adequate cause for the search. The case was remanded to the
district court to determine whether or not the dogs were rea%
ably reliable in their identifications of possible drug sources."

The findings in Horton and Jones, both of which prohibit
the use of dogs in blanket searches, run ounter to a decision
in the Seventh Circuit, Doe v. Renfrow. In Doe, a junior
high school student was strip searched by a policFFfficer after
a sniff dog indicated contraband by alerting in her presence. It
was later determined that the student had been playing with her
dog at home prior to the incident. The dog was in heat and
this may have caused the sniff dog to alert. The student
claimed a denial of constitutional rigiats and sought - declaratory
relief and damages under 42 U.S.C. 55 1983 and 1985(3).

While finding the strip search invalid, the district court
approved the blanket sniffing of students, concluding that it was
not a search and that school officials had acted in accordance
with the in loco parentis doctrine and had reasonable cause to
believe that contraband would be found. The court also said
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that school officials enjoyed a qualified good faith immunity from
the damage claims. The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
affirmed all but the immunity holding. As with Horton, the
United States Supreme Court refused to hear Doe and the
Seventh Circuit decision stands.

The Wisconsin decision In the Interest of L.L. suggests
that there should be some reasonable suspicion before searches
are undertaken. The picture in the federal courts is cloudy,
however, until the Supreme Court chooses to hear the issue_._ As
the cases discussed in this chapter indicate, however, sniff dog
searches contain the promise of almost certain litigation.

Strip Searches. A New York district court case, Bellnier
v. Lund, has already been cited because it developed3omuch
quoted standards for conducting searches of students. " In
Bellnier, litigation arose when an entire fifth-grade class was
strip searched in an effort to discover which student stole $3.
This search was found invalid because there was no reasonable
suspicion that any one student had stolen the money, which was
never found. Damages were not allowed, however, because it
had not been Shown that school personnel had not acted in good
faith and because the law on student searches was "unsettled."
A similar holding in subsequent cases regarding damages cannot,
therefore, be guaranteed. School boards can be held liable for
damages i cases in which a student's constitutional rights are
abridged.

A New York case explicitly rejected the "good faith"
defense against damages in a strip search of a student who was
found alone in a classroom during a fire drill. Teachers
thought the student'spresence in the room so unusual that they
searched her book bag looking for stolen items. None was
found, so the student was searched. Again nothing was found.
Claims made later that they were looking for drug paraphernalia
were rejected by the &strict court, and further hearinga were
ordered in the case on the question of damages. While state
statutes generally protect teachers and administrators from per-
sonal liability in such cases, extreme disreard of constitutional
rights might result in a denial of immunity.

IV. Summary.

Reasonable suspicion standards are present for most
searches conducted within the school environment. These stan-
dards give way to the more rigorous probable cause standard if
a search of a student's person is involved. School personnel
should also consider the use to which the products of a search
will be put. In cases where the search results in criminal
prosecution, as diStinct from school disciplinary proceedings,
more rigorous search standards may be applied. School
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expulsion is a penalty of such severity that higher standards
may also be used.

Any school system wishing to avoid litigation should pro-
hibit the use of sniff dogs and strip searches. Aside from the
negative image conveyed to the public about the system using
such techniques, it is almost inevitable that, innocent students
are involved when mass searches are conducted. Courts have
not been reluctant to hold such procedures invalid, and systems
have found it necessary to pay settlements in order to avoid the
risk of successful damage claims.

While there are occasions when is it necessary for a school
to proceed with a search before police can be summoned,
particularly when weapons or drugs are involved, calling the
police in such cases remains the best policy. Schmls would be
well advised to establish a relationship with police departments
before such calls are made. In other words, superintendents or
principals should develop ties with juvenile officers or other
appropriate officials to determine in advance when police will be
called and how such visits will be conducted. In summary,
searches are not conducted frequently and advance planning can
help avoid sudden action by teachers or administrators which
later will be regretted.
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1. To what extent do students have constitutional
rights which cannot be denied by school rules?

2; What do the Wisconsin Statutes say about
school exl3u1sion and suspension?

What `kind of hearing is required, before a
student is expelled from school? Suspended?

4. Are hearings required before a student is
removed from participation in extracurricular
activities?

5. Can students receive damages from school
personnel when they are denied a hearing?

6. What legal guidelines apply to corporal punish-
ment in Wisconsin?

7. Can schools enforce rules regulating student
conduct out of school?

8. To what extent are detention and in-school
suspensions subject to legal challenge?

School Rules and Due Process.

School boards and individual school administrators have
broad powers to establish and enforce school disciplinary rules.
The power to set reasonable school rules flows both froth state
statutory provisions which allow school boards to establish and
enforce school rules and from many individual court decisions
which have ratified the actions of teachers and administrators
who are carrying out their official duties. In Wisconsin, Section
S' 120.13(1) of the, Statutes authorizes school boards to
promulgate school rules and allows them to delegate thi8 diity to
administrators or teachers, if they wish.

While courts in the United States have disapproved of some
disciplinary actions, notably when constitutionally protected
rights were at stake, courts also have consistently sided with
school personnel seeking to maintain order and an educational
atmosphere in schools. This philosophy of judicial restraint
regarding intrusions into school administration is expressed in
United States Supreme Court education decisions. A good
example is found in Epperson v. Arkansas:

Judicial interposition in the operation of the public
school systems of the Nation raises problems
requiring care and restraint. . . . by and large,
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public education in our Nation is eammitted to the
control of state and local authorities. Courts . do
not and cannot intervene in the resolution of con-
flicts which arise in the daily operation of school
systems and which do not directly and sharply
implicate basic constitutional values.

Students have basic constitutional rights which cannot be
taken away by school rules. For exam7le-, they cannot be disci-
plined for exercising their first amendment right to practice an
organized religion or to express limited free speech in school, as
discussed elsewhere in this book. Nor can they be removed
from school, through either suspension or expulsion, without
some form of hearing, since students have a state constitutional
right to an education.

This chapter focuses on how school systems and
school personnel can discipline children. It concentrates on how
rules Can be enforced and on the procedures which must be
followed .when students are separated from school. Finally, it
suggests that it is in the interest of everyone in the school to
have reasonable student conduct rules which are fairly and uni-
formly enforced.

Due Process in School _Disciyline. The Fourteenth
Amendment of the United States Constitution protects individuals
from arbitrary or capricious actions by government .
Fundamental fairness is insured by two types of due process,
substantive and procedural. Substantive due process requires
that the rules themselves be fair and have a rational relationship
to some xlesirable 'public purpose. Rules against kong hair worn
by students have been struck down by some courts as violating
substantive due process. Procedural due process requires
fairness in the way a government decision was made. Thus an
individual has a procedural due process right to present his or
her position in a matter in which he or she has a significant
interest. Generally speaking, the 'more that is at Stake, the
more formal the procedures must be. Thus school expulsions
require more formal procedures than suspensi( ns.

In the last ten years courts have also held hafliberty and
property rights are present In some school discipline cases.
Students have a property interest in obtaining an education.
Educators argue that completion of school is. la desired and
valuable life credential. Completing school may for example,
increase the er.rning potential of the degree :recipient. Thus
courts have recognized that completing high school has an
economic value or, in other words, is a property right. Stu-
dents also have a liberty interest in keeping their reputations.,
especially their written school records, free from unfair or
unwarranted accusations.
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Courts have applied due id.cceSS requirements to
suspensions and expulsions from school in order to protect the
property and liberty rights of students. Due process
requirements vary, however, with the severity of the
punishment. In the case of expulsion from School, when the
stakes are the greatest, a more complete due process is
required. In the case of suspension, where the property and
liberty interests are less, so too are the required procedures.
For most minor school disciplinary actions no due process, either
formal or less complete, is required. These distinctions will be
clarified in the sections which follow.

II. Expulsion.

Expulsion is the most serious disciplinary action which can
be taken against a student. Since the Wisconsin Statutes limit
suspensions to a maximum of seven days, any removal of a
student for more than seven days is an expulsion. Both the
student's liberty an the property interests are implicated in
such cases. Section g 120.13(1) of the Wismnsin Statutes allows
school boards to expel students in certain situations. Only
school boards can make the decision to expel a student.

A school board may expel a student, under Section g 120.13
(1), only for one of the following reasons:

1. if the board finds the student guilty of re-
peated refusal or neglect to obey school rules;

2. if the student engaged in conduct while at
school, under the supervision of school
authorities, or out of school which endangered
the health, safety, or property' of those in
school; or

3. the F..tudent made or caused a false bomb
threat to be phoned to the school.

The "repeated refusal to obey school rules" clause prohibits
expulsion for a single act, unleSS the health, safety, or
property of others was also endangered. The school board must
also determine that the school's interest requires expulsion.
Charges against students who are to face expulsion proceedings
should refer to one or more of the statutory grounds for
expulsion. School boards do not 'have the poWer to add
additional grounds for expulsion.

Before a student is expelled, the statute requires that the
student and the student's parents receive a notice of the expul-
sion hearing at least five days in advance. The notice must
detail the specific charges against the student and must include
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a copy of the state law related to expulsions. The charges must
be fully detailed; general statements, such as "the student fre-
quently violated rules," are inadequate.

A student may be represented by an attorney at the expul-
sion hearing. Although the statute requires that written minutes
of the meeting be kept and made available to the student or
counsel on request, the use cf ik tape recorder or legal
stenographer is advisable: Should the student be expelled,
written notice of the fact must be mailed to both student and
parents. An expulsion order can be appealed. under the terms
of the statute, to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
who may affirm or overturn the expulsion. The State
Superintendent may rehear all or part of the case. Tip latter
power was upheld in a 1978 Wisconsin circuit court case.

Courts have consistently anted to students facing expul-
sion the right to call witnesses. In an Arkansas case a Student
was expelled from school for kissing a fellow student and foi
exclaiming, "What a drag," when told by a teacher to stop.
The school board in the case refused to let the student question
the teacher about the incident at the expulsion hearing, And the
federal court subsequently overturned the expulsion.

A California appeals court made a similar finding in a sep-
arate case, rejecting a school system's argument that Witnesses
might subsequently be threatened if stude5nts filing chargeS
against the accused were forced to testify. After a lengthy
discussion of other cases related to the issue, the California
court concluded:

Denial of the opportunity to confront and cross-
examine adverse witnesses in an expulsion pro-
ceeding exposes the student to risk of erroneous
deprivation of his educational interest where, as
here, the decision- turns on factual issues the
correct resolution of which depends on credibility of
witnesses.

While the due process afforded to students facing expulsion
in some respects mirrors the protection afforded defendants in
criminal proceedings, courts do not always reverse school boards
when they make minor procedural errors while conducting the
eicpulsion hearing. Of course, what is "minor" is sometimes
itself the subject of litigation. This was seen in a case
involving the expulsion of a Racine, Wisconsin, student who
appealed the school board's expulsion decision to the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction. The board had accepted
"hearSay" evidence in conducting its hearing. In other wcrds,
some factS pertinent to the case were offered by individuals
testifying about what others had said about the incident. The
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State Superintendent reversed the board's decision to expel the
student, and the board appealed to the state courts. In 1982
the Wisconsin Court of Appeals ruled that the expulsion was
valid and that a school board could not be expected to krw all
the "niceties" of hearsay evidence and legal procedure. To
avoid litigation of this sort, however, it is clear that school
boards should have competent legal counsel on hand during the
expulsion process, even if a board's decision might be upheld in
the face of subsequent legal challenges.

Procedural issues were also raised by a Mississippi high
school student who carried a switchblade knife to achWi, was
expelled for the remainder of the school year, and sought an
injunction to prevent the penalty. The injunction request was
denied by a district court, and the aitudent's parents appealed to
the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. The student had admitted
taking the knife to school and had received a hearing before the
school board. On appeal, the plaintiffs contended that thi
school board's hearing was flawed because there Iwo 3 .r1,140A-...11

notice and no opportunity to confront witnesses. flist4,4d, tap _d
testimony from some witnesses was played for the sch,y),: board.
In considering this flaw, however, the court focused /Al he fact
that the plaintiff had never denied the knife charge. Guth the
plaintiff and his mother had participated in the expulsion
hearing, and the court held that the flawed procedures were not
fundamentallY unfair or legally prejudicial. The student
responded to this adverse decision by piing a request for a
rehearing by the Fifth Circuit en bane. While recommending
that the school board change its practice regarding the use of
taped testimony, the appeals court refused to grant the request,
noting that the evidence ,against the student was "so over-
whelming" that a school board rehearing would not change theresu't.

A Pennsylvania student who was suspended and then
expelled for asSaulting another student while under the influence
of alcohol° brought suit challenging the validity of the
expulsion. The student based his case on the grounds that he
had been suspended for 13 days before the expulsion hearing
was held, in violation of the Pennsylvania Code requiring a
maximum of 10 days before a hearing. The appeals court
concluded that the period of time was excessive, but that the
error was not of sufficient magnitude to require reversing an
otherwise proper expulsion.

Administrator Role in the Hearin. School superintendents
and other ttdministratorS must exercise caution in seeking to
influence school boards hearing expulsion cases. Courts in
other parts of the country have ruled that the role of admin-
istrators in assisting school boards in reaching a decision must
be limited to presenting the charges and arguing for the
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expulsion. In a California case, the expulsion of several
students was overturned whenuthe superintendent sat with the
board during its deliberations. The federal court saw this as
an undue intrusion in the process, just SA having the prosecutor
in the jury room might influence the outcome of a jury
deliberation. In a sithilar case, a court found no conflict in
having a school board attorney prosecute a case against a
sttylent and subsequently advise the board on how to handle
it.

As already discussed, students in Wisconsin can be expelled
only for repeated violations of school rules, fnr activities which
endanger the health, safety, or property of others, or for false
bomb threats. Unless the violation could be matched with one of
these requirements, the expulsion of a student cannot occur.
School boards cannot create their own grounds for expulsion.
For example, courts elsewhere have accHted the expulsion of
students for violating no-smoking rules. More than a single
violation of such a rule would be needed before expulsion for
these grounds could occur in Wisconsin.

Automatic expulsion for possession of marijuana in school
has been adopted by several Wisconsin school boards. Silted a
rule was praised and upheld in a recent federal court case but
was found to be contrffy to Wisconsin Statutes in a Wisconsin
circuit court decision. Also, the State Superintendent haS
ordered students exitelled for a single possession charge to be
reinstated in school.

III. Suspension from School.

The United States Supreme Court, in Goss v. Lopez,I7 held
that students must be afforded some due proce88 before their
suspension from school, even for short periods of time. The
Court reasoned that even a short suspension took away the stu-
dent's property right to attend school and the liberty right to
maintain one's good name. Therefore the Court sought to reduce
the likelihood of erroneous suspensions by making sure that the
right party was suspended. Only very limited hearing rights
were granted in such cases, however. Goss requires that the
principal or suspending officer provide tfiggiudent with written
or oral notice of the charges, the basis or evidence for the
charges, and an opportunity to deny them. Such a hearing,
while minimal, at least addresses the question of mistaken suc-
pensions which the majority in the 5-4 decision felt might other-
wise occur. While the majority argued this proce was "less
than what a fair-minded principal would impose," the four-
justice minority opinion argued the hearing process was an
unwarranted intrusion in the operation of the country's schools.
Intrusive or not, such hearings are now required except in
situations where the student poses a threat to persons,
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property, or the academic process. In such cases the student
can be suspended immiciliately and the hearing can be held as
soon as is practicable. It should be noted that students do
not have the right to have an attorney, call witnesses, or cross-
examine in suspension cases.

Courts in many jurisdictions have refused to expand the
Goss hearing requirements. A Maine student who admitted using
ri-TiFiluana on school grounds was suspended and subsequently
expelled. The student and his parents chedlenied the decisions,
raising a variety 91 procedural arguments. First, citing
Miranda v. Arizona, the student argued that his initial ques-
tioning about the matter should have been preceded by a
warning that he had the right 'o remain silent and that he had
the right to have his parents present before questioning. Next,
the student claimed a right' 'eave the principal's office during
questioning. The student a:sc, argued that his participation in a
drug abuse program req..u.--.d the school board to reduce the
expulsion penalty and that the student's "school probation"
following his return from the expulsion deprived him of a
property interest. The district court rejected all of these novel
claims, refusing to expand the Goss suspension hearing
requirements or to find an error in the district's expulsion
procedure. The court decided that there ,^ no precedent or
constitutional justification for any of the a:gun-tents.

Wisconsin Statute g 120.13(1) also addresses the question of
student suspension from school. Suspension may occur for the
violation of a single school rule or may be based on the same
grounds as those for expulsions. The statute requires that
parents be given prompt notice of the suspension and reasons
for it and the chance to have a conference with the district
administrator or designee about the matter. The designee may
not be employed in the school from which the student was
suspended. Suspensions in Wisconsin can last only up to three
days, 4.-ir seven days if expulsion proceedings are being initiated.
Repeated three-day suspensions for the same charge for which
the student was initially suspended are not possible under the
statute.

While some school districts require a parental t.:onference
before a suspended student is readmitted, their failure to attend
such a conference cannot be used as a reason to extend the
suspension beyond the three-day period. Students can be
readmitted to school at the discretion of administrators short of
the end of the three-day _period. Should it subsequently be
determined that a student was suspended erroneously, all
references to the suspension must be expunged from the
student's record. Administrators may also expunge suspensions
from the record for subsequent good behavior, if that is the
district policy_ Such a policy is nn incentive for improved



conduct. There is no appeal of a suspension to the State
Superintendent. Court action is the only alternative if parents
wish to pursue the issue. Courts sometyrs overlook minor
deviations in a district's suspension policies.

Questions frequently arise concerning the reduction of stu-
4ent grades for work missed during suspensions. Section

120.13(1)(b) of the Wisconsin Statutes requires that suspended
students be permitted to take any quarterly, semester, or
grading period examination missed during the suspension period.
Students may, however, miss class presentation opportunities on
which course grades might partially be determined.

Some school districts use suspension as a penalty for
truancy. This runs counter to state statute. As discussed in
the chapter of this book on attendance, there are specific
statutes in Wisconsin which deal with truancy and these should
be followed. Many Wisconsin school districts, however, do use
suspension for this offense, arguing that subsequent truancy is
discouraged by use of the penalty, or that parents become
involved as a result. Without commenting on the merits of these
arguments, it can be said that few cases have been litigated
involving the appropriateness of suspension for truancy. In one
such case from another state, the school district was upheld in
its suspension decision, even though the parents argue that
their child had been given their permission to miss school.

SusRension from School Activities. As discussed in the
extracurricular a,ifivities chapter, courts generally do not hold
that students about to he removed from sports teams or clubs
have the right to a heering. However, because it takes little
time to conduct d short hearing; to ensure that a rule has been
broken or that the correct party has hpen apprehended, it is
sensible to conduct the hearing before taking official action.
This is the policy recommended by most coaches' associations.

In a case which came close on the heels of the Goss
decision, a federal court declined to extend hearing protection
a studery -bout to be excluded from interscholantic athletics.
The Pennsylvania court reasoned that Goss applied to "total
exclusion from the educational process"Tvhile the individual
activities which make up that process do not, in themselves,
constitute prMected interests. This decision might have turned
out differently, however, if the studeRt had shown that his
removal from athletics had caused him some measurable harm, or
if the student was handicapped within the meaning of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973: This latter category is discussed in
the chapter op handicapped students.

A 1974 Wisconsin Attorney Gene d's opinion suggests that
students can be suspended from the privilege of riding a school
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bus without first being suspended from school. 25 Students must
receive a suspension hearing, however, and all other statutory
requirements regarding suspension must be met, including the
three-day limit. Likewise, statutory expulsion proceedings
should be used if expulsion from school bus priviledges
considered. The statutory grounds for expulsion must be
present.

Suspension of Minority Group Students. Suspension of a
student usually involveS two steps. A teacher or other staff
person first refers a disciplinary incident to an administrator for
action and, second, that administrator must decide to suspend
the student. Both the referral and the penalty are discretionary
actions, in most cases. Given this fact, there is a danger that
suspension will be disproportionately meted out to members of
particular classes or racial groups. Certain students, for
example, may be "expected" to misbehave. Nationally, sus-
pension of minority students exfgeds their proportionate numbers
in the school age population. School administrators, then,
have a special need to avoid discrimination in school discipline.

A 1980 New York federal court decision held that the sub-
s,antive due process rights of minority children were violated by
the suspension of a disproportionate number of minority studen
while white children were not suspended for the same offenses.

diIntwo d tional cases, racial discrimination could not be
proved.26 The disproportionate disciplining of minority
children, then, leaves districts open to litigation under a variety
of fourteenth amendment claims and other civil rights statutes
and provisions.

Damages 1 The question of damages
which might be assesse when a student was denied the minimal
hearing_required before suspension was answered by the 1.1nited
States Supreme Court in Carey v. Piphus. The 1975 Goss
decision established the constitutional requirement of the heaE
but did not answer the question of what damages might result if
it were not provided. The students who brought the Carey case
did not deny the offenses for which they were suspended.
School officials also admittel they did not meet the requirements
of due process before the suspension, not having provided the
students with any presuspension hearing. The Court of Appeals
awarded damage to the students, following the holding in Mood
v. Strickland that school administrators are liable for damages
when they deny a student his or her constitutional rights. The
administrator cannot claim ignorance of the right in question in
order to avoid liability.

The Supreme Court reversed the award of damages in
Carey, since the students the case had not shown that they
suffered any real damage as the result of not having the



hearing. because they had not received the hearing, however,
they were given nominal damages of one dollar. While Carey did
not result in significant damages awarded to the 'students, it
does hold a number of cautions for school administrators. First,
it is clear that, if students have been erroneously suspended
and can show actual harm as a result, then the damage awards
might be significant. Second, the opinion held open the
possibility that mental distress resulting from an erroneous
suspension might be compensated. Finally, the Court held that
the right to a hearing is absolute, save for llie exceptions
contained in the original Goss decision, such as the existence of
major disorders in the school which would preclude an immediate
hearing;

In a Michigan case, a suspension of students for breaking
into the school and burning attendance records started 511 a sus-
pension but took on the character of an exptilston. Goss
procedures were followed in the initial suspension, but the series
of administrative steps thereafter undertaken was extremely con-7
voluted. The students' parents claimed that the students had
been expelled while the school maintained it was seeking the
placement of the students in another school. After wading
through these conflicting claims, the district court finally
concluded that the extended suspension had taken on the
character of an expulsion and the failure to hold a formal
hearing on the charge violated the students' due process rights.
Following the Supreme Court's decision in _Carey_ the court
concluded that the students' rights had been violated but they
also clearly were guilty of the offense at issue and therefore
were entitled to one dollar in compensatory damages;

A Kentucky appeals court sustained the policy of a' school
district which automatically suspended students found consuming
alcohol at school, but let stand a lower court decision th auto-
matic expulsion for alcohol consumption was arbitrary. The
students in question had been found drinking_ on a school-
sponsored band trip; The appeals court concluded that the
lower court had been correct in its interpretation of the state
suspension and expulsion statute which holds that suspension
was mandatory for a first offense of this sort. Because manda-
tory expulsion is not mentioned in the statute, the appeals court
concluded that the lower court did not exceed its authority in
holding that the expulsions were unreasonable. No damages
were allowed in the case.

In a 1982 case, a high school senior was involved in a foot-
ball game drinking-incident and had been3fffered the choice of
an in-school or out-of-school suspension. She chose the in-
school penalty but missed several class examinations. A lower
court ruled that this denied the student her rights to substan-
tive due process. Both parties appealed, the school district
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seeking reversal of the decision, and the parents seeking dis-
missal of the district's appeal on the grounds of mootness, as
well as claiming attorney fees. The appeals court sustained the
mootness claim, noting that the student had been graded in all
the courses in question and had entered college. As to the
attorney fees, thee court concluded that fees could be awarded
under 42 U.S.C. g 1988 only if the issues in the case presented
a violation of specific constitutional guarantees. The court
denied the fees, noting the issues raised did not represent a
sufficiently gray constitutional violation. Citing Wood, the
court held that g 1988 was not intended to justify fee is cases
involving simple administrative errors. In another case, a
Georgia stadent also sought damages for a wrongful
suspension. A state appeals court held that the suspension
might have been "hurried and erroneous" but was not willful or
malicious, and it refused to award damages.

Discipline_Point_Systems. Some school districts have
systems by which points are awarded for minor offenses, leading
to suspension when a certain total is reached. These systems
are ineffective when there is disagreement among teachers as to
the importance of all of the rules, or when students are given
the opportunity to commit the same rule infraction several times
before punishment ensues. This gives the student several
punishment-free opportunities to break the same rule. There do
not appear to be any legal barriers to such systems, however.
As already note& Wisconsin Statutes authorize suspension for
violation of school rules and it is possible to suspend students
for cumulative violations. In a Virginia ctkse, the suspension of
a student for cumulative offenses, including chewing gum sgid
not paying attention in class, was upheld by a federal court.
IV. Corporal Punishment.

Wisconsin Statute § 939.45(5) covers the in loco parent-is
powers of state officials to discipline minors. The application of
corporal punishment is a priviledge arising from in loco_ .
Liability, either civil or criminal. may arise when punishment is:
inflicted with malice; causes serlous bodily harm; or, the child
was not subject to punishment because he or she was not guilty.
These requirements suggest that corporal punishment presents
significant liability dangers. School systems would be advised to
find alternatives.

Local school boards, under their broad rule-making
authority, remain free to establish their own policy on corporal
punishment. Boards are free either to prohibit corporal
punishment or to authorize its use. In the absence of any local
school board policy, however, local school personnel are best
advised not to sGt their own policies. The presence of an



adopted policy has been rioted in the two cases reaching the
U.S. Supreme Court where corporal punishment was upheld.

Corporal punishment, where permitted, has generated
numerous lawsuits. Most corporal punishment systems follow t1-e.
guidelines established at a lower court level in a case which sub-

;36
Sequent ly was appealed to the United States Supreme Court.
In Baker v. Owen the Supreme Court, in a 5-4 decision, upheld
a corporal punishment system which included the following:
corporal punishment was to be used only when less restrictive
disciplinary measures would not be effective, when a second
School official was present with the child and both had been
notified of the reasons for the punishment and, if requested,
parents had to be notified in writing of the charges against the
student and given the name of the second official.

In 1977, the Supreme Court ruled in Ingraham_ v. Wright37

that no hearing needed to be given before corporal punishment
and that the punishment per se did not violate the cruel and
unusual punishment claune of the eighth amendment. The court
did note, however, that, bott_criminal charges and private law-
suit might result in cases wherVnjury to the student occurred
as the result of the punishment.

The Baker procedures preclude swift corporal puniahment
and are faTilTrThomplicated, requiring careful record keeping. It
is also clear that excessive punishment, or injuries resulting
from trying to paddle a squirming student, may result in civil or
criminal litigation. Corporal punishment also is leaa attractive
for students as they mature and grow in size and is frequently
questioned on th grounds of its educational effectiveness.
Wisconsin Statute g 939.45, which protects school perSonnel from
lawsuit when they are engaged in professional activities, clearly
excludes them from protection when excessive force is used.
This may be alleged in corporal punishment cases. The wisdom
of employing the punishment, then, should surely be questioned.

Striking or physically abusing students is not corporal
punishment. This distinction can be even by reviewing the facts
of a Connecticul Supreme Court case. A student was enrolled
in a music clasr., and misbehaved by changing the words in a
song being sung. In response to this behavior, the teacher
threw the student into a chalk board and then dragged the
unresisting student to a hallway where he was swung against a
wall, fracturing the Student's clavicle. The teacher claimed
immunity from suit both as a "public officer" and as a state
employee, but the court concluded he was neithr:r tinder the
state general. statutes. While holding that teachers could use
"reasonable means" to control a student, the court found that
the punishment in this instance was "clearly excessive." A
lower court's award to the student was upheld.
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As already noted, corporal punishment involves the highly
structured administration of a penalty for breaking school rules
and generally takes place only in systems where the school board
has authorized its use. The need to restrain a student,
however, can occur at any time in any system. Examples
include a student throwing objects in a classroom, fighting, or
otherwise endangering the health, safety, and well-being of
other students, or of the student involved. Teachers routinely
intervene in such cases, weighing their own safety and hopefully
referring to school procedures already developed by the
professional staff_ to decide how to handle these situations.
Teachers making their best professional judgment on the use of
restraint are almost always sustained in ., subsequent
litigation. In fact, school personnel often find themselves in a
quandary because their failure to intervene in certain situations
might lead to a lawsuit.

School administrators, teachers, and legal counsel should
join the local school board in developing policies which pertain to
the restraint of misbehaving students. The presence of such
policies helps staff avoid lawsuits and protects students from
others who might misbehave. Generally, it is wise to involve
principals or other staff as soon as possible after such events
begin.

V. Other Disci e_Iasues.

Disci line Off _Campus. School districts have broad powersto esta lis ru es w is regulate the conduct of students in
school or at school-sponsored activities. That power, however,
becomes more open to question when activities beyond the
geographical boundaries of the school are considered. Attempts
to extend the scope of the school's disciplinary authority could
lead to litigation. In one such case, a Pennsylvania student was
given a three-day in-school suspension foio-calling his teacher "a
prick" at a community shopping center. The federal court
ruled that the punishment was too insignificant to warrant
judicial intervention. In another case more directly related to a
school function, the Supreme Court of Wyoming ruled that a
student could be suspended for operating his motor velliple in
such a way as to impede the progress of a school bus. The
Supreme Court of Connecticut concluded, however, that school
authorities went too far in, expelling a student for participating
in a schc% yard gang fight when school had been adjourned forthe year.

1m-School Suspension, Detention, and Fines. Disciplinary
penalties which do not exclude students from school or perma-
nently remove them from some activity seldom lead to legal
challenges. These matters remain largely within the discretion
of school administrators, though it is possible that extreme or
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unreasonable actions might be chcalenged. While the wisdom of
in-school suspensions from the Aerspective of their educatf.:,.nal
value has also been questioned,'" most schools find tlz?. penalty
significantly preferable to external suspension in most cases.
MELny student8 seek the suspension "vacation," ewecially repeat
offenderS.' Few students seek the isolation associated with the
in-school penalty.

Detention systems are also used in many schools. While
"Serving time" in detention is sometimes boasted of by students,
it generally serves as a useful penalty for minor rule breaking.
If the detention is held after school, parents should be given a
day's notice if the student will miss transportation home.
Detention is now adfermitted punishment for truancy under the
Wisconsin Statutes.

School districts cannot impose fines for school rule vio-
lations. An early Wisconsin Supreme Court case require§ that all
school rules be "needfuL-for the government, good- order and
efficiency of the school."/5 Fines do not fit these criteria.

VI. Summary.

School rules must serve some legitimate educational function
and, in areas such as attendance and exclusionary discipline,
cannot be established contrary to existing state statute. Rules
also cannot infringe on protected constitutional rights. Arbi-
trary rules will be struck down by courts, cfs wasahe attempt to
impose a hair=length rule in a Wisconsin school. Reasonable
rules will be sustained. When what is "reasonable" is in doubt,
counsel should be consulted and, if the rule is still questionable,
schools might be well advised to operate without it.

School personnel face the issue of how many rules to prom-
ulgate. Some diStricts operate with so many rules that violations
are inevitable, lessening the deterrent value of the remaining
code. When school rulebooks have so many rules they cannot
possibly be enforced, teachers and administrators enforce some
rules but not others, and there is disagreement among staff
members about which rules are important. Discipline becomeS
uneven and, from the perspective of students, unfair. Some
students are punished for an offense while others- are not. This
leads to student restment which is, in itself, a cause of
further rule breaking.

School boards and school personnel, then
agreement on the rules which are important.
process which involves students, parents, and
could help develop such rules. To the extent
agreed won and uniformly enforced, sc,lool
diminish.
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CHAPTER 6

SCHOOL SPORTS AND CLUBS

IT SAYS HIGH? HERE IN THE

RULE BOOK THAI YOU OKI
PLAY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

UNLESS YOU ARE ?
HIGH SCHOOL 5TUTIELiT)

HECK, WERE IAIGH
SCAOL STUDENTS

YEA, WEVE BEEN
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

F O R A T L EP6T TEN YERS!
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1; Do students have a constitutional right to
participate in school sports?

2. What power do courts have to review the
decisiont3 of interscholastic athletic
associations?

3. Can athletic associations enforce rules on eli-
gibility to participate in school sports for
students who have transferred schools?

4. Can married athletes be denied participation in
school sports?

5. Are students entitled to a hearing before
removal from sports teams or clubs?

6. re female students entitled to participate on
ys teams, or are separate but equal pro-

rams adequate?

7. What is the effect of Title IX on high school
sports programs?

I. The Right To Play.

Atha cs is an important part cc the life in most high
schools tIci ' r some athletes is the tr significant activity in
which they I engage during their r d careers; Thus it is
not surf; g that the decisions o administrators or
state interscholastic athletic associa _.Jns -egarding individual
athletes are sometimes the subject of litigation, This chapter
looks at a variety of issues raised by these court cases; We will
consider the right of students to participate in athletics, the
rights of girls to have sports programs equal to those of boysi
and the powers of athletic associations to regulate interscholastic
cohipetition.

Courts across the country have consistently held that stu-
dents do n: .t have a constitutional right to participatc in sports.
The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals h ruled, for example, that
such participation is "a mere expectation irather than a consti-
tutionally protected claim of entitlement." Li".ewise, a feaeral
district court in Tex ruled: "Neither the right to play football
nor the right to participate in state football playoffs_ ls a_ funda-
mental right prole zed by t: fourteenth at. ndment." Triere is
no z-eason to believe this ruling applied only to football and not
to all other athletic competition. An Illinois district court simi-
larly stated: "Of <course, it is clear that participation in inter-
scholastic athletics is not a right guaranteed by the



constitutional laws of the United States."3 Similar decision!
been rendered by other federal and state ccurl's. _ noose
athletic participation is not a fundamental right; courts
scrutinize the actions affecting athletes less closely than they
would if a constitutional right such as' free speech were at issue;

Not only do students have no fundamental right to partici-
pate, but they do not have a "property interest" in such
p...rticipalion either. The Fourteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution states that no state shall "deprive any person
of life; liberty, or property, without due process of the law;"
Some students have argued that they have been deprived of
"property" by being excluded from athletic competition.
"Property" in some of these cases means loss of a college
scholarship and thus, sometimes, loss of a college education. In
a Texas case, a federal court stated that students had "no
property interest in the alleged injury to their hoped -for careers
in college football or for football scholarships arising from
inauility to play4 in the football playoffs or to be viewed by
college scouts.' The claim of such loss was seen as too
speculative to be measured prospectively;

Other students have argued that the Goss v. Lopez5

decision, which required that a student be afforded El brief
hearing before: suspension from school, should be extended so
that a hearing is required before a student is suspended from a
sports Learn, The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the
attempt to 'tend Boss;

The educational process is a broad and comprehen-
sive concept with a variable ind indefinite meaning.
It is not limited to classroom attendance, but
inc1ici3s innumerable components, such as partici-
pa:.ion in athletic activity and membership in school
clubs and social clubs, which combine to provide an
atmosphere of intellectual an moral advsncement.
We do not read Goss to establish a property
interest subject to constitutiVal protection in each
of these separate components.

Other federal courts have agreed with this reading of Goss. 7

Federal courts have ruled, however, that actions of athletic
asso' itions do constitute "state action." In Wisconsin a fed-
eral district court implicitly ruled that WIAA rules and regu-
lations are "state action" by saying that WIAA rules mst comply
with the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment.
These (.ccisions mean that athletic associations are not private
groups but insteoki must be able to show that there is A "rationd
basis" for their rules. A rule requiring a high school aLtilei.
:Ass competition for one year after transferring schoels; for
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example, could withstand challenge because it has a rational
basis--prevention of school transfers solely to play on another
school's team. Courts have generally given broad latitude to
associations in establishing such rules.

II. Athletic Association Rules.

Transfer Rules. The WIAA has a rule against participation
on teams by students who transfer schools. While it has not
been challenged on this ground, it appears to run counter to
Wisconsin Statute 5 121.77 which provides that non-resident ,
tuition students have "all the rights and priviledges" of a
district's resident students. Generally, the transfer rules of
state athletic associations h ve withstood frequent legal
challenges ; usually on constitutional rather than state grounds.
In 1981; for example; the United States Liupreme Court let stand
a Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal involving the Louisiana
High School Athlet.:7. Association. The transfer rule at issue
stated that upon completion of elementary or junior high school,
a student was eligible for interscholastic athletic competition only
at the high school within his or her district. The student
plaintiffs in the case were enrolled in a church school which did
not 1: ,re a high school in the same district as the student's

:Ili° high school Even under this set of facts; the appeals
. :,rt ruled that the students could not compete in interscholastic

tics and had not been denied equal protection .

A Missouri student also attempted to challenge that state
associatiorqT transfer rules using an equal protection
argument. She suggested that she clearly had not been
recruited and argued that no other school clubs had such strin-
gent rules The ::oust; however ; rejected this :seasonir g
Attempts to argtr that transfers from prroe! ial to public scho Is
did nil count; or to establish "guardians" in the new d. .-
trict ; also have not been successful; In one case inning
counter to those just discussed; the Texas Supreme. Court found
that a student who had rim ed t Texas from Vermont when his
father was transferred fc.r business reasons ha3 been denied
equal protection; given the tatnre of the transfer ; and should
1-.,e allowed to play basketball.

A Lndicapped student was able to show "compelling medical
and psychiatric" reasons why he needed to play football; and
t here fo.2e 15could compete; even thou& he transferred school
districts. The federa. ..:curt concluded that the student was
handicapped within the meaning of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
(Also see the discussion in Chapter 9. )

_Denial of the opportunity to play because a student is
married has con.,Astently been rejected. In three separate cases,
feneral district courts in Ohio, T-2xas ; and Montana have struck



down such school rules. 16 he rationale used by schools for
imposirig such a rule includes the goal of discouraging teeiiiige
marriages, helping the marriage by not allowing extracurricular
activities to interfere with it; and the alleged need for married
students to spe- d mon_ time with their families. It also has
been argued tht when athletes marry it encourages other stu-
dents to merry, due to the fact that athletes are often emulated.
Each of the decisions; then; sided with the married students and
rejected these arguments.

"Eight-Semester" Rules. Some athletic associations have
impleniened rules in which no student may be eligible for more
than eight c.Inestrs of interscholastic athletic competition,
starting when thz student is a freshman, or when the student
repeats grade eight voluntarily; This is often used to stop
schools from retaining veteran squads or keeping promising
athletes in junior high for one year so that he or can attain
greater nhysical prowess while in high school. This practice is
called "red shirting" and is common in collegiate athlet'.cs.

Courts have consistently upheld rules against red shirting
for high school competition; In a Fifth_ Circuit Court of Appeals
case; for example; it was :-...oncluded, "The classification made by
the eligibility regulation is neiti--.er inherently suspect nt- an
encroachment on a fundamental right." The court viewe._1 the
rule as reasonably releted to a legitimate state interest. A New
York state court decided that suol-i a rule was valid even though
students had failed their senior year and were denied theight.nce
to play football that year because of a teachers' strike. The,,
ierritimate goals of s' upping red shirting and the preventio, 'f
retaining senior squads were round to be of greater value i.hon
the students' interest in athletics.

Some states have rules which permit appeal to a committee
of the state athletic association if the eight-semester rule c,-;..;rks
a hardship on students. In such insttc.ces, decisions made by
the committee have withstood legal challenge, though the corn
mittre has an obligation to show that its decision was
reasonable. 19 S tate athletic associations, it must be remem-
bered, are public entities and cannot reriC decisions without
explaining thc:ii.

Rules prohibiting participation in -Interscholastic competitiN
when the student reaches the age of 19 also have been upheld;
Such rules serve to keep schools or parents froi.1 holding back
stuuents in their early scfool years so that they would be better
able to compete in high school sports.

Tournamc:it ,recisions. Athletic associations sometimes make
decisions rcg>,rding the eligibility of schools or players to partic-
ipate in post season rnaments. As might be cynecter4 these
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decisions are of great importance to players, fans, and coaches.
Litigation challenging these association decisions has frequently
occurred, but few court challenges have resulted in a reversal
of the decisions. Several cases will illustrate this point.

A New Hampshire student claimed that he had been fouled
in a qualifying track meet and had therefore been unable to run
in the state "Meet of Champions." The state athletic association,
however, ruled that he was ineligible to run because no referee
had been close enough to the alleged foul to sustain the stu-
dent's claim. The New Hampshire Supreme Court, on the day of
the race, ruled that the association had followed proper pro-
cedures and that the decifions of r-?et officials could not be the
subject of judicial review.

In other cases, courts have sustained the suspension of
students Wm competition for "conduct unbecoming an athlete"
(fighting) and have upheld theforfeiture of games in cases
whtue ineligible players competed.'" A Florida association rule
1:41iting the number of team memlyfs participating in post season
play was struck down, however- the regular season,
teams had no limit on their size, while the tournament limit was
44 per team. The court held that this rule created two classes
of players and violated the equal protection rights of students
who were prevented from playing.

Athletic team dress or grooming codes, while common in
almost every school district, have nat always withstood legal
challenge. A Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals case, discussed
in reate.r detail in Chapter 5, held that students have a
constitutional right to determine Aair__ length, except when the
length affects health and safety. Hie' school wrestlers, for
example, could not safely wrestle hair. A Vermont
case noted that longer hair s no, a1ways26unsafs, since
student:. c, d wear headband At some ports. In general,
coaches should enact grooming ,.ales_ which are _onably related
to some health or safety consideration, rather than to -vaguely
stated expressions cmcerning tParr, identity or morale.

III; Sex_ Discrimination

Wisconsin law prohibits sex discrimination in -Athletics inso-
far as it I.; pkonibited by the federal law against sex discriminq;7
tion Title IX of the duration Amendments of 1972).'''
Wiscaasin Sr-7-lutvs, Section 118.135 states:

N3 person may be denied, on the basis of sex, the
-Tportunity to participate in iuters:tholastic, inte:-.-
rnufal or club sports oh:ved in a public as
provided in 20 t-J.S.C_. g 1681 s . (Title IX).
No person may be denied,, on -tsis of sex,



necessary facilities, equipment, instruction r
financial support for such sport, as provided in 20
B.S.C. 1681 et seq.

Title IX states:

No person in the United States shall, on the basis
of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefita of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any education program oroctivity receiving
federal financial assistance. . . .

COurtS have reached varying conclusions with respect to
the applicability of Title IX to edw.q...tion programs (such as ele-
inentary and secondary athletics programs) which e,. not directly
receive federal monicr.,;_ Some courts have held that an entire
institution is a "program" for purposes of Title IX's prohibition
against sex discrimination under "any program or activity receiv-
ing fede-4c1 financial assistan(Ni' if that institution receives
indirect _ -ion earmarked aid; Other courts have held that,
unless a particular program within an institution (SUCh as a
school's athletics program) directly receives or benefits f:roft)

federal monies; that program is not regUlated by Title IX.
Some Courts and commentators iiave read the Suprefie Court's
decision in North_Haven Board of Education tr, Bell to rein-
force the latter "program- specific" interpretation of Title IX;
Since the Supreme Court recent3 agreed to her a case which
raised this question directly; the dispute may soo-
resolved;

Many sex diSerimination cases in the area of school at..
are decided on the basis of t!.le equal protection clau...,e el: a
fourteenth amendment It contains a general prohibition against
discrimination which is not dependent upon the receipt of federal
aid. BaSed on the fourteenth amendment; a federal court in
Colorado ruled that, even though there is no constitutional
requirement SchoOs to provide any athletic program,

tippc-t- -2`v made available must be done on equal
terns for all A federal court in Wiscons reached
the same conclUsion, as discussed on the next section;

Separate But Equal_ Athletic& Programs; In Wisconsin,
schools may provide i-_'separate but equal" athletic programs.
This is not necessarily so in other states. Most notably, the
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals modified the ggepiirate but equal"
Solution to sex discrimination in one case, while in anOther
case, it invalidated an Ohio High School Athletic Association rule
insofar as it prohibited girls from 1 -ticipe.ting on a boys team
in any contact sport; In Morris v. Michigan State Board of
Education; the Sixth Ci2cuit aciurt of Alpetila said that, evirr if
fry.: school provided a girlEi. tep ; girls must be allowed to try
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out for the boys team. However; it expli(:t1T
ment to non contact sports. In Yellow
School Athletic Association; t5 court-Mc:
association rule conflichili with Title IX whi :

missive on this point,"

;rAteki itS judg-
cr:. v.

PI

In contrast, the _situation is very different or 9 Seventh
Circuit and thus in Wiscor.sin. The controlling Inttr-
scholastic Athletic AsRociation rule is four,d the At ooaation's
Constitution, Article It Section G:

The Board of Control shall prohibit all type?. of
interscholastic activity involving boys and. {?iris
competing with or against each other except (a} as
prescribed by state and federal law and (b) as de=
termined by Board of Control interpretation of such
law.

This rule was challenged in 1978 in Leffel v. Wisconsin
Inter-scholastic Athletg Association, a case before a Wisconsin
federal district court. The court did not find the rule uncon-
stitutional. Howe,ver, on application, the court did decide that
female students could not be denied the opportunity to
participate in a particular sport which is afforded to male
students. The court avoided full discussion of wheth,
provision of "separate but equt" programs are a suf.fici
Lion in such cases; but did not di-e' 3w their use

Where -Leffel avoided the issue of "separate but equal," the
Sevgith CirCliftCourt of Appeals recently met the issue head
on. In 1981 the court ruled that schools which provide "riena-
rate but equal" athletic programs for girls -' and boys haVfl met
both constitutional and statutory requirements. The plaintiff in
the case was an 11-year-old girl who wished to try ctit for the
sixth grade boys basketball team rather than the girls team.
Upon being denied this opportunity she sued the sr''-'ool system.
Lt was shown through expert testimony in the case that Karen
O'Connor was au extraordinary athlete who far out,^anked her
fellow female atl. fetes at that age level. However, the court
agreed with the Leffel decision, by quoting the judge in that
case:

There are ro aLegations in the instant eoniplaint
that the defendants intentionally_ imposed different
levels of competition on boys and girls. Any such
differences arise fr n the abilities of the team
members themselves.

o.

United States Sti.:ren::-, Coirt Justice John Stevens, sitting as
Circuit Judge, reviewer: the case as follows:
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In my opinion, the question whether the dis-
crimination is justified cannot depend entirely on
whether the girls program will offer Karen oppor
tunities that ;:e equal in all respects to the

.advantages she ?r,,,..,1d gain from the higher level of
competitioi, in the boys program; The answer must
depend on whether it is permissible for the defen-
dants [the school system] to structure their athletic
programs by using sex as one criterion for eligi-
bility. If the classification is reasonable in
substantially all of its applications; I do not believe
that the general rule can be said to be uncon-
stitutional simplyi because it appears arbitrary in an
individual case;

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals subsuuently ruled
that "separate but equal" Programs are sufficient; Determina-
tion of what is "equal" does not have to include the extreme
cases of whether an extraordinary female is being treated equally
with boys while participating in the girls program. Therefore,
under this ruling, which is binding for Wisconsin, the Yellow

requirement of allowing girls to try out for boys teams
VINTAeams in that sport are present for girls does not have to
be met;_ In fact, the Seventh Circuit Court in O'Connor v,
Board of Education of School District #23 directly stated that it
would not folio* Yellow Springs.

Separate Rules for Girls and lays. Teams ir. the Shale
Sport. Zr, 1977, a federal district court in -OkiiiF.5ma
SiXth Circuit Court of Appnels both ruled that inipcsing different
rules on girls and boys in basketball did not violate Zederal
statutes or the federal Constitution. Th.: Sixth Ciroalt Couri: of
Appeals justified the decision and the a on Ole "distinct cif-
ferencedp physical characteristics and capabilitios betwee-d.: the
sexes."

In the Sixth Circuit case, the til: clai:.ied that the
difference in basketball rules for girls and boys dunied her
equal protection because it disadvantaged her in c-,mpeting for
college scholarships. College women's teams play by standard
rules. The court answered this claim by saying thin'. the equal
protection clause of the fourteenth amendment "requires equal
treatment of persons subject to a state's laws:. disparate
treatment, or disadvantage; with respect to women from some
other s-,414e; fails to present a &aim under the equal protection
clause."

In sharp disagreement with theu two cases :s a ruling by a
federal district court in Arkarsas; The court decided that
different rules f.Ir 2irls and boys basketball did deprive girls cf
equal protection; .'ate ruling was based on what the court salv
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as insufficient justification by the athletic association for the
disparity in the rules. No physiological justification could be
shown and therefore, the association was left with "tradition,"
which could not justify the disparity.

IV. Clubs and Nonathletic Organizations

Just as no constitutional right to participate inY. sports ex-
ists, courts have not recognized any legal right to membership
in school clubs or nonathletic organizations. Claims that club
memberships are protected rights or property interests have
been consistently rejected. A district court in Wisconsin held
that a student refused admittance into the National Honor4§ociety
had not suffered any injury to his constitutie -ightS. The
court ruled that since no fundamental intt was at stake
school officials did not have to comptly with ;, ocedural due
process guarantees of Goss v. Lopez.

A further illustration of the judicial system's reaction 4?such attempts ,,ian be found in Bernstein v. Menard.
Bernstein was demoted in the s-:hool band for falling to accom-
pany the band ov, a required trip. Bernstein sued in federal
district court seeking to regain his former position as "first
trumpeter," alleging a lack of due process in tho ditgiplinary
action. The suit was termed "vexatious and frivolous" by the
presiding judge and was summarily dismissed. Other attempts to
extenioGoss to school clubs and athletics have met with similar
fates.

The courts have also held that certain secret and/or
undemocratic societies Tray be banned altogether from schools;
The United States Supreme Court upheld a Mississippi Statute
which prohibited Greek letter fraternities and societies from tigi
state's educeional institutions (including universities);
Efforts to prohibit such organizations in _secondary schools have
been undertaken in twenty-sifi states. These actions have beer,
upheld by courts in several. Only in MissouriOas the state
been dcnied the ability to ban such soci3ties_. A statute
covering such organizations does not exist in Wisconsin. Indi7
vidual school systems could, however impose restrictions on
membership in those types of organizations.

V. Summary.

As a general rule, ( Irts have been less likely to interfere
with school policies related to activities than to those areas more
centrally related to the educational mission of schools. While it
is clear that schools must be sensitive to issues of sex
discrimination in athletics ,nd activities, r court has held that
schools cannot develop roaaonal,le rules egarding participation
in activities, or that there is a constitu'.: eight to participate
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in sports. Schools or athletic associations, then; cut, p.-omulg-ate
rules covering questions of eligibility, post season play and
removal from a sports team. Such rules; of course, must be
evenly enforced and decisions regarding participation must be
made with reference to written rules. Such rules should be
b. on considerations related to student health; safety; or

11.-! desired governmental purpose such as preventing
ri:luiting. Rules related to improving team morale; or other

,ly stated rationales which coaches might devise, are less
withstand legal challenge;
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1. For what reasons may a child be excused from
compulsory school attendance?

What constitutes a private school for purposes
of the statute requiring children to attend
public or private schools?

What constitutes adequate "home instruction"
as an alternative to pUblic or private school
education?

4. How may a school penalize a child for truancy?

5. May a pupil be denied credit for a course
solely because of the pupil's unexcused
absences from school?

6. When may children be charged tuition to attend
public school?

7. Do all children have to be immunized before
they will be permitted to attend school?

8. May pregnant students or married students be
excluded from school?

I . Statutor_Requirement_ofCompulsory_ Attendance .

Wig nsin's compulsory school attendance statute, Wiseonsin
Statute S 118.15, requires all children between the ages of 6
and 18 "to attend school regularly during the full period and
hours that the public or private school in which the child should
be eni"olled is in session until the end of the school term,
quarter or semester of the_ school year in which the child be=

1Comets 18 yearS o_ The state legislature has made it clear
that children with exceptional educational needs are covered by
the requirements of this law. The compulsory school attendance
law puts the burden on any person having a child under his or
her control to ensure that the child attends school. Parents or
guardians who do not comply with the law may be guilty of a
misdemeanor punishable by a fine and/or imprisonment. There
are, however, several exceptions to the compulsory attendance
requirement; these are discussed later in this section.

Alternatives to Traditional Public Education. The Wisconsin
compulsory school attendance law provides a number of alterna-
tives to traditional public education. One such alternative is
attendance at a vocational, technical, and adult education school
(VTAE). V4
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Upon the child's request of the school board and
with the written approval of the child's parent or
guardian, any child who is 16 years of age or over
may attend, in lieu of high school or on a part-time
baSis, it vocational, technical, and adult education
school.

The cost of the pupil's education at the VTAE is to be paid by
the pupil's home school district. The cost to the home scho0
district may include transpoftation, _board, and lodging expenses
as well as tuition and fees. The VTAE must provide the pupil
with courses for which credit will be given to meet high school
graduation requirements. Some VTAE schools, unfortunately,
do not design programs for high school students, arguing that
their mission is to serve older students. Some school districts
decline to approve the transfer.

A second alternative permitted under ti4"compulsory school
attendance law involves the modification of a pupil's program or
curriculum. A pupil's parent or guardian (or the pupil if the
parent or guardian is notified) may request a program or curri-
culum modification. PermiSSible modifications include, but are
not limited to, the folloWing:

1. Modificationa within the
academic curriculum.

2. A school work training
program.

3. Enrollment in any alternative
program located in the school
the child resides.

child's current

or work study

public school or
district in which

4. Enrollment in any nonsectarian private school
or program located outside the school district
in which the child residea, Which complies with
the requirements of 42 U.S.C. 2000d. [This
is Title VI, which prohibits discrimination on
grounds of race, color, or national origin
under any program or activity receiving
federal financial assistance.] Enrollment of a
child under thiS subdivision shall be pursuant
to a contractual agreement which provides for
the payment of the child's tuition by the
school district.

5. Home-bound study, including nonsectarian
correspondence courses or other courses of
study approved by the school board or

9
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nonsectarian tutoring prowl's :I by the school
in which the child is enrolled.

6. Enrollment in any public educational program
located outsiq the school district in which the
child resides.

The law does not require a school board to grsnt a request
for a program or curriculum modification but, if a child's parent
or guardian is not satisfied with a decision made in response to
*a modification request, he or she may request that the school
board rview the decision and render their final determination in
writing. It is possible that the parent or guardian could obtain
limited review of the8 board's final decision in circuit court on a
writ of certiorari. Therefore, the school board should
articulate a clear rationale, including underlying policy
considerations, for any negative declaim. Also, the "exhuastion
of administrative remedies" doctrine Would, in most cases,
require school board review to be sought prior to resorting to
judicial revleti. Curriculum modifications must be considered
before a child may be prosecuted for truancy and before a
child's parnta may be prosecuted for failure to send their child
to school.

The Supreme Court of the United States has interpreted the
Constitution to require a third alternfttive to traditional school
education--private school instruction. In Wisconsin, private
school education is expressly recognized in the compulso
attendance statute as an alternative to public education.
There is currently a void in Wisconsin 'Law with respect to what
will be considered a "private school" for purposes of the
compulsory attendance statute. Ini1983 the Wisconsin Supreme
Court ruled, in State v.- Popanz, that the phrase "private
school" as used in the compulsory attendance law is
impermissibly vague. Consequently, the court held that until
the state . legislature or the Department of Public Instruction
satisfactorily defines what is a "public school," any prosecution
under the compulsory school attendance law involving attendance
at private schools would be unconstitutional. _Until private

1 schools are properly defined, any person can probably avoid a
conviction for failure to send a child to school by claiming that
the child attends a private school. It is unlikely that the
legislature and the Department of Public InStruction will allow
this situation to persist for long.

A related alternative proyided by Wisconsin law is commonly
called "home instruction." The compulsory School attendance law
provides the following:

Instruction during the required period elsewhere
than at school may be substituted for school
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attendance. Such instruction must he approved by
the St-tte superintendent as substantially equivalent
to _instruction given to children of like ages in the
public ly private schools where such children
reside.

Case law in the area of home instruction in Wisconsin, as
well as in the rest of the United States, seems to indicate that
the substantial equivalency requirement of the home instruction
alternative will not be held to be too vague to be enforceable.
A parent may be entitled .to seek judicial_ review of a state
superintendent decision denying approval of a proposed home
instruction program. Once the superintendent has decided, or
a final determination on appeal has been made that a program of
home instruction is not "substantially equivalent" to regular
school instruction, a parent who continues to keep a child at
home may be prosecuted under the compulsory attendance laws.

The final alternative to traditional public education provided
for by Wisconsin law is designed to meet the special needs of
exceptional children. Children with exceptional educational
needs may fulfill th,i requirements of: the compulsory school
attendance law by attendance in "'special education programs
operated by a school district, county handicapped children's
beard, board of control of a cooperative educational service
agency, state or ¶ %unty residential jaoility- or private special
education service." It should be 'noted that any alternative
provided under this section must comply with relevant state and
federal laws requiring equal educational opportunity for
exceptional children. TheSe laws are discussed in Chapter 9.

Exceptions to Compulsory School Attendance. The state
legislature and the federal courts have carved out several
exceptions to the compulSory attendance statute. A narrow
exception was created by the United States Supreme Court for
Amish youth under the free exercise clause of the first
amendment. In addition to the Constitutional exceptiqn, the
state legislature hag recognized several otber special
circumstances which warrant exemption from the compulsory
attendance statute.

In 1n2 the United States Supreme Court held in Wisconsin
v. Yoder that enforcing Wisconsin's compulsory attendance
statute against Amish parents violated the free exercise clauSe of
the first_ amendment. The Supreme Court recognized that the
State indeed has a compelling interest in educating its youth.
Nevertheless, in the special circumstances presented by the
Yoder case the Court found that the state's interest was
outweighed by the parents' interest in the free exercise their
religion. The Yoder decision established criteria for a
religious-based exception to compulsory attendance -laws which

10±
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are sufficiently' stringent to preclude almost religious group
other than the Amish from qualifying for thi exception. The
following factors seem to be critical to the Court's decision:

1. History of the religion. The Court noted that
the Amish have a long tradition in the United
States- The history of the Amish as an
identifiable religious sect with an establislied
dogma and a community of believers or
adherents to that dogma seems to be essential
to the Court. The implication is strong that
less "traditiOnal" religions are not eligible for
the exception.

2. The nature of the belief. The Supreme Court
made it clear in Yoder that only "religious"
and not personal, philosophical. or ideological
beliefs are protected by the free exercise
clause of the first amendment. "A way of life,
however virtuous or admirable, may not be
interposed as a barrier to reasonable state
regulation of state education if it is based on
purely secular considerations; to have the
protection of the Religion clauses, tpf claims
must be rooted in religious belief." Thus
only if the religion itself has a tenet which is
violated or endangered by the compulsory
attendance law will this type of exception be
made.

g'
The interrelationship between the religious
belief and the daily mode of living- ab-
stract religious belief which conflicts with the
compulsory attendance statute is not sufficient
to avoid enforcement of the statute on religious
grounds. In Yoder, the Amish argued that
their wayof lir-J.-WET-3 dictated by their religion
and endangered by the secular education of
their children. The fact that the Amish were
largely insulated from secular society and did
incorporate their daily beliefs into their daily
lives carried great, weight with the Court.
The Court accepted the argument that the
exposure of Amish adolescents to secondary
school "substantially interfer[edl with the
religious development of the Amish child and
his integration into thfi way of life of the
Amish faith community."

4. The self-sufficiency of the Amish. Preparing
youth for gainful employment and for

_I Or,
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participation in the society are major purposes
of compulsory attendance laws. In Yoder the
Court noted that the Amish arirgigely
independent of the rest of society. They are
exempt from Social Security Act taxes because
they do not accept Social Security benefits.
Their communities are self-sufficient, operating
without government support. The Amish
communities are primarily agrarian; the
training that the youth need to participate in
the government and maintenance of the Amish
community can be effectively _provided by that
community. In short, the Court found that
the purposes of the compulsory attendance
statute were adequately served by the infor-
mal, social, and vocational training provided
by the Amish community.

In Yoder the Supreme Court found that the free exercise
interests of the Amish outweighed the state's interest in
requiring school attendance of Amigh youth beyond the eighth
grade. It is, however, unlikely that many, if any, other
religious groups could meet the criteria established in Yoder for
religious exemption from compulSory attendance laws.

There is every indication that the Yoder standards will be
narrowly applied, as the United States St7Feme Court intended.
In 1978 the WisconSin Supreme Court ruled that parents could
not avoid the requirements of Wisconsin's compulsory attendance
statute by claiming that the public school curriculum violated
their "religious" beliefs regarding white supremacy, capitalism,
and humanism. The court' viewed these beliefs as "ideological or

beliefs rather than fundamentally religious
beliefs."

In addition to tile constitutionally required religious excep-
tion, the state legislature has recognized the following four
exceptions to the compulsory school attendance Statlite:

1. High school graduation. Any child who is
under 18 years of age but who has graduated
from high school exempted from compulsory
school attendance.

2. Limited exception for children over 16. A
child who is 16 or older'but who has not grad-
uated, must, upon request, be excused from
school attendance in WiaconSin as fellows:

Upon the child's request and with the written
approval of the child'S parent or guardian,
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any child who is 16 years 'of age or over Shall
be excused by the school board from school
attendance. A child who is excused front
school attendance under this paragraph shall
be informed by the schpol board of the avail-
ability of programs within the vocational,
technical; and adult education system and of
the cllild's right to be readmitted to school
upon request. The school board may specify
when the child will be excused or readmitifd
after being excused from school .attendance.

In other words, a 16 year old may drop out of
school if the parent or guardian consents in
writing. This compromise provision was nec7
-esSary to secure the passage of the uniform
age 18 requirement for compulsory school
attendance. '

3; Good cause. Section § 118.15(3)(b) of Wis-
consin's compulsory attendance law_ provides
that a child of any age -may be excused from
behobl attendance for "good cause." Unlike
the exemption for children 16 and older, the
provision gives the school board discretion
over whether or not to excuse the child,
requires the excuse to be based on good
cause, and limits the duration of the excuse to
one year (although the statute does not
prohibit a child from being excused more than
once); Both this provision and the provision
for children 16 and older require the written
approval of: a parent or guardian;

Strictly speaking, "good cause" excuses apply
to any absence from attendance _acceptable to
the board (or, by delegation, the school
administrator) which is not exitressly provided
for under Wisconsin Statutes S' 118.15. This
is a catch-all provision vesting broad
discretion in the school 'board, subject to
parental consent. Although we are not
accustom to thinking of them as such, deer
hunting, amily vacations, death in the family,
and so forth, can be good cause excuses. In
these situations, parental consent is typically
provided after the fact by a parent's note
explaining the reason for the absence. School
boarda must establish a written attendance
policy specifying acceptablenreasons for good
cause absences from school.



Good cause for an excuse_ under this provision
may not be baSed upon the child's exceptional
educational needs. While an exquse for good
cause must be in writing and must state the
time period for which it is effective, the
Statute doeA not seem to require that the
reason for the excuse be recorded. However,
a tatement of reasons is advisable for long
term excuses, particularly those which are for
unusual reasons, since a parent may later seek
to revoke consent and challenge the excuse as
arbitrary and capricious. Contemporary
statements of the rationale generally are
accorded more weight than.' after-the-fact
explanations offered once litigation has
commenced.

School boards may find the excuses- for good
cause or those for children 16 or older to be
attractive alternatives to expulsion. First, a
child may be excused from school only if the
child's parent or guardian and the school
board agree. Consequently the excuse process
does not require the formal notice, hearing,
and appeal procedures which are required for
expulsion. Second , a school board probably
has some obligation to provigf for the educa-
tion of an expelled student, while it has no
similar obligation to children who have been
excused from school attendance. Caution is in
order for disciplinary removalS under the good
cause provision, however, since under the rule
of ejus_ dem generis (that is,. a specific statute
controls_ case of conflict with one of general
applicatio4) it may be Argued that Wisconsin
Statute S'S 120.13(1)(b) and (e) provide the
,exclusive means for removing disruptive stu-
dentS in the forms of suspension and expul-
sion. Therefore, districts which are deter-
mined to use "good cause" in this grey area
would be well idvised to include , in the parent
consent form, a statement to the effect that
the parent has beerrovided with a copy_ of
WiSconSin StatuteS

up
120.13(1)(b) and (c),

understands the rights accorded, and freely.
waives them. It would also be advisable for
the student to sign this form. Many school
districts' long standing practices to the
contrary are not necessarily lawful.



The excuse process may also be an attractive
option for ." students who might otherwise risk
prosecution for truancy. At the behobl's dis-
cretion,s a, child who would otherwise be truant
may be excused from attendance, thus avoiding
the legal and social implications of truancy.
Again, words of caution are in order. Ex-
cusing from attendance a student who -habit-
ually violates compulsory attendAnce laws ,can
be argued to be contrary to the manifest
intentiop of the legislature. St:tell excuses are
subject to charges of arbitrariness or
capriciousness and abuse of discretion'.

Where members of particular social classes or
racial groups have been disp`roportionately
subjected to .exclusionary discipline, courts
have sometimes found constitutional and statu-
tory _ violations. School boards should be
careful to ensure that minorities are 'riot
disproportionately __ excused from school
attendance.

4. Physical or mental condition. A school board
may excuse a child from school attendance if
the child is temporarily not in proper physical
or mental condition to attend school or a
special education program but the child can be
expected to return to school or the program
once he or she is better. The ewlIcsal attend-
ance officer might require a statem
physician, dentist, chiropractor, ptometrist ,

from the

psychologist, or Christian Science practitioner
as proof of the child's physical or mental
condition. An excuse under this provision
must be in writing and it must state the time
period for which the excuse is valid. Sual an
excuse is valid for only 30 days at the most ,
but there is no restriction orii the number of
times a child can be excused.

Accommodation _of _ReligiousPracticea , As discussed in the
previous section , children will be exempted from compulsory
school attendance in the rare case that the parents' first amend-
ment interests in the free exercise of their religion outweigh the
state's interest in the education of all children. In addition,
Wisconsin law provides certain accommodaticinp for religious
practices. The compulsory school attendance statute expressly
excepts religt-us holidays44from the days which children are
required to attend school. W' nsin also has a released time
for religious instruction statute which requires school boards



to permit pupils, with written permission_ Of a parent or
guardian; to be absent from school for One to three hours per
week tO obtain religious instruction_ outside the school during the
required school period. The sdhOol bOard decides for what time
periods the children may bQ iabSent_frOtn school for this purpose;
A school board may deny a child the privilege of released time if
the child fails to attend religiolia instruction after requesting the
privilege. The school district is not responsible for the
transportation of children between school and the place Of

religious instruction, and the statute_ releases. the school district
from all liability for a pupil WhO is absent from school under the
released time .provision,

H. Truancy and Parental Violations of ,the_Coiaptrlsory School
Attendance Law.

Wisconsin Statute § 11 e . 16 provides for the enforcerhent of
compulsory school attendance. Under the statute, "truancy" is
defined as "any absence of part or all of one or more days from
schOol during which the school attendance officer, principql, or
teacher has not been notified of the legal cause of such absence
by the parent or guardiantif the absent pupil, and also means
intermittent attendanc@ carried Nip for the purpose of defeating
the intent of Section 118:15."`" Thus, "truancy" Thcludes the
occasional ,,class cutter as well as the student who fis absent
without excuse for one or more days. _School boards must
establish a written_ attendance policy specifying the reasons for
which pupils may be absent from public school. Copies of the
attendance policy should be disseminated to each pupil enrolled
in the district's public schools .and must be made available upon
request.

All teachers in Wisconsin are required by law2io record the
daily attendance of all pupils under their charge.. The 'school
attendance officer has the duty to "determine daily which pupils
enrolled in the school district are absent fron school atici
whether that absence is excused under Section S' 118.15."
The attendance officer must notify the parent or guardian of the
child's truancy and direct the parent or guardian either to
return the child to school by the next school day or to provide
an "excuse" for. the child's absence. The "excuse" provided by
the parent is more properly viewed as an explanation of the
reason for ab.sence since the decision as to whether or not the
absence will be excused for school attendance enforcement
purposes rests with the school district.

Sch 1 Enforcement of Co ndance. Wisconsin
Statute 118.16 expressly pro bits the public school from
denying a pupil credit in a course or subject_solely because of
the pupil's unexcused absences from school. The Statute allows
school boards to establish policies which utilize detention as a
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30deterrent to truancy. Beyond these two provisions, the law is
silent on what method schools may use to punish truancy.
Typical deterrents in addition to detention and denial of credit
include automatic grade reduction and suspension followed by
expulsion. The last two are probably not permissible in
Wisconsin. This is so because compulsory attendance Is a penal
statute- providing for legal sanctions against violators. Iii legal
terms, penal statutes are to be strictly construed in accordance
with their terms. Punishment other than as expressly provided
for in quch statutes will rarely be sanctioned on review by the
Courts."' In April 1983, a bill was introduced in the State
Senate to amend the school attendance enforcement statute to
permit grade reductions and cre4lt denials because of a pupil's
unexcused absences from school.

Judicial Enforcement of Compulsory Attendance. A child
who is habitual.br truant from school may be proceeded against in
juvenile court. A parent or guardian who fails to send his or
her child to school as required by law may be prosecuted in cir-
cuit court and Aped from $5 to $50 or imprisoned up to three
months or both. The institution of proceedings against a child
in juvenile court for habitual truancy does not preclude con-
current prosecution of the child's parent or guardian for failure

to. send the child to school. An action against the parent or
guardian will be dismissed upon < proof that the child's dis-
obedience precluded the parent or guardian's compliance with the
law. Upon such proof, the child will begeferred to the juvenile
court if that has not been done already.

While it is clear that a child or his or her parent may be
punished for the child's truancy, a very important aspect. of
Wisconsin law is that the initial burden is on the schools to
remedy the truancy problem. Before a child may be referred to
the juvenile court for habitual truancy and before a parent or
guardian may be prosecuted for violation of the compulsory
school attendance law, the school must-take affirmative steps to
investigate and remedy the cause of the child's truancy. Within
one year prior to the institution of any judicial proceedings,
appropriate school personnel must:

meet or try to meet with the child's parent or
guardian to discuss the child's truancy;

2. provide the child with an opportunity for
educational counseling to determine whether a
change in the child's curriculum would resolve
the truancy and, if SO consider curriculum
modification;

3. evaluate the child to determine whether
learning problems may be a cause of the



truancy and, if so, take steps to overcome the
learning problems; and

4. conduct an evaluation to determine if social
problems may be a cause of the truancy and,
if so, take appropriate action or make appro--
priate referrals.

By its terms, the statute suggests that these -four
conditions preceeding truancy prosecution or juvenile court
referral are absolute. This does not mean that parents or
students may avoid court action by refusing to participate in or
make themselves available for such activities. Although no
appellate decision has reached this issue, Several unreported
circuit court decisions have concluded that an, absolute
requirement for completion of the four conditions would work an
absurd result and frustrate the purposes of the Statute in such
situations. Otherwise, the uncooperative parent or student
could veto his or her own prosecution by Simply refusing to
participate in meetings and evaluations. Therefore, these courts
have held it is sufficient compliance with the statutory conditions
before prosecution when the district makes a good faith effort to
arrange for the requisite meetings and evaluations but is
thwarted ,by actions of the parents or Student. In order to
demonstriite such good faith effortb, diStricts are advised to
notify the parents in writing of the need to explore the four
areas outlined above (explaining each) and specifying a time and
place for any meetings. The letter Should place the burden on
the parent for making schedule changes, and a log of missed
appointments should be maintained. Several attempts of this
nature are advisable so that a clear track record is established
before referral.

III. Free Education for Resident Students

The Constitution. of the State of Wisconsin requires district
schools to be "free and without charge for tuition to all3hildren
between the ages of 4 and 20" residing in the district. u Both
this proviSion and the Wisconsin Statute sshoing the consti-
tutional requirement of free public education "are silent on the
question of what constitutes residency entitling a child to a free
education. The Wisconsin Attorney General has said that as
soon as a family moves into a school district with the intention of
_making it 4bheir home they acquire a residence there for school
purposes.

Statutes entitling residents of school districts to free public
education are generally construed broadly, evidencing the state's
intention to provide all children within its borders the oppor-
tunity for a free education. In summarizing case law in the
area American Jurisprudence states:
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Residence entitling an infant to school privileges is
distinguished from domicile or the technical and
narrow use of the term "residence" for the purpose
of suffrage or other like purposes, and is con-
strued in a lib-eral sense as meaning to live in or be
an inhabitant of a school district, the purpose
being not to debar from school privileges any child
of school age found within the school district under
the care, custody, c'ontrol of a resident thereof.
[Citations omitted.]

In accordance with a preference for a_ liberal definition of
residency, the Atiorney General of Wisconsin has said that
school-age children, located in a school district for the primary
purpose of making their home in the district while their parent
is working there, are to be regarded as residents of the school
district for school purposes. This is so even if the family has
no intention of establishing a "residence in the district and
intends ta return home when the parent's work has _been
completed. 2 Similarly. the Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction _considers the children of migrant workers to be
residents of the school district in which they live while their
parents are working in Wisconsin, thus entitling the children to
free public education in the district.

In practice, the issue of residency is rarely raised in the
case of entire families moving from one district to another; the
common question arises when children are living in a district
without parents or legal guardian. The law on the subject was
settled in_ Wisconsin b3 the_ early case of State ex rel School
District #1 v. Thayer which adopted the liberal, so called
"New Hampshire" rule of school residence for tuition purposes.
Thayer involved a young mother who had been abandoned by her
husband.* Although she was able to find work as a teacher in
Milwaukee, she was unable to maintain a home and support her
children on her meager salary so she sent her children off to
live with a friend in Waukesha. The Waukesha district,
however, refused the youngsters' admission absent tutition
payment, claiming their legal residence remained that of the
mother. In ruling in favor of the children, the court observed
that by establishing the district schools, the legislature sought
to achieve universal education of the state's youth. Adoption of
strict legal residence as the standard for school admission would
frustrate this purpose where children are living away from home
for legitimate reasons. Thus, the court found that "simple
residence" was sufficient for admission provided that children
were not sent away from home simply out of preference for one
school over another. The court observed that this condition was
necessary lest a disincentive be created for communities which
would otherwise maintain "superior schools of high order,"
apparently fearing that a holely unfettered residence rule would

1
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result in a burdensome influx of unaccompanied chilr'ren seeking
better schools. ThuS, under the Thayer rule, a child
unaccompanied by parent or guardian is a resident for school
purposes if:

1. the child is actually living in \the district (i.e.
bed and board), and

2. the child is present in the district for a
primary purpose other than to attend school in
that district.

Thayer remains the law in Wisconsin. 44

An 1982 the United States Supreme Court, in Ply ler v.
Doe, ruled unconstitutional a Texas statute prohibiting the use
Ur-state funds to educate undocumented alien school age children
and authorizing school districts to deny such children enrollment
in the district's public schools. Based on this statute, the State
of Texas had refused to reimburse local school boards for the
education of illegal alien children and local school boards had
charged these children tuition as a prerequisite to enrollment in
their schools.

The Supreme Court, finding that the equal protection clause
of the fourteenth amendment applies to illegal aliens, held that
no substantial state interest was furthered by the Texas policy
denying "a discrete group of innocent children the free public
education 4Ahat it offers to other children resident within its
borders." " The Court specifically rejected the state's claim
that its interest in the "preservation of the state's limited
resources for the education of its lawful residents" was a
sufficient justification for the disparate treatment of illegal
aliens. In addition, the Court found that the Texas statute
could not be justified as a means for mitigating the potentially
harsh economic effectS of illegal immigration, since the state
could utilize more effective methods to deter such immigration.
Texas has Since adopted a statute requiring district residence
for admission and defining residence in terms of the "simple
residence" rule of Thayer. This statute was upheld by the
United Stateg Supreme Court against challenges pi,r the same
interests as were present in the earlier Plyler case.

A _school board may admit venresident pupils if the school
district's facilities are adequate. The school board must make
a written agreement with the nonresident pupil's- parents for the
payment of tuition before the child will be admitted to school in
the district. The parents are responsiblejor their nonresident
child's transportation to and from school. TheThe amount to be
charged for tuition must be c puted_ according to the method
described in Wisconsin Statute 121.82. The Wisconsin Statutes
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permit tuition to be waived in certain cases, such as where the
nonresident pupil's parent or guardian establishes residence in
the scho6o6 district within a specified time after the child is
enrolled, or when a resident pupil's parents move out of the
school district during the second semester of the school year in
which case tuition- may be waived only for the remainder of that
school year. Tuition may also be waived for studes who
attain _senior status before moving out of the district. The
State Department of Public Instruction interprets senior status as
occuring upon completion of 11th grade studies. Thus, a
student who moves in the summer months after finishing 11th
grade has attained senior status and may finish school without
tuition. Under certain circumstances specified by statute, a
nonresident pupil's tuition flight be paid by the school district
in which the clai4d resides, by fie county in which the child's
parents reside, or by the state.

The Milwaukee School System is regulated by a separate set
of statutes from those which apply to the rest of the state.
However, the provisions for free public education and for the
admission of nonresident students qre substantially the same for
Milwaukee as for the rest of Wisconsin.

IV. Immunization

Courts typically uphold state statutes which require
immunization of pupils as a prerequisite of school attendance. A
parent may be subject to prosecution under compulsory
attendance laws for, failure to send his or her child to school if
the school declines to admit the child because of the parent's
refusal to allow the child to be immunized. Wisconsin law is
unusual in that it provides a virtually unlimited exemption from
its requirement of immunization. The state must waive the
immunization requirement if an adult student or a minor student's
parent or guardian objects to immunizehion "for reasons of
health; religion, or personal conviction." Children who have
not been immunized for a particular disease may be excluded
from school if a substantial outbreak of the disease arms in a
school or in a municipality in which the school is located.

Within 30 school days after being admitted to school, a stu-
dent must present written evidence of receipt of the amopriate
immunizations, or a written waiver of immunization ."u The
school board may exclude a first time dmittee from school for
failure to comply with this requiremee6. In addition, the state
may impose a fine for noncompliance.

V. Married Students and Pregnant Students

The majority of courts today hold that students cannot be
excluded from school or from extracurricular activities because



they are married. The Wisconsin compulsory school attendance
statute expressly prohibits compelling a regnant girl to
withdraw from her regular education program.

VI. Summary.

There is no more frustrating area for school personnel to
address than repeated truancy. In part, this is due to
conflicting values present in schools regarding - students who do
not attend. Because these students are sometimes disruptiv
when they are present, there is a tendency to overlook
unexcused school absences and to characterize the truant
student as a troublemaker not interested in the educational
process. At the same time, the Wisconsin Statute on truancy
focuses on the school as the source of truancy, ___asking the
school to demonstrate that it is not the cause by failing to meet
the student's needs. Truancy, then, leads to much blaming and
finger pointing, with insufficient discussion about the ways in
which schools should address the problem.

It is clear that schools can address the problems of truancy
and dropping out, though mito without devoting staff time and
other resources to the effort."' Some Wisconsin school districts
already have successful programs which are aimed at students
most likply. to leave. school, either permanently or for shorter
periods. Other schools seek to readmit students whci have left
and discovered that life "on the outside" is not what they
imagined it would be. In all of these successful programs and
efforts, truancy is seen as a symptom, rather than as the
problem itself.

There is no pat cure for truancy. Both district attorneys
and courts have heavy caseloads and limited staff; they rightly
place more importance on cases such as rape, murder,_ and armed
robbery than on complaints of truancy. However, early
communication between the school, prosecutors, and judges can
sensitize -these parties to the problem and can result in
coordinated programs where alternative avenues are explored
before the problem cases arise. A model program was
established_ in LaCrosse as a result of such efforts at early
communication. There, the court has appointed a lay panel
composed of persons from various community, school, and related
organizations. The panel hears initial, truancy cases, determines
causes, and defyies a prescription for correcting the problem.
This relieves the D.A. and courts of involvement in each case
that comes up. However, if the truant fails to follow through on
the panel's program, the courts and D.A. agree to prompt and
complete action on the referral. In sum, school systems must
decide to systematically address the question, or face the
prospect that chronic truancy will continue.

Li
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CHAPTER 8

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
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. What implications does the fourteenth amend-
ment equal protection clause have for public
school education?

2. What protections do students have under
federal and state civil rights legislation?

3. Bow are_educationally deprived children served
under Chapter 1 of the Consolidation and
Improvement Act of 1981?

4. What services must school districts provide for
children with limited .English proficiency?

5. What does the law require with respect to the
equalization of per pupil expenditures at the
district level?

6. May school districts charge students fees for
any materials or activities?

7. May school boards impose a requirement that
Students pass a minimal competency test in
order to receive a high school diploma?

In 1954 in the Brown v. Boarcl__of_Exitication__of
the _ToReka, the United States Supreme_ court *held that intentional

racial segregation in the public schools violated the equal pro-
tection clause of the fourteenth _amendment. In subsequent cases
the Supreme Court ruled that a finding of intentional
discrimination could be based on the actions of state officials
(including sch061 officials) where the purpose and effect of those
actions was to increase segregation. While desegregation is not
included as a toplo in this book (primarily .because findings of
intentional seeregation and remedies imposed_ to eliminate
segregation are district specific), an awareness of several of the
key concepts of Brown. and subsequent, cases is essential to an
understanding of the law requires of school districts.

The notion of what constitutes "intentional discrimination"
has been fairly well defined in the desegregation cases. Since
Brown, a variety of, educational policies and practices once con-
gaged to be beyond judicial review (e.g., transfer policies, at-
tendruice zoninK, tracking and ability grouping) have been chal-
lenged' as discriminatory under the fourteenth amendment. The
general rule emerging from these cases is that these policies and
practices may violate the equal protection clause if they are
accomplished with the purpose and effect of increasing segre-
gation or discriminating against students on the basis of their
race. Thus,- while the establishment of competency testing
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programs, ability grouping and tracking procedures, and
attendance zones are still within the discretion of school
officials, none of these policies and practices may be instituted.
with the purpose and effect of discriminating against minority
students.

The "equality of educational opportunity"_concept, first de-
veloped in Brown, has served as the basis for both fedenil and
state legisliifun'i. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964" pro-
hibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national
origin in, among other things, educational programs receiving
federal financial issistakkce. Title IX of the Educationa4
Amendmenta of 1972 -.and S' 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973"
prohibit diScriminalion based on fender and handicap,
respectively,_ in programs receiving federal assistanee. In
WiScontin, discrimlnation against pupils is prohibited by g 118.13
of the Wisconsin Statutes which provides in part that

no person may he excluded from or discriminated against
in 60)W-don to any public school or in obtaining the ad=
vantages, privileges, and courses of study of such
public school on account of sex, race, religion, physical
condition, developmental disability . . . or national
origin.

The above listed federal and state legislation prohibits vari-
ous types of discrimination in public schools. The implications"
of much of this legislation rand relevant case law are discussed
elsewhere in this sourcebook. In this chapter, the provisions of
Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act,
the Bilingual Education Act and Nisconsin's Bilingual-Bicultural
Education Law are discussed in some detail. TheSe laws
establish requirements for the provision of services to particular
target groups and provide school districts with financial
assistance in implementing these requirements. The implications
of the equal educational opportunity requirement of the
fourteenth amendment, state and federal laws, and relevant case
law for systems of school finance, school fees, and minimal
competency testing are also discussed.

I. Federal__Financisl_Assistance To Meet the Special Educational
Ileedsafarisadvantaged Children.

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act Was
enacted in 1965. Its objective is to

provide financial assistance . . to local educational
agencies serving _areas with. concentrations of children
from low-in;come families to expand and improve their
educational programs by various means (including
preschool programs) which contribute particularly to

1
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meeting the special education needs of educationally
deprived children.

In recognition of the special 'educational needs of children of
certain migrant parents, of Indian children,, and of handicapped,
delinquent, and neglected children, Congress amended the law to
provide financial assistance "to help meet the sircial educational
needs of such children." .711 1981, Congress enacted a revised
version of Title I as part of the Education Consolidation and Im-
provement Act of 1981.. Its "Declaration of Policy" includes the
objectives of Title I, but contains the additional objective of pro-
viding financial, assistance in such an way as to "eliminate
burdensome, unnecessary, and unproduCtive paperwork and free
the schogls of unnecessary federal supervision, direction, and
control." This revision of Title I is commonly referred to as
Chapter 1.

Chapter 1 assistance is iii the form of block grants which
must be used by the recipient state and local educational
agencies

for programs and projects (including the acquiSition oe
equipment and, where necessary, the construction of
school facilities) which are designed to meet the sppcitil
educational needs of educationally deprived children.

The Act's regulations define "educationally deprived children" as
"children whose educational attainment

'"
below the level that is

appropriate for children of their age._" The Act covers chil-
dren of preschool age. through age 21 (if they have not com-
pleted.the twelfth grade). Individual school districts may devise

own_wn methods for determining whether or not a child's edu-
cational attainment is below the appropriate level.

A Wisconsin school district which receives Chapter 1 funds
must comply with certain requirements of the Act and of its im-
plementing regulations. These requirements are designed to en-
sure that recipient school districts use Chapter 1 monies to help
meet the special educational needs of the educationally deprived
children in the district. The major requirements are briefly set
out below:

1. School districts must operate Chrpter 1 pro-
jects in attendance areas having' the highest
concentrations of low-income children unless
the diStrict has a uniformly high concentration
of such children, in which case it may operate
the projects in all attendance areas. An
exception to the requirement of establishing
project attendance areas is that, a school

7' district may use some Chapter 1 funds to meet
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the educational needs of all low-income children
in the district even if tVity are not in "low-
income" attendance areas. Because a district
miiy decide where to expend its funds to meet
the educational needs of educationally deprived
children, an individual child has no absolute
right to be included in a Chapter 1 project.
Nonetheless, a United States district court in
Wisconsin has held that a child has a private
right to sue at least for the enforcement of
Chapter' 1 provisions which are pfeconditiond
to the receipt of Chapter 1 funds.

Ito

2. Every -year, recipient school districts must
identify the educationally deprived children in
their Chapter 1- project areas and must. deters
mine the educational needs of those children.

3. Schol diStricts receiving Chapter 1 funds
must use the funds "for a project that is of
sufficient size, scope, and quality to give
reasonable promise of substantial progress
toward meeting the special aslucational needS of
the children being served."

Recipient school districts must consult with
parents and teachers of children being served
in order to design and implement Chapter _1
projects. According to the Chapter, 1 regula-
tions, the Act no Longer requires the
establishment of parentadviSorig councils which
were required under Title u However, a
United States district court in Wisconsin has
recently held that Chapter 1 probably
incorporates the Title 1 requirement that
parent _advisory councils be established and
consulted prior to 2ethe adoption of migrant
education programs.

5. At least once every 3 years a Jchool,idistrict
must evaluate its Chapter 1 programs.

6. Recipient school districts must provide for the
"equitable participation" of educationally
deprived children .residing in a Chapter 1

project area who attend private schools.

7. Chapter 1 expenditures, for children in private
schools must be equal (taking into account the
number of children to be served and their
special educational needs) to such expenditures
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for public school . children; and Chapter 1

services provided to private : school children
must be equitable in relation tovservices `pro-
vided to pu lic school children. u The 'regu-
lations imp e certain requirements on the
provision Chapter 1 services to private
school chin in order to avoid conflict with
the religion clauses of the first amendment. -
These requirements may be obtained from the
State Department of Public instruction..

In addition to the requirements' listed above, the Act and
its regulations set out three "fiscal requirements" which must be
met by school districts receiving Chapter 1 assistance:

I. "Maintenance of effort" requirement. '_ Every
'year, a school district must spend at least 90%
of what it spent the _preceding year to meet
the needs of educationally deprived children
The Department of Public Instruction may
waive this requirement for , one year if it
determines that such a Waiver would be equit-
abl due to exceptional or uncontrollable
circumstances such as a Mural disaster or
severe economic conditions."

,2. It 11 I '11 It' PI

Chapter 1 funds may, be used only to supple-
ment, and where practical increase; the level
of funds that would be made available from non
federal sources for the education of children
participtiting in Chapter' 1 projects. Chapter 1
fundsi for the most part, rpy not be used to
supplant non-federal funds.

3. "Comparability; of services" requirement.
Services in Chap er 1 project area must be at
least Comparable to services in non project
areas. If all school district attendance areas
are project areas, services muff be sub-
stantially comparable in each area. A United

) States district court in Puerto RiCQ has, re-
cently held that "comparability" must be based
upofi both pupil-toctstaff ratios and per-pupil
staff expenditures. ma This decisiOn invalidates
Department of Education non-regulatory guide-
lines which peilmit school districts to satisfy
Chapter .1 reqrencents by using_ either or
both of these criteria. The court also held
that services provided in Chapter 1 and non-
Chapter 1 schaols may not vary more than five
percent, thus invalidating the Department of
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Education's guidelines permihing states to
establish their "own reasonable limits" for
variance between schools.

Wisconsin school districts should direct questions about the
r.equirements of Chapter 1 to the State Department of Public
Instruction.

II. Bilingual-Bicultural F.clunatien.

In the 1974 case Lau v. Nichols," the United States
Supreme Court held that a school System's failure to provide
special language assistance for non--English speaking elementary
and secondary school students constituted unlawful discrimination
in violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964: The
Court found that the San Franciaco school system denied 1800
non-English _speaking students of Chinese ancestry a meaningful
opportunity to participate in the system's educational program by
failing to provide these student§ With special language assis-
tance. The opinion stated

there is no equality of treatment merely by providing
students with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers,
and curriculum; for students who do not understand
English axe effectively foreclosed from any meaningful
education.

The Supreme Court did not specify a remedy for the discrim-
ination in Lau, although it did recognize teaching the studenta
English -arid giving them instruction In Chinese as two
possibilities.

After Lau, many states enacted bilingual-bicultural
education statutes. Wisconsin's bilingual-bicultural education law
is contained in Subchapter VIK of Chapter 115 of the Statutes
relating to _public instruction."" In additiee to the state laws,
there is a Federal Bilingual Education Act which offers states
financial assistance to develop and supplement bilingual education
programs in their schaols. Both the federal and Wisconsin
bilingual statutes have, as their primary purpose, the provision
of equal ed -tional opportunities to children with limited English
proficiency.

in Wisconsin, a "limited - English speaking pupil" is defined
as a pupil whose ability to use the English language is limited
because of the use of a non-English language in his or her
family or in his or her daily, nonschool surroundings and who,
as a result of limited-English speaking ability, performs below
his or her expected grade level8 in required academic courses
which are taught in English. The federal definition of
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"limited-English proficiency" A similar to Wisconsin's and prob-
ably reaches the same pupils.

The Department of Public Instruction regulations imple-
menting Wisconsin's bilingual law require all -school districtS to
assess the students in their schools to deterjoine the students'
eligibility for bilingual-bicultural education. School boards
must contact the parents of all children eligible to participate in
a bilingual- bicultural education program. The notification must
be in English and in the pupil's non-English language and it
must state 'that a bilingual-bicUltural program may be instituted
and must inform the parent of the procedures for registering:a
child in the program and for giVingaihe required consent for the
pupil's enrollment in the program. Within 10 days after the
beginning of a school term a pupil's parent may appeal the
school board's failure to place the pupil in a bilingual-bicultural
education program. The school board must hear this appeal
and, if the parent is not satisfied with the school boarfis deci-
sion, hear she may appeal to the State Superintendent.

A limited-English speaking pupil is only eligible for a
bilingual-Wcultural program in Wisconsin- with his or her parents'
consent, and then only until ;le or she is able to perform
ordinary classwork in English., The bilingual-bicultural
education program must be designed to meet the objectin of
enabling students to perform ordinary classwork in English.

Wisconsin law requires school districts to establish
bilingual-bicultural education programs where there are 10 or
more "limited-English speaking pupils" in a particular school, in
kindergarten to grade 3- parents have consented to the
pupils' placement in the program. For grades 4 to 8 and 9 to 12
a program must be established if there are 20 or more such
p' !.s in a particular school. The programs must be taught by
bilingual teachers and, Aor grades 9 to 12, bilingual counselors
mu ;t be made available.

In Wisconsin, a bilingual-bicultural education program means
instruction in reading, writing, and speaking the English
language and, in grades. K-8, instruction in the limited-English
speaking pupil's native language in the subjects "necessary to
permit tlfi pupil to progress effectively through the educational
system."

Wisconsin law does not require schools to offer native lan-
guage instruction to pupils in grades 9-12, Ipt5 t schools may do
so under an "optional expanded program." In addition,
Wisconsin permits schools to offer Rgesehool and summer
bilingual-bicultural education programs. The basic federal
requirements for a bilingual program are similar to Wisconsin's,
except that native language instruction must be given at all
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grade levels to theextent necessary to allow a child to_achieve
competence in the English languag9and to progress effectively
through the educational system. Both the federal and
Wisconsin laws contain provisions to prevent the isolation of
children in bilingual programs from children who are not limited-
English speaking pupils and provisions for instruction which
reflects the

0
cultural' heritage of pupils with limited-English

4proficiency. In addition, the Department of Public Instruction
regulations implementing Wisconsin's law expressly require
schools to offer students in bilingual-bicultural education
programs full access to supportive services, such as language
development 4

and speech therapy available to other students in
the district.

There are a number of instances where the federal law with
respect to bilingual education is more restrictive than Wisconsin's
law. This is significant because a school district's failure to
comply with the federal law may result in the Withholding of
funds otherwise available under the Bilingual Education Act,
even if the district is in compliance with all aspects of
Wisconsin's Bilingual-Bicultural Education law.

One difference between the two laws, as already noted, is
the fact that in Wisconsin native language instruction in grades
9-12 is optional while it is required by the federal law "where
necessary." Another conflict arises_ from the Wisconsin
requirement of parental consent for a child's participation in a
bilingual-bicultural- education program. The federal act has no
such provision for parental consent_ and the Office of Civil
Rights argues that participation in the program is the child's
rather than the parent's. Other areas of conflict include the
Wisconsin provision for the threahhold number of _eligible pupils
before a bilingual-bicultural education program must be offered
(the federal law has no such provision and, presumably, a pro-
gram must be offered where only one ptipil is eligible to partici-
pate), and the federal requirement that bilingual programs be
developed through consultation With an advisory council com-
posed_ mainly of parents of children to be served. In Wisconsin
such an advisory commie may or may not be established at the
school district's option.

School districts Should be aware that compliance with
Wisconsin's bilinguaFbicultural law may not suffice to meet all
the requirements of the federal law. In most instances school
districts can achieve federal compliance by utilizing the options
provided in Wisconain'S law (for example, using parental advis-
ory committees and offering native language instruction in grades
9-12). However, in at least one respect, Wisconsin's parental
consent requirement, it may be impossible for a school district to
adhere to both state and federal law. That issue will have to be
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resolved between the state, the Department of Public Instruc-
tion, and the Federal Office of Civil Rights.

III. School_ Finance.

Methods of financing public education vary from state to
state. Many states, including Wisconsin, rely on a system of
local property taxation supplemented by state aid (allocated
through per pupil state aid formulae) and special state and fed-
eral fund allocations for particular education programs to finance
public education. Several states, including Wisconsin, have had
financing provisions challenged for alleged violations of the state
and/or federal constitutions.

In 1976, in Buse v. Smith, 43 the Wisconsin Supreme Court
held that the "negative aid" provisioR4 of school district financ-
ing mandated by Wisconsin Statutes 55 121.07 and 121.08 (1975)
violated tha rule of uniform taxation contained in Article VIII,
Section 1, of the Wisconsin Constitution. The right to equal
educational opportunity in Wisconsin is provided by Article X,
Section 3, of the State Constitution. In part this section
requires that all district schools be "as nearly uniform as
possible." The questions raised in the Buse case were (1)
whether the "as nearly uniform as possible" requirement
mandated equal dollar expenditures per pupil or the equalization
of the revenue raising powers of the various school districts,
and (2) if such equalization were required, whether the means
chosen to achieve equalization violated other constitutional
provisions (particularly Article VIII, Section 1). The Wisconsin
Supreme Court held that Article X, Section 3, did not require
equalization of revenue raising powers of school districts and
that legislation Which would compel one school district to levy
and collect a tax for the direct benefit of another district or the
state, would violate Article VIII, Section 1, of the Wisconsin
Constitution.

The critical federal case dealing with the applicability of the
equal educational opportunity concept to school fance is San

Rodriguez, decided by
the United tates Supreme Court in 1973. -In this case the
Supreme Court explicitly held that education was not a funda-
mental right under the United States Constitution and that social
class did not constitute a suspect classification. The practical
effect of the Rodriguez decision is that states' financing systems
which result in disparate per pupil expenditures among school
districts will withstand United States Constitutional challenge - -at
least so long as the disparity cannot be traced to racial
discrimination.

11--- If. DJ

Sihee the Supreme Court's determination in Rodriguez that
financing disparities alone do not present U.S. constitutional
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problems, many financing systems have been challenged in state
courts as violative of state constitutional equal protection
provisions.

A challenge to a property tax _based financing system for
public schools was upheld by th15 California Supreme Court in
the 1976 case Serrano v. Priest. The California court found
that the state's financing system for public Schools violated the
equal protection guarantees of the state Constitution by con-
ditioning the availability of school revenues upon district wealth
and by making quality of education dependent upon district
expenditures. The court held that education was a fundamental
right under the California Constitution and that discrimination on
the basis of wealth involved a suspect_ classification. The New
York Court of Appeals, on the other hand, found that
challenged state aid provisions for financing public education did
not violate the equal protection clauSe of the New York

4 bConstitution. The Court 'held that public education is_ not a
fundamental right under the state's Constitution and, therefore,
the state's financing system need only be reasonably related to
the legitigre state interest of promoting local control of
education. These two cases may demonstrate the possibility
that the greater the diSparity in per-pupil expenditures, the
more likely a court will be to find a violation: in California, the
disparity in per -pupil expenditures was 1:10,000, while in New
York the disparity was only 1:4.5.

A new challenge to Wisconsin's public education nancing
system is now pending in Dane County Circuit Court. Class
representativeS embracing both equal protection (Serrano v.
Priest and others) and municipal overburden (Buse-_v. Smith)
iFeldrtieS are present.

IV. School Fees.

The issue of whether or not Wisconsin school districts may
charge students fees and for what materials and activities
revolves around an interpretation of Article 10, Section 3, of the
Wisconsin Constitution which states, in part:

The legislature shall provide by law for the establish-
ment of district schools . . . and such schools shall be
free and without charge for tuition to all children
between the ages of 4 and 20 years.

In the 1974 case Board__of__Education v. Sinclair, the Supreme
Court of Wisconsin interpreted the 'term "free" for purposes of
this constitutional provision to mean "without cost for physical
facilities and equipment," and the phrase "without charge for
tuition" to mean that there should be no fee charged for instruc-
tion. Accordingly the Court concluded

12
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public schools may sell or charge fees for the use of
books and ems of a similar nature when authorized by
statute ,ut violatidpf article X, Section 3 of the
Wisconsin -onstitution.

Currently5,h only the sale of textbooks is authorize.' by statute in
Wisconsin " but the Court in Sinclair described for what other
materials and programs the legg_ETT7-b.--tre could allow school districts'
to charge fees and for what materials and programs fees cannot
be charged under any circumt.tances. If authorized by statute;
school districts could charge fees for textbooks 'and workbooks;
items such as pencils, pens, notebooks, and paper customarily
furnished by pupils for their own use, gym suits, and towels;
band instruments; and social and extracurricular activities The
fees charged for these items and activities must be reasonable
and they must be tied to actual cost Among the items which
the Sinclair court interprets Wisconsin's Constitution as requiring
schoii diiirricts to furnish without charge are electronic listening
devices; microfilm and similar devices; and courses credited for
graduation even if the course is not part of the schools'
required curriculum. In accordance with the State Constitution
and Sinclair the Wisconsin attorney general has said that public
school districts may not charge students for the cost of
providing driver education programs if the programs are credited
toward graduation. The attorney general did say; however; that
certain fees; incidental to Ate provision of driver education
programs; could be charged; The legislature authorized such
fees in 1983; The fee can be waived for low-income students.

The attorney general has also said that tuition may be
charged for courses at schools of vocational, technical, and adult
education because such schools are not "district schools" within
the meaning of Article IO, Section 352of Wisconsin's Constitution
which prohibits charges for tuition. In recent years various
proposals have been submitted to the Wisconsin legislature to
expand the Aems and programs for which school districts may
charge fees.

Even where schools are authorized to charge students fees,
it is unclear what sanctions may be imposed for the failure to
pay those fees. A United States district court in Indiana has
held that a school's suspension of a student for his parent's
failure to pay textbook fee's violated the due ocess and equal
protection clauses of the fourteenth amendment.

V. Minimum Competency Testing.

Minimum competency testing statutes are often challenged on
the basis of discrimination when minorities make up a dispropor-
tionate number of the students denied high school diplomas based
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on their failure to pass t o test. In 1981, in the landmark case
Debra P, v. Turlington, the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit set guidelines for the institution of minimal
competency testing as a prerequisite to receipt of a high school
diploma:

1. The test must cover only material covered in
the classroom.

The schedule for the implementation of the test
requirement must afford students sufficient
notice that they must pass the test in order to
graduate.

3. The test items may not be raciall3 or culturally
biased.

4. The test must not perpetuate past purposeful
discrimination.

Many states, including Wisconsin, have enacted minimal com-
petency testing laws which follow the Fifth Circuit's guidelines.
Wisconsin's law enables, but does not require, school districts to
deVelop or adopt tests which reflect the district's curriculum and
its minimum stangorda of proficiency in reading, language arts,
and mathematics. " The reaults of the tests Fry be considered
as a requirement for high Schobtograduation,_ but not sooner
than in the 1985=86 Scho-ol ;ler. To the extent possible the
tests must be free of bias. Wisconsin school districts which
have been found to have maintained intentionally segregated
schools must ensure that the use of the minimal competency teat
as a prerequisite to high School graduation does not perpetuate
past discrimiratory practices.

VI. Summary.

Federal and state regulations require school systems to
make a special effort to address the unique educational needs of
minority group and low income students. Without such
treatment, Students in these categories are .at a disadvantage
within traditional school programs._ The regulations and the
programa which are aimed at serving these students have given
rise to major staff alterations within larger districts. New

personnel have been hired, whose first fob has been to
understand the regulations, and whose 'second fob has been to
prepare applications for outside funding available in this area.
Such programs have taken on a life of their own within school
bureaucracies.

These programs, and those for handicapped students
deacribed in the next two chapters, seek to integrate children



with special needs into regular school programs. The separate
programs, staff, and funding sources in and of themselves work
against such integration. School staff might benefit from a
discussion of the ways in which the operation of special
programs, with complicated regulations, serves to isolate staff
and students when the goal actually should be more community.
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CHAPTER 9

EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN: SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES

THE 600D NEWS IS THAT YOU'VE BEEN CHOSEN A.9
THE CLASS VALEDICTORIAN, THE BAD NEWS IS
YOUR CHAIR WON'T FIT THROUGH

THE AUDITORIUM DOOR. L:
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1. What are school districts' obligations for
serving the educational needs of handicapped
children?

2. Who is handicapped under the laWs?

3. What is meant by a "free appropriate public
education"?

4. When -must school districts provide summer
programs for handicapped children?

5. What is meant by the "least restrictive
environment" for the educational placement of
handicapped children?

6. What "related services" must be provided to
children receiving special education?

I. Introduction.

Education for handicapped children in Wisconsin is governed
by both state and federal laws and regulations. Wisconsin's
special education laws are contained in Subchapter V of Chapter
115 of the Wisconsin Statutes covering public instruction; ilhe
state legislature made the following policy statement in con-
junction with the law's enactment:

1 It is the policy of this state to provide, as an
integral part of free public education, special
education sufficient to meet the needs and
maximize the capabilities of all children with
exceptional educational needs.

Furthermore; it isthe policy of this state to
ensure that each child who has exceptional
educational needs is proirided with the oppor-
tunity to receive a special education at public
expense suited to his individual needs. To
obtain this end, the legislature recognizes the
necessity for a fle3dble program of special
education and for frequent reevaluation_of the
needs, capabilities and progress of Ifi` child
with exceptional educational needs.

3. The legislature also recognizes that it is the
responsibility of the school district in which a
child with exceptional educational needs resides
to ensure that the child is able to receive an
education at public expense which is tailored



to his needs and capabilities. Special assist-
ance, services, classes or centers shall be
provided whenever necessary.

In 1975 the Congress of the United States enacted Public
Law 94-142, also known as the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act (hereinafter, simply the "EHCA"). The law is a
grant-in-aid program designed to offer financial assistance to
states to help them meet their constitutional and statutory
obligation -of offering handicapped children equal educational
opportunities. Because Congress did not define all the terms
usad in the EHCA, such as "appropriate" education for handi-
capped children, disagreements over what the Act requires have
resulted. Organized groups and individual parents of
handicapped children_ have filed lawsuits asking for additional
services which school districts have sometimes denied, minting
to the extraordinary costs associated with them. /Courts around
the United States have reached different and sometimes
conflicting conclusions about the EHCA's requirements. Because
the United States Supreme Court has reSolved_, only a few of
these issues, the law in this area is extremely unsettled. This
makes it difficult to say with precision what the EHCA requires.
The facts of individual cases, involving specific children with
varying handicaps, also makes generalization harder than in
other areas of school law. , Finally, the number and complexitx
of the regulations implementing, both the EHCA and Wisconsin
special education laws make this area difficult for school
personnel.

.

This and the next chapter summarize the most significant
aspects of these laws; cases; and regulations. The chapter is
intended to provide only an. overview of issues in the education
Of handicapped children; Information necessary to develop and
implement specific special education programs should be obtained
from- the Department of Public Instruction; Division of Handi-
capped Children; to ensure compliance with all relevant state and
federal laws;

II. Handieapped_Cliildren_and Special Education.

As used in the EHCA and in its implementing regulations,
the term "handicapped children" means children evaluated as
being

mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech,-
impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotion-'?
ally disturbed, orthopedically impaired, other health
impaired, deaf-blind, multi-handicapped, or as
having specific learning disabilities, who because of
those imppirments need special education and related
services.
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The definition of handicapped children for purposes of
Wisconsin's special education laws is similar to that of the EHCA.
In Wisconsin a handicapped child is referred to as a child (under
21 yehrs' of age) with "exceptional education needs" (or EEN),
which means

any child who has a mental, physical, emotional, or
learning disability which, if the full potential of the
child is to be attained, requires educational
services to the hild to supplement or replace
regular education.

Both the state and federal laws define EEN and handicapping
conditions in terms of the need for "special education."
However, not every child in need of special education is covered
by the statutes. Wisconsin's Administrative Code specifically
exempts from the definition of EEN "educational needs resulting
primarily from poverty, neglect, delinquency, social
maladjustment, cultural or linguistic isolation or inappropriate
instruction." While about half of thed states classify gifted and
talented children as "exceptional," neither Ccingress nor
Wisconsin's leg-alature provided for these children in their
special education lawS. . Provisions for gifted and 5talented
children may be found in other legislation and programs.

Each of the handicapping conditions cited in the EHCA as
possibly requiring special education- also enumerated in
Wisconsin's law. The types of diSabilities recognized in
Wisconsin as EEN seem broader than the disabilities 'included in
the federal law, since 'the Wisconsin law allows the state superin-
tendent to include, where appropriate, handicapping conditions
other than those enumerated in the statute. Because, in this
respect federal judges have given the EHCA a broad
interpretation, however, it may be that there is little practical
difference between the state and federal definitions of

4handicapped or EEN children. The most apparent difference in
scope between the two laws is that in Wisconsin pregnant stu.d
dents are expressly covered_ by the special education statutes.
It should be fioted that a pregnant girl is treated differently
from other children with exceptional educational needs in that
she may be recommended for special educition only if she and
her parents consent to the recommendation. - .

Once a child is evaluated as_ handicapped or as having
exceptional educational needs as defined by the statutes, he or
she is then entitled to special education. The EIICA defines
"special education" as

specially designed instruction, at no cost to the
parent, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped
child, including classroom instruction, instruction in
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physical education, home instruction, and instruc-
tion in hospitals and institutions.'

Wisconsin similarly defies "special education" in terms of
"appropriate education." Although the Wisconsin EEN statute's
definition of "special education" includes the terms "supportive
or related service," while the EHCA definition does not, in
practice _related services are treated similarly Under the two
laws. (The requirement to provide appropriate related services
is discussed later in this chapter.) The Wisconsin
Administrative Code details the typesioof programs available for
the special education of EEN children.

III. Free Appropriate Public Education.

Both federal and Wisconsin law require thet all handicapped
(or EEN) children be provided with a free appropriate public
education. The qual protection clause of the fourteenth
amendment and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 require
states to provide handicapped children with an education whether
or not they participate in a federal grant-in-aid program like the
EHCA. The provisions of Wisconsin's compulsory school atten-
dance laws apply to children with exceptional educational
needs.Iz (See Chapter 7 for a discussion of the requirements of
the compulsory school attendance law.) Under state and federal
laW, then, Wisconsin must provide handicapped children with a
free education, and the children's parents are compelled to send
them to school.

In order to qualify for assistance under the EHCA a state
must demonstrate, among other things, that it "has in effect a
policy that assures all handicaped children the right to a free
appropriate public education." This policy must be imple-
mented through a state plan submitted to and approved by the
Secretary of Education which ^oss forth the programs, policies,
and procedures designed to ensure thfit the state's handicapped
children receive such- an education. Local school districts
have the primary responsibility for ensuring that residents of
the district who have exceptional educational needs are provided
a special education.

Residency for purposes of allocating the responsibility for
providing a child with special education programs (and trans-
portation) is determined in the same manner as,tr children
receiving regular education. Children are resin is ,of the
school district in which their parents reside unless they live
apart from their parents for purposes other than to attend Lie
schools of another district. In the latter case the children are
residents of the school district in which they actually live.
Following this rule, the State Superintendent has said that child-
ren residing at the State Mental Health Institutes and the State

1 3
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Centers for the Developmentally Disabled are, for school pur-
poses, residents of the school district in which the Institute or
Center is located. On the other hand, the special education
statute considers a resident of a special purpose residential care
center which specializes in the care and treatment of EEN child-
ren to be a resident, for school purposes, of the district in
which the c9ter is located only if his or her parents reside in
the district.

Free_Education. Although both the federal and state legis-
lation require that handicapped children be provided with a "free
and appropriate education," neither legislature has defined the
terms with any precision. It has been left to school districts
and, when disputes arise, to the courts to give meaning to these
terms on a case-by-case basis. At a minimum the "free" educa-
tion requirement means that parents of handicapped children may
not be charged for special transportation, academic services, or
other related services so long as these are found to be neces-
sary to the child's educational program.

It is. the responsibility of every Wisconsin school district to
provide free transportation to special or regular classes or pro-
grams for all resident children who require it. This is an
obligation of the district regardless of the distance travelled,
even if cross-district transportation is required, the
transportation is approved by the state superintendent.

It is sometimes the case that a school district cannot pro-
vide the services a handicapped child requires and that the
education must be provided elsewhere. This is a costly
alternative. Frequently, then, the question of "alternative"
placements is litigated. Wisconsin Statutes say that an EEN child
from one school district may be placed in a special education
program in another school district or in a private school or
facility, at no cost to the child's parents, if the child's home
district does not maintlqin a special education program
appropriate for that child. However, if an appropriate public
education program is available, but the parents choose to place
the child in a private school or facility, the school dilbrict is not
required to pay for the child's private education. In this
situation, the regular costs related to a private education (e.g.,
tuition) must be borne by the parents. However, the federal
regulations implementing the EHCA still require school districts
receiving funds under the Act to pay for special education and
related services (e.g., physical therapy and transportation) to
such pAvate school handicapped children residing in the
district. The question of which party pays for these services
is often litigated.

In recent years federal courts have been presented with the
question of how much a state is required to pay under the EHCA
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in order to guarantee its handicapped residents a "free" educa-
tion. As state appropriations and property tax revenues for
education decline, this becomes a serious question for most
school dittricts. In 1980 the United States District Court for
the Eastern District of North Carolina ruled that a state which
accepts EHCA funds cannot refuse to pay for a child's special
education based on the state's contention that it cannot afford to
send the child to an Appropriate special program because of
budgetary constraints. In 1982, the United_ States District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois held invalid 'Pinola
State laws which limited stated funding for the placement of a
handicapped student to an amount less than the actual cost of
the placement. The court found such law§ to be inconsistent
With the 4b1CA mandate to provide an appropriate free public
education.""

While the EHCA requires that a handicapped child be pro-
vided an appropriate education at no coat to the child's parents,
the Act's implementing regulations specify that this requirement
"does not preclude incidental feee which are normally charged to
non-handicapped students 4. their parents as a part of the reg-
ular education program-"7 (See chapter 8 with respect to
fees.) The Secretary of Education has interpreted the EHCA's
requirement that an appitpriate public education be provided to
handicapped, children "without charge" or "without cost" to mean
that the parents of a handicapped child may not be compelled to
use private insurance proceeds to pay for required services
where the parents would incur financial loss by so doing.
Under the Secretary's interpretation:

Financial losses include, but are not limited to
the following:

1. A decrease in available lifetime coverage
or any other benefit under an insurance
policy;

2. An increase in _premiums or the discon-----

tinuation of the policy; or

3. An out-of-pocket expense such as the
payment of a deductible amount incurred
in filing a claim.

Financial losses do not include incidental costs
such as the time needed to file an insurance
claim 2pr the postage needed to mail the
claim.

Appropriate- _Education. Like the term "free," the term
"appropriate" has not been clearly defined in state or federal
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legislation or by judicial interpretation of that legislation. Until
1982 representatives of handicapped children had argued with
some success that "appropriate education" under the EHCA meant
the "best" education available. In 1982 the United States
Supreme Court decided Board of Education of the Hendrik
Hudson Central. School District v. Rowlei (hereinafter referred

k;mgto as Rowley). While the Rowley decision did not State what
"appropriate" in the EHCA does mean, it said very clearly that
it does not mean that school districts must provide handicapped
childrenth the best available education. Some discussion of
this imp6rtant case should help to describe the . distinction
between "appropriate" and "best," as well as to point out the
complexity of the cases in this area.

Rowley arose out of a dispute over the education of Amy
Rowley, a deaf child with minimal residual hearing and excellent
lip-reading sldlls. When she began' attending school, Amy was
plated in a regular kindergarten class for a trial period in order
to determine what supplemental services would be necessary for
her education. At the end of the trial period, it was determined
that Amy should remain in the regular kindergarten class, and
she was provided with an FM hearing aid which would amplify
words spoken into a wireless receiver during certain classroom
activities. Amy successfully completed her kindergarten year.
At the beginning of Amy's first-grade year, it was determined
that she should be educated in a regular classroom, she should
continue to use the FM hearing ald, and she should receive
instruction for one hour a day from a tutor for the deaf and for
three hours a week from ,a speech therapist.

The Rowleys agreed with these provisions but insisted that
Amy also be provided with a qualified sign-language interpreter
in all of her academic classes. Such an interpreter had been
tried in Amy's kindergarten Wass but, after a two-week experi-
mental period, the interpreter had reported that Amy did not
need his services at that time. The school administrators deter-
mined that Amy did not need a sign-language interpreter in her
first-grade classroom. Appeals under the EHCA are first made
administratively. The Rowleys appealed the denial of their
request to two levels within New York's administrative hierarchy
and lost both times. Following the end of possible administrative
appeals, they then appealed their case to. the United States
District Court for the Southern District of New York, claiming
that the denial of a sign-language interpreter constituted a
denial of tile "free appropriate public education" guaranteed by
the EHCA.""

The district court found that Amy "performs better than
the average child in her class and is advancing easily from
grade to grade," but that "she understands considerably less of
what goes on in class than she would if she were not deaf" and
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thus "is not learning as much, or performingg well academ-
ically, as she would without her handicap." The district
court, defining "free appropriate public education" as "an oppor-
tunity to achieve full potential coNensurate with the oppor-
tunity provided to other children," _found that Amy was not
receiving such an education. The Second Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed the district court's decision but the United
States Supreme Court reversed, finding that

the requirement that a state provide specialized
educational services to handicapped children gen-
erates no additional- requirement that the services
so provided be sufficient to maximize each child's
potential "commensura with the opportunity pro-
vided other children."

The Supreme Court, after analyzing the EHCA's language
and its legislative history, concluded that the "basic floor of
opportunity" provided by the Act "consists of access to
specialized instruction and related services which are individually
designe4 to provide educational benefit to the handicapped
child." The Court summarized the requirements of the EHCA
as follows:

Insofar as a State is required to provide a handi-
capped child with a "free appropriate public educa-
tion," we hold that it satisfies this requirement by
providing personalized instruction with sufficient
support services to permit the child to benefit
educationally from that instruction. Such instruc-
tion and services must be provided at public
expense, must meet the State's educational stan-
dards, must approximate the grade levels used in
the State's regular education, and must comport
with the child's IEP.* In addition, the IEP, and
therefore the personalized instruction, should be
formulated in accordance with the requirements of
the .Act and, if the child is being educated in the
regular classrooms of the public education system,
should be reasonably calculated to enable the child
to achire passing mgrks and advance from grade to
grade.

*An Individualized Education Program (IEP) is a written
statement of educational goals and the types of special education
and related services to be provided to meet these goals. An IEP
must be developed for each handicapped child.
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The Supreme Court majority concluded that, in
reviewing t ficlings and decision of a state administrative
hearing, a Court's inquiry is limited to two questions: 1) Has
the state complied with the procedures set forth in the EHCA?
and 2) Is the IEP developed through the Act's procedures
reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive educational
benefits? If these requirements are met, the Court held, "the
State has complied with the obligationo imposed by Congress and
the courts can require no more." In short, handicapped
children must receive a program of benefit, but not the best
program which parents or specialists in the area might conceive.

IV. Wisconsin Placement. Alternatives.

The Wisconsin special education statute sets out a numbqs
of alternatives for the appropriate placement of an EEN child."
These placements are to be considered sequentially as follows:

1. If the child's home school district or county,
or the_ cooperative educational service agency
(CESA) for that diStrict, operates an appro-
priate special education program, the child
must be placed in that program.

2. The child may be placed in a model school
special education program if no agency listed
in number one above operates an appropriate
program, or if requested by the child's
paren-t_s and recommended by the
multidisciplinary team (the responsibilities of
the multidisciplinary team EM-team) are
discussed in the next chapter).

3. If no agency listed in number' one above
operates an appropriate program , the child will
be placed in an appropriate in-state public
program as near as possible to the place where
the child resides unless an out-of-state public
program is found to be more appropriate. In
order for an out-of-state placement to be made
it must be found that a) there is no appro-
priate program available in Wisconsin without
the use of a boarding hothe or residential
placement center, and the out-of-state place-
ment will enable the child to live at home and
receive daily transportation to and from the
placement, or b) the out-of-state placement, as
compared with an otherwise appropriate instate
placement, will result in a significant reduction
in daily transportation costs or In the child's
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time in transit between the program and the
child's home.

4. If no equivalent public program is available, a
school board may upon the approval of the
state superintendent, contract with a private
special education service if the placement is
warranted on the basis of a less restrictive
environment alternative. Such special educa-
tion services may not include religious or
sectarian teachings or instruction.

5. The child may be placed in a special education
program at the _child's home or other residence
only upon a physician's statement in writing
that the child is unable to attend school.

Whichever of the alternative placements available under
Wisconsin law__is chosen as the appropriate program for an EEN
child, the child's home school district must_ pay any tuition and
transportation charges incurred in the placement.

Constitutional Challenges to Alternative Placements.
Because the Wisconsin special education statute permits children
to be placed in private programs, some of which may be run by
religious organizations, the _question has been raised about
whether or not the requirement that the school district pay for
the private services violates the establishment or free exercise
clauses of the First Amendment of the United States Constitution
or the similar provisions of the Wisconsin Constitujtion. In 1973,
in the case of State ex relWarreusbaum, the SupremeCourt of Wisconiiiiirosons of he state's special
education statute authorizing a school board to contract with a
private educational service do not violate any of the religion
clauses of the United States or Wisconsin Ccnstitutions.

Another question which has _been raised in Wisconsin with
respect to the placement of an EEN child in a private special
education program is whether or not equal protection is denied
by the consideration of a private placement only if no equivalent
public program is available. In Panitch v. State of Wisconsin,
plaintiffs, EEN children in WisconSin, claimed that equal
protection tenets are violated to the extent that under the state
law "a child with an exceptional educational need could be forced
to live away from home--at an appropriate public facility located
at some distant part of the state - -even though an appap" prate
pziv facility was available -in his own neighborhood." The
United States District Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin
rejected the plaintiffs' equal protection claim and upheld the
state's preference for a public over a private placement. The
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court's opinion shed some light on the meaning of "appropriate"
education in Wisconsin:

While the state must provide each child with an
equal educational opportunity, it is not necessarily
required to do so in the context of a "neighbor-
hobd" or conveniently accessible setting, especially
where, as here, a virtually infinite range of special
educational36 needs must be met with limited
resources.

It is important to note that this case was decided prior to the
enactment of the EHCA and the adoption of its implementing
regulations. While the decision may still be sound in terms of
the fourteenth amendment, a similar challenge to the placement
under the EHCA may be successful in light of the regulation
Which requires a child's ed tonal placement to be as close as
possible to the child's home.

Summer Education. In recent years, United States federal
courts have consistently_ held that summer education may be
required in order to provide a handicapped child with an appro=
priate education. Wisconsin's special education statute expressly
permits a special education program to include a summer program
or even to be a full year, July 1-June 30 program. Penn-
sylvania, Georgia, and Mississippi, on the other hand, had rule:4
which prohibited special education programs from extending
beyond 180 days per year. In separate cases, a district court
and two circuit courts o9Appeal struck down the "180=day rulta"
as violating the EHCA. The courts found that such rules
preclude the proper determination of an appropriate education by
failing to consider the individual needs of handicapped children.
Some children, then, have specific handicaps Which must be
addressed through extended-year programs.

The fact that states, may not adhere to a strict 180-day rule
does not mean that every handicapped child is entitled to attend
a summer or extended-year program. In Rettig v, Kent City
School District, the United States District Court for the
Northern District of Ohio held that just because a summer pro-
gram would be beneficial to a handicapped child is not enough to
make it mandatory under the EHCA: "the issue is not whether it
might be beneficial but whether a summer school program is a
necessary component of anappropriate education for is par-
ticular handicapped child]." The court's standard for deter-
mining the appropriateness of a summer program was whether or
not it would prevent significant regression of skills or knowledge
retained by the handicapped child which would affect seriously
the child's progress towards self-sufficiency. On the basis of
the facts presented, the court did not order a summer
school program for the c ut the judge said that if a new
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individualized education program for the child were to call for
summer school, such instruction should be provided.

In Anderson v. Thompson, a case which is controlling in
Wisconsin, the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of WiScontin held that a free appropriate public edu-
cation may, depending on the needs of the particular child,
include year-round educational programming. Where such pro-
gramming is required, federal law imposes on the child' ome
school district the obligation to provide such an edueation.

The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals has held that, once a
determination is made that a summer education program is a
necessary part of the appropriate education of a handicapped
child, that program may not be discontinued without followirig
the change in placement procedures mandated by the MCA.
(These procedures are described in Chapter 10.) While this
case is not binding in Wisconsin, it seems likely that Wisconsin
courts would adopt the rationale of the Sixth Circuit.

Least Restrictive Environment. Closely related to the
question of what constitutes an appropriate education are the
concepts of "least restrictive environment" and "mainstreaming."
These terms refer to the express legislative preference, of both
the Wisconsin and the United States special education laws, for
educating hedicaVped children in regular classrooms whenever
appropriate. In order to qualify (dr assistance under the
EHCA, a state must demonstrate, among other things, that it has
established procedures to ensure the following:

1. That to the maximum extent appropriate,
handicapped children, including children In
public or private institutions or other care
facilities, are educated with children who are
not handicapped, and

2. That special classes, separate schooling, or
other removal of handicapped children from the
regular educational environment occurs, only
when .the nature or severity of the handicap is
such that education in regular classes with the
use of supplementary aids4nd services cannot
be achieve° satisfactorily.

Each district in the state must ensure that a continuum of alter-
native placements is available to meet the educational needs of
handicapped children. The continuum must include the following
placement§ (from least to most restrictive): instruction in
regular clatteS, special classes, special schools,jome instruc-
tion, and instruction in hospitals and institutions.
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Other requirements under the least restrictive environment
provision are the following:

1. unless a handicapped child's individualized
education program requires some other
arrangement, the child is to be educated in
the school which he or she would attend if not
handicapped;

in selecting the least restrictive environment,
consideration is to be given to any potential
harmful effect on the child or of quality of
services which he or she needs;

3. to the maximum extent appropriate to the
needs of a handicapped child, the child is to
participate with nonhandicapped children in
nonacadetr4s1 and extracurricular services and
activities;

4. teachers and administrators must be provided
with technical assistance and training neces-
sary to assist them in their effort to educate a
handicapped child in the least restrictive
environment.

The requirement of the least restrictive environment for the
education of handicapped children reaches __residents of insti-
tutions as well as children living at home: "Regardless of other
reasons for institutional placement, no child in an institution who
is capable of education in a regular public schot setting may be
denied access to an education in that setting." As discussed
earlier in this chapter, residents of State Mental Health Insti-
tutes and State Centers for the Developmentally DiSabled in
Wisconsin are considered residents, for special education pur-
poses, of the school district in which the center or institute is
located. Therefore, Wisconsin and federal laws require that the
districts in which the centers and institutes are located provide
educational programs to the children who reside in these facil-
ities andaho are able to attend a public school program during
the day.

The clearest statement to date of the EHCA's mainstreaming
or least restrictive environment requirement was recently
provided by the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals:

The Act does not require mainstreaming in
every case but its requirement that mainstreaming
be provided to the maximum extent appropriate
indicates a very strong congressional preference.
The proper inquiry is whether a proposed placement
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is appropriate under the Act. In some cases, a
placement which may be considered better for
academic reasons may not be appropriate because of
the failure to provide for mainstreaming.

. . . In a case where the segregated facility
fi.e., a facility serving only handicapped children)
is considered superior, the court should determine
whether the services which make that placement
superior could be feasibly provided in a non=
segregated setting [i.e., a setting in which both
handicapped and non-handicapped children are
served) . If they can, the placement in the seg-
regated school would be inappropriate -under the
Act. Framing the issue in this manner accords the
proper respect for the strong preference in favor
of mainstreaming while still ealizing the possibility
that some handicapped children simply must be
educated in segregated facilities whether because
the handicapped child would not benefit from main-
streaming, because any marginal benefits received
from mainstreaming are far outweighed by the
benefits gained from services which could not
feasibly be provided in the non-segregated setting,
or because the handicapped child a a disruptive
force in the non-segregated setting."'"

It is likely that a similar position would be taken by Wisconsin
courts; therefore, _Wisconsin_ educators would do well to follow
the guidelines provided by the Sixth Circuit in deciding whether
or not to mainstream handicapped students.

V. Related Services.

Another EHCA requirement, interrelated with the mandates
of free appropriate education and education in the least restric-
tive environment, is the provision of related services. The
MICA and its__ implementing regulations define related services
almost identically:

The term "related services" means transportation,
and such developmental, corrective and other
Supportive services . . . as may be _required to
assist a handle/vied child to benefit from special
education . . .

Under the EHCA's "free appropriate public education" require-
ment, a state must provide each handicapped child with specially
designed instruction and those related services which are neces-
sary to enable the child to benefit from the instruction. The
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction has interpreted
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Wisconsin's "free apHopriate public education" requirement to
mean the same thing.

AS the official comments to the EHCA regulations explain;
related services may not be provided unless a child is in need of
special education:

Comment. (1) The definition of "special education"
is a particularly important one under these regu-
lations, since a child is not handicapped unless he
or she needs special education (See the definition
of "handicapped children" in g 300;50 The defi-
nition of "related services" (Section S' 300;13) also
depends on this definition; since a related service (

must be necessary for a child to benefit from
special education; Therpfgrei if a child does not

e apt an a
Z - '

:
ed;)

the Act. (Emphasis

Not even all handicapped children (that is, children in need
of special education) are entitled to receive related services. It
is important to note that a handicapped child is entitled to
receive only such related services as are required to assist the
child to benefit from special education. The Supreme Court's
1982 Rowle decision, rejecting the interpretation of free
approp a e public education as requiring states to maximize the
potential of handicapped children commensurate with the
opportunity provided to other children,, narrowly interprets the
requirement that handicapped children be provided related ser-
vices to enable them to benefit from special education. The
Court ruled that Amy Rowley was not entitled to the related
service of a sign-language interpreter because she was bene-
fiting from her special education without one While a sign-
language interpreter might have enabled Amy to reach her full
potential, the Court ruled that the states have no obligation to
so maximize a handicapped child's potential 863-A long as the child
receives "some form of specialized education." -1

The courts have recognized a right to related services if
they enable a handicapped child to be educated in the least
restrictive environment. In order to satisfy the MCA's
requirement that, to the maximum extent appropriate,
handicapped children be educated with nonhandicapped children,
a Texas District Court ordered a school district to provide a
child with an air-conditioned classroom, siKk the child could not
adequately regulate his body temperature." The court_ found
that the school district's provision of an air-conditioned semi-
isolated cubicle in the classroom for the child, which segregated
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hith from his nonhandicapped classmates, xriolited the
mainstreaming provisions of the EHCA.

The question of whether schools must provide med191 ser-
vices to _handicapped children under the related services
requirement is frequently litigated. The Adt defirieS related
services to include medical services for diagnostic or evaluation

/-purposes only; "Medical . services" means "services provided by
a licensed physician to determine a child'a medically related
handicapping condition which resylts in56the child's need kir
special education and related services." Litigation in thiS
area involves questions of whether or not & particular treatment
is a medical service under the Act; Only if a particular service
can be characterized as other than a medical service will a child
be entitled to receive the service on an ongoing basis as part of
his or her special educational program.

In a case addressing these issues, the HaWaii Department of
Education was ordered to pay tuition and transportation costs for
a handicapped child to, attend a private regular school where a
trained person wslpd be on hand to reinsert_ her tracheostomy
tube periodically. / The court rejected the Department's solu-
tion of providing /the child with home instruction (where,. pre7
sumably, a trained family member could aid her if the tube,
needed reinserting) bedintae, but 'for the possibility of problems
with her tracheostomy, the child COUld be placed in the least
restrictive edUdational environment -- regular school. Courts
have also recognized a Child'S entitlement to catheterization as
related service when the service is necessary to enable the child
to receive a free . appwriate public education in the least
restrictive enVirontherit. In these cases, the insertion of a
tradheoStoitiy tube and catheterization were determined not to be
medical services.

The regulations implementing the EHCA contain a list of
related services which must be provided if necessar to enable a
handicapped child to benefit from his or her spe ial education
program (including education in the leas restrictive
environment)

speech pathology and audiology, psych ogical
services, physical and occupational therapy, r crea-
tion, early identification and assessment of dis-
abilities in children, counseling services, and
medical services for diagnostic or evaluation
purposes, . . . school health services, social work
services Sin schools, and parent counseling and
training.

The comments to the regulations specify that "the list of related
services is not exhaustive and may include other developmental,
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corrective, or supportive services (such as artistic and cultural
programs, and art, music, and dance therapy), if they are
required tuassist a handicapped child to benefit from special
education." Wisconsin's special education lanis very similar to
the EHCA in its treatment of related services.

The types of related services which may be required by the
EHCA are as many and varied as are,the special needs of handi-
capped children. Consequently, neither Congress nor
Wisconsin's legislature can specify what -particular related ser-
vices will be required in individual cases. The courts will
decide on a case-by-case basis what services will be required
under the Act. School districts in Wisconsin should contact the
Department of Public Instruction With questions about the
provision of related services. This is true whether the question
deals with the educational program or environment or with med-
ical services.

VI. Other Laws

In addition to the EHCA and provisions of Wisconsin
Statutes, there are other federal acts which have a bearing on
the treatment of handicapped children. Among these are Section
S 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (Public Law. 89-313). Courts
have found that a school district must provide services to
handicapped children based on the provisions of these acts.

_c Section § 504 of the Rehabilitation -Act of 1973. Section
g 50 states:

No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the
United States . . . shall, solely by reason of his
handicap; be excluded from the participation in be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrim-
ination under any program or eitivity receiving
federal financial assistance . . . .

The § 504 regulations define "handicapped individual" more
broadly than does the EHCA. In order to be covered a person
must (1) have a physical or mental impairment which
substantially limits one or more major life activities, (2) have a
record of such an impairment, or (3) be regarded as having
such an impairment. A person does not need to require
special q1ucation in order to receive protection under this law.
Section 5_5_04 alsohas a broader equal opportunity mandate than
does the EHCA. The law prohibits discrimination in employment,
"transportation, and postsecondary education in addition to
requiring a free appropriate public education at the preichool,
elementary, and secondary levels.
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In order to meet the free appropriate public education
requirement, an educational agency receiving federal monies must
provide regular and special education and related aids and
services that "are designed to meet individual educational needs
of handicapped persons as adequately his the needs of
nonhandicapped persons are met . . The regulations
expressly provide that_this requirement may be met by the
implemontation of an IEP developed in accordance with the
EHCA. For practical purposes, then, school districts which
follow the EHCA's substantive and procedural guidelines :eet out
in this chapter and the next will be in compliance with 5 504's
free appropriate public education requirement. ti

P.L. 89-313, Many Wisconsin school districts receive their
furtaing_ under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965. P.L. 89=3Ai of this Act provides for programs for handi-
capped children. The regulations implementing this provision
are contained in volume 34, Code of Federal Regulations
(C.F.R.), Part 302. The requirements imposed on schobl
districts by P.L. 89-3134re similar, but not identical, to those
imposed by the EHCA. School districts receiving funding
under P.L. 89=313 should review the regulations and contact the
Department of Public Instruction for technical assistance.

VII. Summary.

The federal Education of All Handicapped Children Act. and
the Wiaconsin Statute which preceded it, have changed the ways
in which school districts relate to a significant number of stu-
dent:J. New programs, new ways of dealing with individuals and
new procedures have all been initiated. The regulations for
educating the handicapped are voluminous, as the summary of
them contained in this and the next chapter indicates.
Reasonable people do not -always agree as to what constitutes an
"appropriate education" for a handicapped child. The wide
spectrum of possible handicapping conditions adds to the
complexi4T of the special education area. This chapter has
described the parameters of what is meant by an "appropriate
education." Chapter 10 explains the procedures which must be
followed in determining what special educational program is
appropriate for a handicapped child. In addition, special issues
relevant to graduation requirements, discipline, and
extracurricular activities will be discuased.
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CHAPTER 10

EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN:
PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS AND OTHER ISSUES
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1. What procedures must be followed for the eval-
uation and placement of handicapped children?

2. What procedural safeguards are available to
parents who disagree with a school district's
decisions with respect to the evaluation and
placement of their child?

3. May handicapped children be required to pass
a minimal competency examination in order to
receive a high school diploma?

4. What special measures must be taken with
respect to the discipline of handicapped child-
ren?

5. What do the laws require with respect to the
provision of extracurricular activities for
handicapped children?

6. When may a school district be sued for its
failure to provide_ _a handicapped child with an
appropriate education?

I. Procedural Obligations.

Both federal and Wisconsin special education laws specify
detailed procedures for the identification and evaluation of
handicapped (those with exceptional educational need or EEN)
children and for the development of a specialized education
program for each of them. These procedures are the means by
which school districts are to carry out the requirement that they
provide handicapped children with a free appropriate education.
The procedural requirements associated with the identification,
placement, and evaluation of handicapped children are complex.
The language of the statutes and regulations is in mandatory
form (e.g., an IEP, or individualized educational program, ,
meeting must be held within 30 days after a multidisciplinary
team determines that a child is in need of special education).
However, because the regulations are so numerous and complex,
courts are likely to apply a good-faith standard when evaluating
a school district's compliance. Therefore, every attempt must be
made to follow the procedures (including the timelines) mandated
by the regulations. So long as district administrators strive to
meet those mandates, it is unlikely that technical noncompliance
will result in a loss of funding under the Act. Likewise, it is
recognized that funding curtailment ultimately injures the
intended beneficiaries of the grant program, the EEN youngsters
themselves; accordingly, this sanction may be expected to be
applied only as a last resort.
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It is not poSsible here to give a detailed analysis of every
legal requirement involved in the identification, evaluation, and
placement o_ children. Nonetheless, a 'step-by-step
outline of the legal requirements is essential to ensure that the
state_ and federal laws are followed. Such an outline, including
timeliness and administrative interpretations and recommen-
dations, was developed for Wisconsin by the Department of
Public Inftruction in 1980 and is available for use by school
districts. This section will review the major requirements of
the state and federal laws.

Identification__of_Handic" sipped- Children. Wisconsin law
requires physicians, nurses, teachers, psychologists, social
workers, and social agency administrators, who have reasonable
cause to believe that a child brought to them for services has
exceptional educational needs; to report the child's name and
other relevant information to the child's school district. A
child's parent may also report thiS information to the school
district if he or pe suspects the child of having exceptional
educational needs. If the report is made by other than the
child's 3parent, the parent must be given prior notice of the
report. Upon the receipt of a report and with _parentfil
approval, a multidisciplinary team (M-team) must examine the
child to determine if he_or the is in need of special education
(i.d., is a child with EEN). The makeup of the M-team is to
be determined by the particular exceptional educational need(s)
that the child is believed to have so that the professionals
evaluating the child will be familiar with assessment of and
programming for the child's needs.

Both the EHCA and Wisconsin regulations caution against
the use of standardized tests and evaluation materials and
procedure% which diScriminate against ethnic or racial
minorities. When a referral concerns a minority child,
Wisconsin law requires that a member of that child's minority be
allowed input into the M-team's decision-making process. School
districts Should take notice of the special procedures required
when dealing with minority group students.

Placement of Handicapped Children. Within 30 days after
the M-team determines that a child is in need of special educa-
tion, a meeting must be held to develop an individualized educa-
tion program (IEP) for the child.' The EHCA definea the term
"individualized education program" as

a written statement for each handicapped child . .

. which statement shall include (a) a statement of
the present levels of educational performance of the
child, (b) a statement of annual goals, including
short-term instructional objectives, (c) a statement
of the specific education services to be provided to
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such child, and the extent to which such child will
be able to participate in regular educational
programs, (d) the projected date for initiation .n4i
anticipated duration a such services, and (e)
appropriate objective criteria and evaluation proce-
dures and schedules for determining, on at least an
annual basis, yhether instructional objectives are
being achieved.

The written statement just described must be developed at a
meeting attended by representatives of the educational agency
who are familiar with the child's evaluation and who are qualified
to provide or supervise the type of special education the child
will need (including the child's teacner), one or both of the
child's parents (or a surrogate appointed if the child's Barents
cannot be located), and, where appropriate, the child. The
child's parents may have a child advocate company them during
any phase of the M-team and IEP process.

Based on the IEP, the child's school district must determine
the appropriate special education program in which to place the
child. The child's parent iniist be notified, in writing, of the
district's placement decision. Upon the parent's consent, the
child is placed in the appropriate special education_ program,
This plapment must be made as soon as possible after the IEP
meeting, ra but not more than 30 days after parental consent is
obtained.

An IEP must be in effect at the beginning of every school
year for each handicapped child. A meting to revise a child's
IEP must be held at least once a year. Every child receiving
special education must be reevaluated by an M-team at least once
every three yearivy to determine if the child continues to need
special education.a In order for a school diStrict to be in com-
pliance with the EHCA, each handicapped child's IEP must
include all services necessary to meet the child's identified
special edtocation needs, and all services in the IEP must be
provided.

Procedural Safeguards. The EHCA and Wisconsin's special
education law and their implementing regulations include a
number of provisions designed to protect the rights of handi-
capped children and their parents and to ensure "fundamental
fairness" in the evaluation and placement process. Because
there are so many of these provisions, and school districts often
maintain checklists to ensure that none has been forgotton.

The parents of a handicapped child must be afforded an
opportunity to inspect and review all education records with
respect to their child's identification, evaluation, educational
placement, and the provision of a free appropriate public
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education to the child. 19 Parents have the right to obtain an
independent evaluapen of their child if they disagree with the
M-team evaluation. In some cases the evaluation may be
obtained at public expense. The parent of a handicapped child
must be given written notice before a public agency proposes to;
or refuses to, initiate or change the identification, 'evaluation, or
educational placement of the child or the oprovision of a free
appropriate public education to the child. Parental consent
must be obtained before conducting an M-team evaluation and
before tli initial placement of a child in a special education
program. (Specific procedures must be followed in order to
override a inrent's refusal to consent to the child's evaluation or
placement.)

The statutes and regulations contain an appeal process
entitling parents to impartial due process hearings and ultimately
to judicial .royiew of decisions relating to the special education of
their child. 25 In Wisconsin a parent's first appeal is to the
school board. If dissatisfied with the board's decision, the
parent or educational agency may file an appeal to the state
superintsdent for an impartial administrative review of the
decision. The superintendent's decision may be appealed
the court for the circuit or county in which the child resides.
Parties may Also bring an action in federal court for relief under
the WC A . As discussed in the previous chapter, the
Supreme Court's Rowley decision limits judicial review of the
findings and decision of the state administrative hearing to two
points: (1) Has the state complied with the procedures set forth
in the EHCA? and (2) Is the IEP developed through the Act's
procedures reasonably calculated to enable the child to receive
educational benefits?

At the hearings; parties have the rights to (1) be accom-
panied and advised by an attorney and by individuals with
special knowledge or trebling with respect to the problems of
handicapped children; (2) present evidence and confront, cross-
examine, and compel the attendance of witnesses; (3) prohibit
the introduction of evidence that has not been disclosed to the
party at least five days before the hearing; (4) obtain a
verbatim record of the hearing; and (5) obtain the 2eritten
findings of fact and decisions of the hearing officer. The
hearing officer who presides over an initial appeal and the
reviewing officer presiding over30 an appeal to the state
superintendent must be impartial., The Director of Special
Education Programs, Department of Education, has interpreted
this requirement to mean that "[State Education Agency]
employees, chief state school officers, and members of state
boards. of education are categorically prohibits-ci from serving as
either hearing or reviewing officers . . . ." Various review
procedures in other states which involved state educaSym agency
employees have been successfully challenged in court.
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During the pendency of judicial and administrative appeals,
a child's placement is subject to what is commonly called the
"stay-put" requirement. Unless the educational agency and the
handicapped child's parents agree otherwise, the child must
remain in his or her "then current eciffational placement" until
the conclusion of the appeal process. The statutes and the
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction's regulations permit a
program change without parental consent "only if the health or
safety of the child or others nuld be endangered by delaying
the change in assignment." Pursuant to the stay-put
provision, courts have prohibited states and school districts from
denying tuition payments for a child's continued educatioh in a
private institution while the placement was being appealed. On
the other hand, the courts have denied parents' claims for
tuition when they have unilaterally moved their handicapped
child from one schgel to another pending tifeir appeals of a
proposed placement. .

as
Minimal Competency Testing and draduation_Reviremmts'

In 1983 the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit ruled that handicapped students could be required to
pass a minimal compstenc_y test as a prerectuisite to receipt of a
high school diploma. This decision is controlling in Wisconsin.
The Seventh Circuit case was based on the_- denial' by the
Peoria, Illinois, School Districti_ of high school diplomas to eleven,
handicapped children who had failed the test. Prior to 1980, in
order to receive a diploma, students had to meet two require-
ments: 1) earning seventeen credits' and 2) completing state
requirements such as a constitution test and a consumer
education course. In 1980 the third requirement was
added-- passing the test. Plaintiffsi the eleven handicapped
Children, had one to one and a half ar's notice of the
implementation of the test requirement. The students claimed
that the denial of diplomas based on the test violated, among
other things, provisions of the EHCA.

Based on Rowley, the Seventh Circuit determined that the
EHCA "does not require 'specific results,' but rather only man-
dates access to specialized nd individualized educational services
for handicapped children. Therefore, the court held:

Denial of diplomas to handicapped children who have
been receiving the special education and related
services required by the Act, but are unable to
achieve the educational level necessary to pass the
M.C.T. is art a denial of a "free appropriate public
education.

The court said that the test must be selected and administered
to minimize the effects of the handicapped students' disabilities.



That is, a test may have to be administered to a blind student
in braille, but the content of the test need not be altered.

While a teat may be a- prerequisite to the receipt of a
diploma, handicapped students must have sufficient notice of the
requirement in order to ensure that the students are sufficiently
exposed to most of the material that will appear on the test, or
to enable a student's parents and teachers to make a reasoned
and well_informed decision that the particular student will be
better off concentrating on educational objectives other than
preparation for the test. The Seventh Circuit ordered the
school district to award high school diplomas to the eleven
plaintiffs because they had been given inadequate notice of the
test requirement. A reasonable notice would probably be notice
given to students upon high school entrarre.

III. Student Discipline.

Many court cases support the conclusion that handicappig
children are not immune from school diSciplinary action.
Handicapped students may be disciplined just like nonhand-
icapped students except that they may not be disciplined for
behavior which is related to their handicap. While handicapped
children have the right to an education in the least _restrictive
environment, the comments to the EHCA regulations specify that
placement in a regular classrcom is inappropriate for a child who
is so disruptive in the classrobm tat the education of other
students is significantly impaired. This does not mean,
however, that a disruptive handicapped child can be expelled
through the usual expulsion procedures discussed in Chapter 5.
The courts have consistently held that expulsion of a
handicapped child constitutes__ a change in the child's educational
placement and is sulogicct to all of the EHCA _procedures required
for such a change.x" These procedures include evaluation of
the child, development of tt new IEP, offer of a new placement,
and opportunity to appeal the change in placement, as discussed
in the first section of thiti chapter.

The stay-put provision of the EHCA prohibits the expulsion
of a handicapped Student until the placement and appeal process
has been completed. The official comment to the stay-put
provision state, however, that this does not preclude a school
from using its normal procedures for ding with children who
are endangering themselves or others. Courts have inter-
preted this to mean that students may be suspended tempowily
without employing the procedural requirements of the EHCA.

Regardless of the procedural safeguards employed, a handi-
capped child cannot be expelled for behavior which is a manifes-
tation of the, child's handicap. Prior to expulsion, the school
board must' consult with the child's evaluation and placement
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committee or with other trained and knowledgeable persons to
determine whether or not there is a rely 'onship between the
epild's misconduct and his or her handicap.

In 1982 the Wisconsin State Superintendent was called upon
to decide whether or not a child with exceptional educational
needs could be expelled for his "repeated violation of school
rules" (leaving school without permission, being in possession of
tobacco products on school premises, and selling marijuana to a
student at school). The student's conduct was found to
threaten the health and safety of his fellow students.cand to be
disruptive of the educational environment of the district schools.
Based on the testimony given by a member of the child's M-team
that the child's handicapping condition, mental retardation, had
no bearing on his conduct in selling marijuana in school, tqg
State Superintendent upheld the district's expulsion decision.
At least one court has held that even when a school district may
properly expel a handicapped studet, it may not terminate all
educational services to the child. This is the case for all
expelled students in Wisconsin.

IV. Physical Education, Athletics, and Extracurricular_and
Nonacademic Services and Activities.

The regulations implementing the EHCA require the pro-
vision of nonacademic and extracurricular services and activities
to handicapped children, as follows:

1. Each public agency shall take steps to provide
nonacademic and extracurricular services and
activities in such manner as is necessary to
afford handicapped children an equal oppor-
tunity for participation in those services and
activities.

. Nonacademic and extracurricular services and
activities may include counseling services,
athletics, transportation, health services,
recreational activities, special interest groups
or clubs sponsored by the public agency,
referrals to agencies which provide assistance
to handicapped persons, and employment of
students including both employment by the
public agency and all:dance In making outside
employment available.

The U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Ohio found
a school district to be in violation of this regulation when it
failed to provide after-school activities for an autistic student
while pividing such activities for its nonhandicapped
students.
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The regulation also require the provision of physical
education_ services. The comment to the physical education
regulation includes the following statement from a report of the
House of Representatives on P.L. 94-142:

The Committee expects' the Commissioner of Educa-
tion to take whatever action is necessary to assure
that . physical education 'services are available to all
handicapped children, and has specifically included
physical education within the definition of special
education to make clear that the committee expects
such services, specially designed where necessary,
to be provided as an integral part of the educa-
tional program of every handicapped child.

The least restrictive environment requirement of the EHCA
applies to nonacademic activities, such as meals, recess periods,
and the extracurricular and nonacademic services described
above. These seryices must be provided in a setting as inte-
grated as possible.

The rights of handicapped childr to participate in extra-
curricular activities ofteh arise o of 504 of th% Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 (hereinafter simply, S 504). Section S' 504 pftthibits
the discrimination against an "otherwise qualified handicapped
individual" solely by reason of his or her handicap. The law
applies to any program or activity which receives federal
financial assistance. The Office of Civil Rights (formerly of the
pepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare) has interpreted
g 504 to prohibit the exclusion from contact sports of atudentS
who have lost an organ, limb, or appendage: "The excluSion
from contact sports of students who have loSt an organ, limb, or
an appendage (e.g. a kidney, leg, or finger) but who are other-
wise qualified is a denial of equal opportunity. It denies
participation not on the basis of ability but because of a
handicap." The interpretation allows s-hools to require students
to obtain parental consent and a doctor's approval in order to
participate. If the school system provides its athletes with
medical care insurance, the insurance must be available to
handicapped athletes on the same terms.

The U.S. Distilct Court in the Northern District of New
York has held that 504 was not violated by a school district's
refusal to allow a handicapped child to participate in an extra-
curricular class trip to Spain. The court found that child had
difficulty getting around and would be subjected to "a sub-
stiintial degree of physical risk 'to her safety" were she to
participate ii the trip. The Court found tat th3child was not

\ "otherwise qualified" within the meaning of 5 504.
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V. Confidentiality and Access to Records.

Both federal and Wisconsin regulations provide for the con-
fidentialit2,- of information with revect to the evaluation and
educati_on of handicapped children. The federal "regulations
also contain provisions for parental access tss5 ai amendment of
the records of their handicapped child. The Wisconsin
Attorney General has said that school districts' release of special
education information required by the Department of Public
Instruction- does not violate the confidentiality requirements of
the laws. 36 School districts are advised to have an official
records custodian to insure confidentiality and control access to
files.

The Office of Special Education of the Department of Educa-
tion has interpreted the Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (20 U.S.C. 1232g) and the EHCA confidentiality. regulations
to prohibit representatives of teacher organizations from
attending IEP meetings. The Office found that the legislative
intent was to limit attendance at IEP meetings to only those who
have "an intense interest in the child." Since a representative
of a teacher organization would be concerned with the interests
of the teacher rather than the interests of the child, the Office
reasoned that it woAd be inappropripte for the representative to
attend the meeting."'

VI . Liability, Damages, and Noncompliance Issues.,

The issue of monetary damages usually arises in a court
proceeding when the parents of a handicapped child request
reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the
education of their child. The parents claim that the state or
local educational agency should have paid for these expenses in
the first place. The three major questions which usually _arise
in such cases are these: 1) Does the EHCA provide for a
private cause of action? 2) Must a parent exhaust the EHCA'S
administrative remedies before bringing an -action in court? 3)
Dota the EHCA permit the award of damages?

Flivate Cause of Action. As detailed earlier in thiS
hapteA., the EHCA contains an elaborate system for

t.7:0n-iin=strative review of a public agency's actions with respect to
edu5:Jation of a handicapped child , Handicapped children and

their parents must he afforded the opporturgty to present
complaints with respect to the child's education. In order to
protect this right to present a complaint, the EHCA grants the
right to main judicial review of the administrative complaint
procedure. Thus, the EHCA expresslyoprovides for a private
ecuse of action to enforce its provisions.
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Exhaustion_ of Administrative Remedies. The EHCA provides
a judicial remedy if a person is "aggrieved by the findings and
decision" 6inade under the Act's administrative review
procedure. This means that a person must first pursue
(eichauSt) the administrative remedy prior to bringing a civil
action in court. Courts dispense with the requirement that a
person exhaust_ administrative remedies when the pursuit of those
remedies would e futile. The U.S. District Court for the
Northern DiStrict of Illinois, for example, has found the pursuit
of EHCA administrative remedies to be futile when the adminis-
trative decision would come too late to remedy the situation, or
when the complainant can accurately predict an unfavorable
administrative ruling because the remedy soug would be in
contravention of a established statewide policy. The Second
Circuit Court of Appeals, on the other hand, haS ruled that
administrative remedies must be exhausted even when the
administrative review is conducted by the E ate Commissioner of
Education whose policy is being challenged. Since neither case
is binding in Wisconsin and each situation presents different
facts, .1.. remains unclear when administrative review will be con-
sidered futile in this state;

Damages under__the_EIICA. The EHCA regulations
expressly limit the liability of institutions and individuals
responsible for the provision of special educational services:

Each public agency must provide special education
and related services to a handicapped child in
accordance with an individualized education pro-
gram. However . . . t;tel Act do-es not require that
any_ageney, , teacher, or other person_be_lield
accountable if a child doeS not achiev

fed in the annual _goals and
Emphasis added.)

The official comment to this regulation explains that the IEP does
not constitute a guarantee by a public agency or teacher that a
child will progress at a specified \ rate. However the comment
continues, "this provision does not ies and teachers
from making good faith efforts t = = z child in achieving
the IEP goals and objectives." (Emphasis added.)

The remedy most clearly contemplated by the EHCA is the
revision of a child's special education ,program if it is not found
to fulfill the requirement of eaviding the child with a free
appropriate public education. Nonetheless, the Seventh
Circuit Court t of Appeals has found two "exceptional
circumstances" ib which a limited damage award might be
appropriate. (The court did not actually decide if a damage
award would be appropriate since the \mad before it did not
exhibit these exceptional circumstances0 In the first such
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circumstance \a court subsequently determines that there was a
serious risk of injury to the child's health unless the parents
made alternative arrangements to those offered by the school
system. If the school district should have provided the
necessary services, this court would order the district to
recompense the parents for the cost of those services. The
second exceptional circumstance warranting the award of damages
would exist when the administrative agency responsible for
fulfilling the procedural safeguards provided by the EHCA acts
in bad faith by, "in an egregious ashion," failing to comply
with the Act's procedural provisions.
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Comments on "Student Rights and ReSponsibilitieS:
A Handbook on School Law in Wisconsin"

"For years there has been _a crying need for a single resource
addressing the myriad _legal problems encountered in the daily
Operation of our schools: for all too long educators;
administrators and attorneys confronting particular, questions
hive been forced to start at the grOund floor in identifying on a
piecemeal basis the seemingly infinite and often conflicting
provisions of___ state and federal statutory, administrative and
judicial law affecting the area of concern.

In publishing this handbook, the authors have squarely met this
need and then some. Here is a clear and concise; yet
comprehensive treatment of virtually every aspect of the law
affecting the relationship between the schools and their
Students. Seasoned professionals as well as those with but
limited familiarity with the subject matter will find this work
invaluable.

This work is an absolute must for the personal; professional
library of every Wisconsin educator; administrator and school
attorney."

Raymond W. Dunne
Former Legal Counsel to the
State Superintendent of
Public Instruction

"A thoroughly researched text on virtually all areas of Student
rights which every teacher and school administrator should read
and consult regularly."

Priscilla Ruth MacDougall
Staff Counsel
Wisconsin Education
Association Council

"This handbook on school law is simply the most useful such tool
I have seen in recent years! It is not a 'cookbook' of sure-fire
'recipes' for avoiding all legal problems related to public
education in this era, but it is a well-organized and
clearly-written discussion of many of today's most common
concerns._ The careful 'analysis of these concerns provides use-
ful guidelines for layman and practitioner alike; I suspect it will
stimulate reexamination of a number of educational practices and
positions on the part of readers!"

Stephen Willson
Principal
Portage High School
Portage Wisconsin
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